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Wild World
There was only one chance to keep their net feed going, and it
meant entering an area so deadly it had never been explored.
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1. The Storm
"That dactyl's still gaining on us," Remor shouted over the
gale.
Danesk could barely hear him thru the thunder. "How
many arrows we got left?" Danesk asked over his shoulder as
he ran. He could hear the dactyl thrashing thru the trees right
behind them, he couldn't be without any weapon at all.
"Just one," Remor replied.
"Just enough to make that horn-tail mad," Danesk said,
but probably not loud enough for Remor to hear.
They were nearly exhausted from running, sweating even
in the chill of 108F. The thick undergrowth slowed them up,
but the dense canopy of hangleaves above kept the dactyl
from taking wing and pouncing on them. This whole trip to
the heights had been a disaster and this dusk was probably the
worst predicament they'd been in yet.
"Want me to take the machete a while?" Remor asked.
He was hoping for a thicket that beast couldn't get its
wings thru. A dactyl's wings are tough, but not tough enough
to bull thru thick brush. If they could get it immobilized, he
could hack at it with the machete. On the ground, dactyls
have only one useful leg, they have claws on the elbows of
their glider wings that they can also walk with, the ones on
the drivers can't conveniently reach the ground, but they
could help push brush out of the way as it bounded after
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them. It was such a big sucker that it was covering twenty
feet with each hop, with its head looming twelve feet off the
ground. He really wished it was a hallucination but they all
knew better than to do any drugs away from camp.
Instead of thickening brush, he found they were running
up a rapidly narrowing valley, with open ground on the hills
on each side. He knew this valley would soon wind down to
nothing. He could still hope for a big enough thicket.
It was getting pretty dark by now, there was an hour of
twilight left at most. The lighting flashes illuminated the
ground ahead of them. They shrank his pupils, so that the
sticks on the forest floor were invisible and he went sprawling
over one, almost stabbing himself with the machete. Remor
fell over top of him, the crossbow went sailing from his hand.
He had it cocked and loaded, Danesk couldn't blame him for
that. But the trigger hit something, it went off. Their last
arrow narrowly missed them and went sailing up into the
darkening canopy, skipping thru leaves into the distance.
Lightning cracked before it hit the ground.
"Shit." they both said, knowing that they would be dactyl
shit tomorrow. Actually there had been no doubt about that
fact of nature since the beast landed in the middle of them and
he and Remor were singled out from the other three.
The dactyl's landing leg seemed to pound down only a
few feet from where they were lying. They scrambled on.
Remor did grab the empty crossbow, it was worth a quarter as
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much as his house. Danesk's crossbow had actually been
worth more, but its loss was part of the problems their
hunting party had encountered. Spending much more time as
prey than predator summed up the problems on this trip. They
scrambled thru the brush. The trees were getting smaller and
closer together. The dactyl had to slow down to work it's
wings between them.
It was a big Golden Horntail. Danesk guessed it would
top a thousand pounds. It's gliders, when open, probably
spanned sixty feet, its wing fingers were over twenty feet, and
relatively delicate. He could chop thru one with the machete,
effectively grounding the beast. He didn't want to do that, he'd
like to give it every possible chance to fly off and leave them
alone. It's jaws were at least six feet in length, tipped with an
eight inch upper fang and a pair of six inch lowers. The jaws
were narrow, its lips were thin, baring the gleaming blades in
the side of it's jaws. It was now close enough to start pecking
at them.
They worked their way between smaller trees, even closer
together. Unfortunately the valley was now pretty narrow and
steep, there was nowhere to go after this but into the open.
The dactyl couldn't get it's wings in here without tearing
them. They backed away from it. He hoped it would get stuck
in here. The branches on these small trees held it back. But
then it began to bite the branches off, methodically working
its way toward them.
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Danesk quickly chopped a few crude arrows from a
shaftwood bush they backed into. It was prickly, but they
hardly noticed now. Those teeth seemed way too close as it
continued to peck their way. Its driver claws were helping
work the glider wings in here. Remon was using his knife to
try and cut nocks in the arrows.
Remon let the crude arrow fly. The place to aim on a
dactyl is the hinge of the jaw. Hitting the root of the lower eye
tentacle is the best possible outcome, that will kill that eye
and knock out a good portion of the brain. There is a good
chance of hitting the preying eye and making the animal lose
control of it's jaws, and a good chance you'll get the arrow
inside it's mouth where it is much more vulnerable. What can
also happen is you'll hit it in the throat. With a real arrow that
will do some damage, but this one bounced off, causing the
dactyl to hiss, lurch forward, and snap at them three times in
rapid succession.
That was close enough for Danesk to make contact with
the machete and give the beast a long gash on the end of its
jaw. That drove it deeper into rage. It was wedged between
two trees, each about four inches in diameter. Its driver claws
pushed at them. One of them snapped, the other popped a
couple roots and leaned.
"Shit," Remor said again. Danesk was too scared to say
anything. He was just waving the machete in the dactyl's
direction and trying to keep his eyes open.
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They inched back farther. The brush was thicker, but not
big enough to hold back that dactyl. It was working it's way
out of those small trees, snapping some of them off, biting
some of them off. They were now backed up to the edge of
open ground, it was even colder up here. They had to crawl to
get under the brush now, but there was a stand of tough
archwood bracken that the dactyl might have a little trouble
clawing them out of. He wondered why they went to such
lengths to buy another minute or two of life.
The dactyl could stand over this bracken, and look down
into it. It was no longer in the jungle or even the brush, but
out on open ground standing over a bush with a couple tasty
morsels hiding in it. Another flash and clap, and the dactyl
spread it's gliders, making the sky blacker than the angry
clouds alone could do. But then it jerked them, and it's drivers
hammered it into the air.
"What?" they said to each other, astounded that they had
been spared. That could only mean that something else was
bearing down on them that the dactyl didn't care to mess with.
But when another flash lit the sky they could see the dactyl
was off to join two others that were pursuing an enormous
airship that was caught in this storm. He thought it had to
have been lost from the far side, but there was just enough
light left so that when he looked closely, he could see nets
hanging from it like nothing from the land of Bordzvek. It
was low enough that it would come to ground in the next mile
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or two if it somehow managed to miss the lighting. It might
be worth hiking out there to see what they could salvage next
week, with light and some real arrows.
"We better get while we can," Danesk said, "I know we're
beat, but there's hardly any light left and if the other guys are
still alive they’ll be back at camp by now." There were only
five in the first hotblood settlement in this area, and they were
all on this foray into the uplands.
"I know," Remon said, "I'm ready." He got to his feet and
took a few steps back the way they came.
Then he heard a scream from that airship.
Remon pulled him on the shoulder, "A woman," he said.
None of them had touched a woman in thirteen decades.
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2. Wait For Me
Dorrick should have had the time to wait up for her. He
knew how it was, he knew what the need was like. He didn't
wait up, he was more interested in a call from his planet. His
stupid planet. His home planet had been letting them down
lately, that girl who tried to jump from her balcony when
someone tried to steal her house was the last thing they had
sold, there. They couldn't export the shots she got of the
break-in at Toobandi's office, but she had a copy, she would
get out of this basin some day.
The last place they'd gone filming was the B'Konicare
preserve near their farm. It was calm enough that she could
get scraped up out there and not be too worried about it, as
long as Dorrick and TongSu were with her and had their
crossbows cocked, she'd been fine. She had the camera
anyway and with that she could see thru loon like it wasn't
even in her.
Since Dorrick wouldn't wait up, Honshu went out the
field-hands door after stopping by Djandar's for a quick one
on his porch. He wouldn't come with her to duskmeal up at
the village. He was probably afraid she would get him on his
nails. Both Dorrick and TongSu had warned him about her,
Dorrick still snarled at her quite often for his habit, any time
he had to miss a cycle. She'd still thought of him as a
plaything at the time. He didn't really like that, but she didn't
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feel that way about him now. They needn't have warned
Djandar anyway. Yeah, it would have been great to have a
big, hard and hot one with her on this trip, but her loon had to
be shipped from Trenst, there was none in this basin. Any
foeths would be down in Hell and that was more than sixty
degrees hotter than the Myassa.
That meant she wasn't sharing her supply. Djandar had
habits of his own he had to watch out for, they shared the sex
habit, that was enough. She'd stayed away from the freak in
this basin after the first week, it was too much for her. When
it came to sex, they liked each other well enough for everyday
use. They really couldn't get as public as they liked in this
village, just some party's at the house whenever Dorrick and
TongSu were away. There were a few in the area who liked to
participate, and a nice group of voyeurs who came in costume
that could really turn her on sometimes, especially if she
scraped before the sex party.
She sat up on the patio just outside the hand's door and
drained a big skin of green to get her started. Fimee came by
while she was out there, and she turned down a hit from that
skin, but she was well over three years pregnant already.
Hetereel came soon after her, and also turned down a slug off
the skin. He thought this dusk would be their baby's birthday
and didn't want to be impaired when the time came. It was
strong stuff, and Honshu was walking like TongSu's balloon
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by the time she got up from there. Most of the house couldn't
keep up with her even in yaag, much less anything stronger.
None in the house approved of her loon habit, Dorrick was
the only one who would ever wait up for her, and that was
less often since she slipped back to weekly.
It was getting pretty dark already, which was good. Her
need was really upon her, getting this stoned only made her
notice it more. She worried at the finger-jar in her wristbag as
she walked. She wasn't walking very steady and one of their
neighbors said something about her state of blotto that
Honshu thought was rude. 'If you think I'm blot now, just wait
til I find a safe hole to hide in for the upcoming trip,’ she
thought.
She snuck up the back stairway of one of the outer
apartments in the village. She knew them, no doubt they were
already up at the plaza, they would go in and out by the front
and wouldn't be out their back door this dark. If she sat on the
floor with her back against the door jam no one could see her
from the path.
Dorrick hadn't waited up, so she wasn't going to miss this
week. Every three weeks wasn't working for her was it? Not
if she had to face it all alone. TongSu would sit with her, but
TongSu didn't know. Dorrick was solid on ten years now, he'd
only dipped twice since they'd been in Bordzvek. It was a big
step to take and his three week urges were faint but still there,
she could see it on him and this dusk was one of them. He
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really should have waited up, but he might have been afraid
to. Dorrick was the only one she would share that jar with.
She might have stayed on a three week if he was to slip back
to three week and wait up for her, she could get back on three
week and then maybe they could step down together. They
would have to or have loon flown in from Trenst. With his
Centorin money he could do that. She could too. She'd
already earned half her weight in copper.
He hadn't waited with her though, so she took a dab big
enough for the two of them. She noticed she hadn't been
taking care of her pinkie nail as well as she used to. It used to
be the most important part of her body. She just about filled it
this time. She put her tooth to it, to make sure none of that
green paste got stuck between her finger and nail. Her tongue
took it off, spread it on the roof of her mouth and wallowed in
it. She imagined a dab the size of the cap of a penis in her
mouth. Yorgar used to let her suck a dab freshly cut from the
foeth's skull off his cap, debauchery at its finest. He would
fire just as she was getting really into the trip of the loon and
her thousands of mouths would suckle on thousands of
fountains of father's milk.
She was already getting into the trip and grabbed her
dildo from her bag while she still could. She got it to her
mouth just as the last of the loon was gone. She could feel the
pulse in it and thumbed him harder, gave him some tooth.
She had thousands of them, thousands of mouths to suck
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thousands of cocks, all at once, and all in the same place.
Her tentacles sought herself. Thousands of them probed
thousands of openings, bringing forth thousands of internal
organs. She coursed thruout herself, turning herself inside out
thousands of times in thousands of places. She became a ball,
pulsing to the inside and outside with the beat of some tune
that drifted from a nearby window, resonating with her
thousands of hearts. She was no longer conscious enough to
care how much noise her writhing made. She wished she was
with Djandar at that square on the far side of the harbor, but
then she noticed she was too blasted to actually move, and
wasn't making any noise at all.
She was nailed to the porch floor for several eternities.
She watched the evolution of dark from that position. There
was some of herself somewhere that noticed her neck was
uncomfortable, there were bugs walking on her, and her dildo
was still sticking out of her crotch. That little someone who
noticed that, couldn't do anything about it for a long time. It
seemed like somewhere about the middle of the black hole
epoch, when darkness was full, she was able to straighten her
head.
Her eyes told her the porch roof was some enormous
animal. Five hundred eyes saw it was about to take a crap on
her, five hundred saw it was about to gulp her up. She had
enough control of herself to be scared, to begin sweating, and
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for her heart rate to go up, but she could move no actual limb
and lay like that for many more ages.
The dildo fell out and lay on the floor, making a bridge
from the floor to her interior. She watched tiny armies tramp
up and down that ramp, hold muster in her womb and finally
cast off the drawbridge. She felt it slide down the inside of
her leg. It seemed to take days. The clunk when it hit the
porch was thunderous.
Then she found she wasn't breathing. She had to work to
do so. It was hard, she should really be under water. Each
breath, in and out, had to be done manually. That was all she
could do. Sometimes she got so exhausted she had to stop,
but if she did, she felt like a dying fish. She fought that for a
long time.
She let herself think about what she had left, her current
jar. The last jar had lasted ten years, but there had been a lot
of three-weeks in there when Dorrick had waited up with her.
She had some shipped from Trenst with some of the latest
Centorin copper she'd earned. She hadn't seen it yet and
hadn't heard from it. If it didn't come in this year, she would
have to give it up and start back to Trenst. The best she could
do without the floater would be five years to Trenst.
The time came when she could move her hand and start to
get some of the bugs off her. She didn't know if the ones that
had been in her womb were real or hallucination, but her
fingers found they were gone now. She lay there a long time
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and heard people coming back from duskmeal talking about
how great it was. She heard them stop and talk to someone
who was coming up.
"Hey there's a foot up there on that porch."
She was able to move her foot, she was quick and quiet
about getting herself out of sight.
"I don't see it, and Kunae's pretty bright up there."
"It was there," the first voice insisted.
"Shall we go look? I don't hear anyone hurt and writhing."
"Who's place is that?"
"I've seen them, but don't know their names, we'll see
them at the food court. We can tell them to check their back
porch for a camper when they get back."
"What if someone's hiding there?"
"Who hides around here?"
"It's your village."
"No one. I'll go back up for another cup with you, but I
can't eat any more."
"If you don't mind watching me eat, 'cause I've had
nothing since some seeds and berries along the trail for
lunch."
They went up the hill almost under her.
She got herself up. In Kunae's light on the window there
was enough reflection to see if she was at all presentable. She
ran her fingers thru her hair and wiped her face with the edge
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of the wrapskirt. The porch floor was painted and a lot of it
was flaking off, it was all over the back of her clothes. She
took them off and shook them off. It made her long for a
place she could be nude this evening. She couldn't see any
damage in the light of Kunae, and the lanterns of the court
wouldn't be much brighter.
She was still a little unsteady coming down the stairs, but
she was getting down off the yaag as well as the loon by now.
By the motion of the sky it had been at least two hours, more
likely three. Duskmeal would be mostly gone by, most of the
crowd would be drinking and hooking up. That reminded her
of her dildo and she turned back and leaned on the stairs to
reach that. She needed to hook up after a trip like that, and it
should be something pretty wild. She decided that a fitting
wrap-up to the evening would be to find the two guys who
had seen her foot and get both of them to come back to her
room with her. The one who's not from around here would be
the one to introduce to how we fuck in Trenst.
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3. A Call from Home
"You've got to be kidding me!" Dorrick shouted, loud
enough that Johnna might have heard him all the way to the
gatehead, about ten years travel away. He continued to mutter
while that phone signal spent the three seconds working it's
way to the gatehead and back. Not even the most intrepid
hunters ventured into the plains of the East Basin, must less
the jungles. Jhonna might as well ask him to commit suicide
on camera.
"It's the only thing we've seen any interest in," Johnna's
response finally arrived. "Those four hundred pound
scorpions you viewed up in the B'Konicare preserve were
yawners. Many of our clients have dogs bigger than that."
"I'd like to see them pit their dog with a hakken," Dorrick
said. He should say more, the signal had to go to the
geosynchronous satellite and back twice, and that satellite
was way out there with a planet that rotated this slowly. He
knew Jhonna had never faced an animal more dangerous than
a wolf spider himself, the garden pests around here are as
dangerous as a squirrel but taste a whole lot better.
"You're competing with animation. Those animals are
nothing to what can be created with animation. They don't
even have supernatural powers."
"Neither will the ones in the East Basin," Dorrick said.
"These are real though." They couldn't compete with
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animation, that was so true. Not back on Centorin, not here
either. People on both sides of the stargate didn't believe what
they didn't see for themselves.
Three seconds later Jhonna said, "The only thing that
makes them real is the more intimate camera angles."
"That's Honshu, she takes far too many chances." Dorrick
let that start on its way. He wished Honshu was here for this,
as well as TongSu. TongSu should be on her way back from
Falsain now with more irrigation parts. They could both help
his side of the argument. He understood TongSu's reason to
be away, but Honshu was gone only because she couldn't
delay her scrape of loon for the only possible source of
Centorin money they had left. And this scrape was one she
was supposed to miss.
"You and I both care about that, but the guys who make
the decisions look at numbers, not people. That's all they'll
buy, and they say that is the last they will buy of wildlife
photography, no matter how big and dangerous it is."
"I'll talk to the team," he said, "but I doubt they'll take it.
We maybe can do a flyover, but I don't think we'll do any
more than that." Actually these days TongSu only took the
balloon up to cart the freshest crops and to pick up supplies.
She was more into running the farm with each passing year
and less about flying off on grand adventures. The lure of
additional money was not going to budge her, she was
beginning to understand what her weight in aluminum really
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meant. He'd paid her such infinite wealth with that off-thecuff statement that she no longer had to worry what the price
was of anything, if she wasn't so down-to-earth, she'd have to
worry about distorting the local economy.
"They need on-the-ground footage. That shot at the dactyl
and the one of the thierops attack still have the most views. I
need you to come thru for me on this. You're our man on the
scene, all our other people are in Kassidor City. About all they
can uncover is wilder sex clubs and new restaurants and
recipes, new music scenes, girly things like that."
"I'll talk to the crew," Dorrick said with more resignation.
He wondered what Jhonna was not saying. He might have
oversold this to management. He might have his neck out. "I
hope you didn't set too high expectations," Jorma added. It
would probably get there just as Jhonna was starting to say
something. "If you did you might want to start hedging them
where you can."
"You should get them to understand that this is your last
shot," Jhonna started. He paused, the second comment must
have reached him. "I didn't set any expectations," he
continued, then paused again, "so I have no bets to hedge. I've
got twenty crews out and only the ones covering the troops on
Naiho are getting any attention from higher up. You get me
some footage from the East Basin and I'll present it to them.
There's nothing else I can present. I'm being straight with you
because we've been working well together for years, that's
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where we're at. There's no wars going on where you're at and
none of our celebrities. I could probably sell a few more of
your camera woman's after hours stuff, but I can't get as much
for that because she's pretty over-exposed right now."
"No shit." Dorrick mumbled, not meaning to interrupt
Jhonna, but that was where he stopped. The three seconds
seemed very long.
"You don't sound happy with her."
"She's got problems," Dorrick said. He should say more
than that because of the three second delay. "She gets too into
it I think. I know it's anything goes here, but she annoys some
people with what she does. I'm one of them. It's really not that
raunchy here. There's plenty of nudity and petting but it's not
crude. Very few people show arousal in public where we are
now, not like the area Honshu is from."
"Is there a local market for her video?" Jhonna asked,
meaning he had asked during Dorrick's narration.
"The local movies have plenty of sexuality, they vary on a
scale from one to ten. Honshu would want to be in a ten, but
she's not beautiful enough. She's less so now I think, but at
least she's got some color. But it doesn't matter, she's not a
good enough actress to play anything but the sex scenes."
"Do you have local markets for any of your stuff?"
"The farm we're on is a going concern. We don't need this
deal, we're living very comfortably without it and getting
better at it all the time. I know this is just the phone cam, but
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have you looked around this place before?" Dorrick panned
once around the bedroom and then came out into the owner's
sitting room and panned once around that. "Now I know this
isn't actually in the city, but it's closer to it than the Altaic
coast which is the only place you could find any
approximation of the same weather there on Centorin." He
went thru to the main room, the screen was on, Vindarn was
looking up prices in both Falsain and downtown. He went
thru there to the kitchen and dining area. Meanwhile Jhonna
said, "That is a pretty nice place you have there, but I know
nothing's automated, nothing's powered. A place to live is
about more than looking good. You have to have a phalanx of
servants there to maintain your lifestyle."
"They're employees and tenants of the farm. We need
them to make a profit, they aren't household servants." By
now he could show him the farm. It wouldn't look like a farm
to Jhonna, he knew farms looked like infinite rows of the
same thing with a big machine wandering thru it somewhere.
This looked like dense savannah with windows in the hills
and yellow dirt paths between the bushes.
"That's a farm?" Jhonna asked.
"A very well kept and successful one," Dorrick said,
"Mainly due to TongSu's enthusiasm for it." He spent the next
three second delay showing him more of the crops. He
walked between the leshin and the yoonberrys, the
yoonberries were in full bloom right now. They had to be
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coaxed in this climate because it was so equatorial. They had
to add hormones to the water.
"What do you do?" Jhonna asked.
"Mainly things like programming the irrigation, picking
and sorting, weeding, loading, digging, you name it." He was
now in a spot where he could show the row of dormers
looking out of the hillside that were the tenant's rooms. He
climbed the garden path up the roof. It was terraced every few
feet and more intensively cultivated than the remainder of the
property.
"I thought there was no automation?" Jhonna asked.
"There are no auto-chefs, there are no weeding robots or
vacuuming robots or things like that, but there are timers for
irrigation valves and things of that nature. You saw that we
have net access here, and in the area of this city only, there is
net service during the dark. There is conveyor service in the
industrial levels of the city."
He walked along the ridge of the roof between the bathing
court and the tenant's wing. He got as far as the back door
before Jhonna said, "You've been telling me all along we
should have located the stargate there instead of in the
Kassikan. Maybe if we had, the Kassikan wouldn't have us
over a barrel at every turn."
"You'd have to deal with the Merchants Council here,
they'd tie you in at least as many knots. I think they would
have insisted you say they were not on Kassidor at all but
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somewhere on Centorin. They sort of imagine themselves as
the secret city."
"They're no secret to us any more, thanks to you."
"That's OK, as long as they are secret from their
neighbors. They fear too many immigrants." He went down
the back stairs now, showed Jhonna the barn, just one quick
look in, and then went down the hall to the tenants front
room. Fimee was here sprawled on a couch watching a video,
as nude as she was born, but pregnant as her mother was the
day before she was born.
"Compared to the other places you've been, I can see
why," Jhonna said. "Who's that?"
"One of the tenants, I'd introduce you but you've never
learned Kassidorian and no one here knows a word of Centish
but TongSu."
Fimee looked up at him and smiled. It was years, but she
was finally beginning to believe in the reality of Centorin, but
she still kidded him like he was playing an elaborate game
when he spoke Centish on the phone. Some of the people in
the village who knew about it still thought it was Lystic,
which was the local equivalent of Sanscrit.
"Who are you talking to," she asked while the signal made
it's way to the gatehead.
"The guy who buys the films on Centorin. He wants us to
go film in the East Basin."
She laughed loudly "Now I know you're making it up,"
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she said.
"Why?" he asked.
"Because the Instinct would prevent that. Telling you to
go there would be sending you to your deaths, the Instinct
would paralyze his mouth before he could say it."
"Two things would have to happen for that to work," he
said. "He would have to believe it, and he would have to have
the Instinct."
"The East Basin?" she said, "of course he'd have to know
that would kill you. I don't think anyone has ever come back
alive from there."
"There have been flyovers."
"Even that's too dangerous. No one could order you to go
there."
"It's not an order, he's just dangling money to lure us into
going there."
"Still," she said, "the Instinct should prevent that."
"There is no Instinct on Centorin," Dorrick said again.
"You know, I still don't believe everything you say."
Jhonna talked over it, his message got there, "Dorrick,
I've really got nothing more I need to talk about right now,
nothing we can't do by mail. I'll let you go, tell me what your
crew thinks of the plan," he said.
"I'll talk to them, but Fimee was just telling me the
Instinct should prevent you even offering it to us. I'll mail you
when I talk to them, if there's anything more to discuss, I'll
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get back to you then. Bye."
"So what did you just say?" Fimee asked.
"That I would talk to Honshu and TongSu about filming
in the East Basin and get back to him."
"Don't be silly," she laughed and waved her hand. "You
can't go there, don't even do a fly over, they use unmanned
balloons."
"I know," he said. "I don't want any part of it."
"Honshu will. She has a strong deathwish," Fimee said.
"You're right."
"Uuu, I'm on the waterproof couch because I had a feeling
this was going to happen. I'm going to have a baby," she said,
getting up from a puddle of amniotic fluid. Just then Dorrick
realized Fimee was the only female home at the moment. The
child's father was in the fields, he went for him. He hoped
TongSu got home soon.
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4. Say What?
It had been a whirlwind ever since she landed but at last it
was settling down a little. It had been good. Tiny little Elston
was with us now. It was wonderful how that felt for her. She
knew how fragile young lives were however, she had lost the
only baby she ever had. Elson looked very perfect so far, and
Fimee came thru it wonderfully, her smile got a little strained
a couple times, like when his head came thru, but she really
had very little trouble, and Elston was a hearty four and a half
pounds.
She and Dorrick were the last ones in the kitchen getting
the last of the towels hung up. "I don't expect we'll see
Honshu this evening," Dorrick said.
"She was supposed to miss this evening,” TongSu said. “I
thought stepping down by threes was supposed to be gentle?"
"I'm pretty sure she's actually re-established at weekly,
every dusk. I doubt she missed four this year."
"How closely have you been watching?"
"That girl can dip a fingernail quicker than a darklicker
can grab a bug. She can slide it to her lips while it just looks
like she's brushing back her hair. She's getting pretty good at
hiding when she's looking thru, almost as good as Yorgar
was."
Elston's father Hetereel had already told them how wasted
Honshu was when she left the house, well before dusk. "I
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don't think she even tries to hide it. I'll agree, she does do
chores, it's not like she was with Ywingee, but she does them
baked. If she'd switch from green to yellow that would help."
"So you want me to come down on her?"
"If you don't want me to think of her as your toy."
"I'm more her toy, but I'd rather be yours."
"I don't really play with toys any more, since I was full
grown."
"I don't want her to come between us," he said for the
seven hundred and something time since the three of them
had been together.
"Then let's go to bed," she said, "or at least to our room. I
don't think we'll need a fire til Dawnsleep this week."
Vindarn made Nightday breakfast. Honshu crawled in
when they were just about to clean up from it. She was in
rough shape. Her hair and clothes were full of cum, but they
didn't notice any vomit on her. She said ‘hi’ warmly but
exhaustedly. She told Dorrick she had a lot of it on the
camera. She took one patter and lash with her to her room.
"I bet we don't see her till dawn," TongSu said once
Honshu was in her room. They were in the sitting room of the
master suite. They put a lantern on low, it was still too warm
for the fire.
"You could be right but I kinda wanted to include her in
this conversation."
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"What conversation?"
"The one the three of us can't have because she's so blot."
"Is it one the two of us can have?" she asked. "It would be
nice for the two of us to have a conversation that wasn't about
Honshu."
"Yeah, but this does concern her, in fact it's more for her
than us."
"What?" TongSu asked.
"A final assignment from Jhonna at Hostra tours."
"What would that be?" she asked.
"Some wildlife footage in the East Basin."
She just looked at him. It was true they had only been
here thirteen years, but she had seen plenty of data on the
East Basin. It wasn't uninhabited because the price of real
estate was out of line, it was uninhabited because it was
uninhabitable. It was too hot, and too full of dangerous
wildlife for even a well-equipped expedition to penetrate.
"They'll have to get that from one of their orbiting cameras."
The gateship had left three self sufficient satellites here in
geosynchronous orbits. They gave the world it's first real
weather reports as well as providing service for all the
Centorin comms on the planet, even though few Centorins
ever ventured beyond the end of the Yakhan's tubeway
system.
"The satellites don't have telescopes that can take pictures
of wildlife from over seventy thousand miles away."
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"Too bad," she said.
"It may be the last chance Honshu has."
"I'm not sacrificing my balloon, much less my life for
her."
"I wouldn't want you to, but we've been thru some tough
stuff before. The warnings were just as bad about the
Myassa."
"The Myassa never gets over a hundred degrees," she
said, "and we could have gone down there just as well as not.
We were just lucky all the time we flew there."
"I think we were careful and skilled also. You have to
admit I've become much more proficient with the crossbow
since the time we crashed in the Igjarmines."
"Yeah, but you can't lift a crossbow that's going to stop an
obront."
"We just have to stay out of their way."
"We're far enough out of their way right here. Don't they
have any gardening shows back there? We could do one of
those right here."
"What good will learning about the growing of nives and
icicles do someone on Centorin?" Dorrick asked her. "Jhonna
was very clear that this is our last chance to get any funding
from Hostra tours."
"What do we care? We make as much off this farm as we
know how to spend."
"I don't know, we picked up some pretty high class habits
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on our travels."
"Not as high class as this house," she told him. He
couldn't come back with a smart answer for that. He knew she
was right about that. It was still more than she wanted, she
was still getting used to it. For many centuries her and her
mom had lived on as much land as this house and barn
covered, in a house as big as the closet in her room today.
"Actually, I tried to tell him that. His money means
nothing to us any more. We don't even need to farm."
"Not for money," she said, "but I need to farm for my
soul. We've been flying around like we were rich too long."
"We are rich."
"My soul is of the soil," TongSu told him. She loved the
air, and would never give up her balloon, but a life of swanky
inns on the tops of towers was not her. Of course now they
were in a swankier place than any inn they ever found in most
of the basins they had seen. The richest man in Borlunth
probably didn't have a place like this. “Rich is more than just
having money, it’s the desire to wield it.”
"Will you at least give Honshu a chance to hear about it?"
"You can tell her all about it. She can even go if she
wants. She's got the money to buy a floater, and even hire a
pilot. Not that she'll find any pilot that will agree to take her
there."
"Can we hire you?"
"No, not for my weight in aluminum. Not for my weight
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in titanium."
"Where's the girl who flew us all the way to Borlunth for
her weight in aluminum."
"Borlunth, yeah. I'll still fly you to Borlunth if we had a
reason to go. We've sort of circled back since we left there, it
can't be much over eight thousand miles from here."
"The East Basin is only a thousand miles from here,"
Dorrick said.
"If you go straight across hell. We can't carry enough
water for that, and we'd have no place to put down if a cloud
got that tall."
"Go over the Hbanan Delta," he said.
"You can get to the northern fringes of the East Basin
safely, I know that, but there's nothing on the high ground we
didn't see in the Traguzars."
"Will you at least do that much."
"Why?" she asked. "You keep using Honshu as an excuse
but you don't even know if she's into it."
"I think she needs it," Dorrick said. "I think we're going to
lose her if we don't do something like this. I think she's going
to slide back down."
"You can't save her if she doesn't want to be saved."
"There's a part of her that does."
"That part has to be stronger."
"It's not," Dorrick said.
"Then she is lost."
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"You don't know how lost. If she runs her cycle back to
twice a day, she doesn't have enough left to make it til she can
possibly get more."
He was right. She had sat thru enough cravings with
Dorrick to know how bad that would be. Dorrick was a
hundred times stronger soul than Honshu, and even Dorrick
had never made it by the eleventh cycle. Death usually
resulted before the twentieth. The most Honshu had ever
endured was three. If she ran her cycle up, she would use her
supply in a year, she would have to get back to Trenst with all
haste. The way the weather was in this basin, it would take
her more than a year to reach Trenst from here.
Honshu was by far the oldest of them, but to Dorrick she
was his wayward child. As the years went by, she became
more and more his project. He was determined to save her
from her self destructive tendencies. If he was trying to save
her by taking her to the far side of Hell, he was just replacing
one self destructive tendency with another. She had no
concept of danger, especially when she was flashing on loon.
"She probably shouldn't have left Trenst," TongSu said,
and it was no sooner out of her mouth than she realized how
Dorrick was going to take that.
"You never wanted her with us in the first place did you?"
Yeah, they always went around this. If she admitted she
didn't, he would call her jealous, if she said she was fine with
it, he'd say she was denying. She tried to short circuit that go30

round and get beyond it to the point. "Are we thinking about
what's best for Honshu, or what Honshu wants? Or are we
thinking about what we want?"
"What do you think I want out of this?" Dorrick asked.
"I think you are like Honshu in a way, and will do
anything to stay in front of the viewers."
"Because I'm trying to find something for her to do?"
"If it wasn't about the viewers we could be taking her to
nature film in a couple dozen preserves in this basin like the
one we did two years ago. That was plenty scary enough for
me, while I was in the air, with a loaded crossbow."
"Oh I know, but Jhonna."
"Toss Jhonna, we don't need the money. If you want to
take her filming and think that will help her, let's take her
filming. It can't change our lives one micron whether we sell
the film or not. Why not get her involved in a real movie?
Working with real actors and under the control of a decent
director, she has the talent, she could get work."
"You're right. We don't need Jhonna to find something for
Honshu to film. But I think we need Jhonna for her to get
interested in it. Even the most extreme sex she can find and
get into at the exhibitionist plaza doesn't keep her interested
any more."
"Because they're not actually self destructive," TongSu
said. "Those people don't actually hurt themselves and
Honshu has a need to." Dorrick didn’t respond right away, so
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TongSu said, “Maybe because she's so old."
"You're not recent history either," Dorrick told her.
"I know, I'm only three centuries younger than her, but I'm
nowhere near as bored with life as she is. I'm still pretty
excited about this farm. This is so precise, so organized, so
practiced compared to when my ma and I lived on that rocky
patch. We never even wrote anything down, much less had it
computed and stored on the eye."
"We need something for her to take an interest in like
that."
"I've been as encouraging as I can about her taking an
interest in that and never had any success whatsoever."
"I know, I've been there also. I had a lot of long
conversations with the Kalakmeel sisters about her also."
"No offense but you didn't listen to them real well."
"You never wanted her to come with us."
"Is it not exactly as they said?" TongSu said, still trying to
bat that aside. She was still keeping her voice down just in
case Honshu was actually awake. "Aren't we really worried
that we're going to have to make a desperate flight back to
Trenst to keep her alive?"
"It's not that bad," Dorrick said.
"I thought you just told me it was?"
It took him awhile, but he said, "Yeah, we would have to
do that, we couldn't just say 'sorry you have to leave' and let
her try and find a ride there."
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"She could actually hire a faster airship than mine to get
her to Trenst. She could probably find several who will
promise to get her there in under a year. They have a new
breed here called the arrowship. It's a single tail but it's very
fast."
"I'll take your word for it."
Dorrick was happy to ride in floaters, but had been only a
little more interested in them than Honshu was in farming.
But she did have to admit, Dorrick was more interested in
farming than he was in the fine points of floaters. "So we
could let her go, or even set her up with someone. We would
actually be harming her by taking her in our slower floater."
"So I should get over the guilt about her?" Dorrick asked.
"Please," she said. "I'm not jealous of how much of your
pecker juice she uses, I'm hurt because of that guilt. The guilt
you bear because you can't fix her."
"I fear I can't, but I'm not ready to give up trying."
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5. Camerawoman
After working together the remainder of Nightday, the
argument about Honshu was soon forgotten, like the hundreds
before it in the twenty four local years they had lived on this
farm. Honshu showed up for a few bites of the household's
dinner, and looked quite a bit closer to health than she had at
breakfast, but not ready for an evening's entertainment. She
went back to her room right after dinner without even a cup
of the kitchen cask.
By Morningday breakfast Honshu was as fresh as the
week and was at the table before either of them. TongSu was
slow to get up this dawn, so Dorrick was out here before her.
Honshu already had tea going. With a new baby, Fimee wasn't
going to be asked about breakfast duty for ten years at least.
"I see you've recovered from whatever you did last dusk."
"Jolum, from four blocks that way and third house on the
far side, and his friend from Falsain called Hyorrock."
"How are they?" Dorrick asked.
"Do you mean, do they now have a cycle?"
"Not specifically, but that should count as an event in
someone's life don't you think?"
"They don't, I have to conserve my supply. I never heard
from that last shipment I ordered."
"It's coming by water, it could take ten years."
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"Kinvundeer it will be five years," she said. "I have to
make the decision soon, do I chance that it will arrive in ten
or eleven years, or do I make all haste back to Trenst."
"Or step back down to every three weeks. This would be
your second week to miss if you got back in cycle, and that is
the easiest thing to do."
"You are talking to my conscious mind, my soul. Find a
way to talk to my body, to my hormone fluxes, to my
digestive organs. Find a way to talk to the loon built up in my
brain. Find a way to talk to all the things I'm seeing thru when
I'm really me. I am still where you found me, this body is
animated from the cherub dimension you call hallucination."
"Have you scraped already?" worried that she had
reverted to the ‘see only thru’ pledge she made to Yorgar back
in Trenst.
"At dusk, as I've always been when no one waits for me."
"I had to take that call from Jhonna, he's given us another
chance, you could have a big hit this time, but it's the toughest
assignment we'll ever draw."
"They want us to video the inside of the black hole in the
center of the galaxy?"
"No, they want us to film the East Basin."
"Even worse," she said.
"I assumed you'd be excited to take that on."
"I'm self-destructive, but not suicidal," Honshu replied.
"You've never even been there."
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"That preserve only teased my adrenalin, I’ll admit that,"
Honshu said. "I'll go there, I’m excited about it,” and she was.
“But I want my own crossbow, a much smaller one so I can
handle it and slow the hakkens down a little so you can get a
good shot at them."
"There’s the girl who perched on that skinny little branch
just inches out of the theirpos reach to get that footage for the
re-enactment."
"That was just a theirops," she said. "It can't take down a
tree. An obront can take down any tree in its habitat so it is no
use to climb a tree to get away."
"They are extremely vulnerable to ammonia, an ammonia
dart will drop it."
"Do we have any of those?"
"We can load them into trank arrows," Dorrick said.
"Can you get that done?" she asked, with a purpose.
"No, I suppose I can't, but I can find someone who can.
But we can see obronts for miles from the air. We won't land
near one and they aren't active in the dark."
"So you would let us do this?" Honshu asked.
"To get you behind the camera, to give you something to
get excited about."
"I've seen twenty one centuries. Actually, maybe that's the
reason I want to go. Maybe my self destructive tendencies
have turned into suicidal? Maybe I want to go over there and
record for the paleontologist who will dig that camera out of
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the obront's fossilized stool."
Hetereel came wandering out from the tenant end of the
building. "Look's like I'll make breakfast, though it will be
dinner for me."
"That bad?"
"He sleeps during the day," Hetereel said.
"I'll make breakfast Afternoonday," Honshu volunteered.
"So were you talking about filming the East Basin?" he
asked.
"We've been talking about it," Dorrick admitted.
"It's never been done, but no one would believe it was
real. You'd just get yourselves killed for nothing."
"Almost half the Centorins who've seen our feed have
believed it was real."
"They won't believe what's out there," he said.
"He's got a good point," Honshu said.
With dawn and cheap data service, he wanted to look up
everything he could about the East Basin. TongSu had beat
him to the Eye this Morningday, she must have come here
before breakfast, so Honshu dragged him off to her room for
awhile. By the time they were done, TongSu was out with
Vindarn inspecting for frost damage from the past
Dawnsleep.
He found there really wasn’t a lot of info on the East
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Basin. There was a temperature map, a rainfall map, and a list
of reported species. The scientific types tried to stay away
from hyperbole, but there were some terse notes about lives
and equipment lost in some of the entries.
Only the high ground had ever been visited, and there had
been some flights over parts of the area. The high prairies
were full of theiropsoids but free of dactyls. Maps of the
whole area had only been possible since the Starship Age.
The current view from the geosynchronous showed a very
slight drying of the area since then.
There was a daunting bestiary, headed by the obront, five
tons of anger and hunger with swords for teeth and twenty
four legs. There was a glifon, a long legged theiropsoid
capable of running at fifty miles an hour. Then there was the
blike, a six hundred pound tree-dwelling octopus with rows of
prehensile claws on its tentacles and a ring of eight mobile
fangs circling its belly-button mouth. There were nine
different species of man-eating theiropsoids in the basin, with
some environments having two or even three different kinds.
Then there were the dactyls, anywhere within a mile of a tree
was in danger of them. The Golden Horntail was second in
meanness only to the Violent Greenstripe and it was common
thruout the forest and savannah climate zones. There were
several islands of savannah floating in dense jungle out near
the swamp that had never been seen by man.
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Honshu came in the room. “You left me again.”
“I’m doing this for you,” he said.
“Why bother,” she said, “I know I’m lost, why are you
still fighting it?”
“Just stubborn I guess. I’d like to see you have some
interest in life again.”
“I find it very interesting when scraped. It’s being
mundane that makes me like this.”
“You want to go back to see only thru? You want to go
back to that stinking shack in the killrush?”
“Now THAT was my kind of adventure,” she cackled. “I
was more scared that Dawnsleep than ever before or since. I
was scared for my supply.” While saying this she had flopped
into the chair next to the desk.
“More scared than you would be in the East Basin?”
“You can’t be serious,” she said.
“Well?” he asked.
“No one has ever returned alive, doesn’t that tell you
something? I guess that’s why I want to go. It is the ultimate
rush I’m looking for, the rush of death itself.”
“So you want to go there to die?”
“Yes, and you’re enabling me.”
If she had a deathwish, she could certainly satisfy it in the
East Basin. Was he willing to lead her to her death to be rid of
her? The sound of gallows humor was difficult to render in
Kassidorian, but he tried his best and said, “It will be a more
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painless death than running your cycle back up to twice a
day.”
“Obviously,” she said.
He looked for the truth on whether or not anyone had ever
come out alive. “The hot jungles have never been penetrated,
but there have been several expeditions to the prairies that
have returned,” none with all members, but he skipped that,
“and two manned fly-overs of the savannah environment.”
She was a little distracted with a dildo right then, but
asked, “Out of how many attempted?”
“I don’t know,” he replied, “but it won’t be boring.”
“Take me to Centorin and let me film a battle, that won’t
be boring.”
“Your chance of getting loon onto Centorin is very slim,”
he said, “and you might not have enough to get to the
stargate.” Her eyes got only a little wider, but she grimaced.
He wondered if she had taken a small dab after he left her
room. He could imagine her lying on the bed holding that jar
above her face and staring at it, willing it to become more
full, trying every excuse to go to ‘twice a week,’ she would
say, but if she let herself go she would be at twice a day by
the end of the week.
"You aren't helping any with that boredom," she said.
"You wouldn't be bored if we went on that mission."
"I think TongSu told us what she really felt." That had
happened during darkmeal, Dorrick had tried to stay out of it
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and Honshu didn’t look fully conscious at the time.
"She'll be for it before you know it. The fact that it can't
be done will provoke her..."
"Will provoke me," Honshu said, “but I know it provokes
you too. We are the same but for degree,” she said. “You’ve
seen thru and felt the tentacles, your fate is sealed, it is all
about how long we wait between our peeks beyond reality.
"You were talking about boredom."
"Yeah, like I got all ripe and ready over here and you're
not paying any attention at all, you're staring at that eye like
it's more interesting than this."
"That's the most viewed vertical smile in human space
right now," Dorrick told her. "I'm glad you're having fun with
it but there's no way I could get another boner," he told her.
“TongSu is getting pretty lonely because you don't leave
enough of me for her. Go see if one of the guys you saw last
dusk wants to play with you, you said one lives pretty close."
"No, just tell me how this mission is going to help the
boredom."
"Everything I find out is telling me how exciting it is.”
"No, just how deadly. Before I ever left the Trenst basin,
before I had any idea what the city of Bordzvek looked like, I
heard of the East Bordzvek Basin and knew to stay away. It
makes Yorgar's camp look like the hearths of home."
"It's never been done before," Dorrick said.
"Your energy-age Centorin military, with their starships
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and their blasters, couldn't come out of there alive."
Dorrick got a big hearty belly-laugh out of that. The
government didn't hold the high ground in the Kensenduum,
it held space, the gateships and the rings. It held the data
networks, the power grid and the tube system. It held none of
that here, because there wasn't any power grid or world-wide
tube system. The backbone of the data network was held by
the Kassikan, but there were hundreds of other data
companies here since the starship age, the time when
Centorin was first settled.
He had no way he could explain any of that to her. Just as
the people of Centorin believed the fantastic beasts in
Kassidor's jungles were animation, the people of Kassidor
thought the planet-wrecking scale of the Centorin military
was animation. Even if her intellect could be convinced that it
was real, her gut still felt animation. He tried, "Their first step
would be to detonate a neutron bomb in low orbit that would
sterilize the entire East Bordzvek Basin. Then they would
slag a square mile or so to weld bases into. Then they'd drop a
foundation fabrication plant in and run it remotely until the
radiation died down. Three waves of troops would cover the
ground before the scientists would be allowed out to study the
fried remains of the obronts."
"I've seen the movies," Honshu said.
Dorrick gave that up.
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Explosives were available here. Exploding arrows could
be made. He wondered why they weren't common. Then he
knew, most people hoped to have their arrows for years, to
make the marks of hundreds of feasts served up on that arrow.
An exploding arrow was meant to be used once, like a bullet,
a foreign concept to the hunters of this planet. But an
exploding arrow could take down something much bigger
than a recoverable arrow the same size could.
"I've just found a pyrotechnic company that makes
exploding arrows,” Dorrick told her when an entry finally
came up. Her play was lackadaisical, she would probably
wander away soon. “They're designed to work against superlarge predators."
"Where are they made?"
"Rigolieth thirty four then eighteen Rectensplade."
Dorrick said. It was an address just the far side of the center
of the Bordzvek Megalopolis along the great canal only a
couple miles north and a half mile inland. There would be ten
to twenty floors of crystal in that neighborhood, lots of big
penthouses on every building. The commercial and retail
streets would be on the third to fifth floor, the manufacturers
address was on the second floor in the industrial levels. Too
far from water to load them on a barge. He would have to go
pick them up. "There's a tube station just over a mile from
there."
"What kind of neighborhood?"
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There were some xenophobic residential neighborhoods
in Bordzvek. Just beyond the park in the Parkmonts was the
worst.
"Light industrial by the color it shows on this map.
There's a lot of retail mottled in."
"Sounds safe enough," she said.
"Bordzvek isn't really on Centorin," he told her, "the
Instinct is still in effect here."
"I mean, they'll actually do business with you."
He caught a ride with TongSu and Hetereel into Falsain.
He shared a tube car with TongSu on the long line into
Bordzvek, he was really sorry that he was too spent from
Honshu. That didn’t help things between them so instead of a
fun ride, they re-ran the argument about the East Basin
expedition. TongSu got off fifteen minutes before he did, and
never did say what she was doing here. The mile walk from
the tube to the factory showroom gave him time to get into a
better mood. It was a pretty neighborhood of small towers
that he walked thru on the fifth floor. There was plenty of
street life on this level, the people seemed a little less affluent
than Dalico’s neighborhood but quite a bit livelier. The north
side was more arts and media, the south finance and
commerce, and manufacturing was concentrated in the upper
city. This looked like an arts neighborhood.
The shop was small, clean and neat. Three men were
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working as he went in, one threading a stack of arrowshafts,
one casting capsules and one assembling and loading.
“No fire,” the one doing the assembling said. “You got
nothing burning on you?”
“Nothing, nothing at all. That’s live powder there?”
“High yield,” he said, “the weight of standard powder
would be prohibitive. You looking to buy?”
“Yes, your biggest, in quantity. We’re arming an
expedition to the East Basin.”
Everyone looked up, their heads came around. The one he
was talking to, who was probably the owner of the business,
drew a deep breath and leaned back in his chair. "Yeah we've
had a few people buy these for an expedition to the East
Basin,” the man told him, “but I have to be totally, blunty,
honest with you. Not one of them has come back to either
compliment them on working well, or complain that they
worked poorly."
“We’ll be testing before we buy in quantity.”
“We’ll need payment before you go,” the man said.
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6. The Animator
Dorrick wanted the eye to research what was known
about the East Basin, so TongSu got up and let him have it
before he got back from Honshu’s room. She had already
found what she was looking for, but didn’t want to talk about
it yet. With Honshu haunting him, his mind was already
pretty much made up to go on that trip. This time TongSu
might have to actually refuse. Even the things he admitted he
learned were all against it. The ground temperature was too
hot to survive, especially in the jungles on the edge of Hell.
Even the chuff were dangerous, with eight fangs the size of
quibarta mandibles. On the prairies were vast herds of
lentosaur and thongga, and a menagerie of things to eat them
that starts with theirops and gets worse from there.
Though Nightday was mild, there had been frost this
Dawnsleep, so while Dorrick tried to satisfy Honshu and took
his turn on the Eye, she got some breakfast and then went
with Vindarn to inspect the vulnerable plants. Frost occurs a
few times in the average year and some leaves are lost most
times it happens. This was week K’shitn, not the heart of
winter, but it had still been rather severe. This is just far
enough from the equator to detect the seasons. The drier
conditions of winter made more difference than the few
degrees of temperature difference.
By the time they came out it was pleasant in the sun, still
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a bit chilly in the shade. By lunch time the shade would be
more pleasant. “If we’d known this was coming, we could
have put blankets on the lipter sprouts,” Vindarn said as they
came out the barn door.
“Not with Fimee and Hetereel both laid up, even with
Dorrick and I helping.”
“Honshu could have been a fourth, then we could have
handled them easily.”
“Or if Djandar was home.”
“He’ll only be gone two weeks.” He and two companions
had hiked to a lodge in the B’konicare last Nightday so they
could leave at dawn on a hunting trip.
When she finished the farm chores, she wanted to go
check out a video artist she'd looked up, one who specializes
in realism. He was in the city on the north side of the harbor.
She would have to take her girl into Falsain and then a tube
into the city. They were all getting used to having more
money than they knew what to do with and that bothered her
a little. Honshu was draped over Dorrick's shoulder as they
re-examined the meager data civilization had about that area.
She had left wet toys on the end table again and no doubt
Dorrick hadn’t said a word about it.
Hetereel was there as she walked up to the floater in the
field. Loud weather was common enough in this basin that
she gave up the idea of parking the floater up on a mast
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within the first year. None parked a floater aloft in this basin
except among the towers of the city. "You're going into
town?" he asked.
"Probably for the day," she said while taking a lap around
to make sure her balloon was free of new punctures.
"Could you drop me off in Falsain? The new wheel
bearings are in and I need to bring the cart back."
"I can't fly TwoBob (their keda) in." The cart was a oneton heavy-duty hardwood-framed three-wheel farm wagon.
"I'll get FifthForward from Thabingee," Hetereel said.
He was a homing keda that could get himself and the
wagon home without human assistance. That was not a great
feat of training, it was only enough fluency with keda
language to convey the instruction. 'Go with this human til he
dismisses you, then come back here.' Any keda can
understand that concept, if you can wiggle your fingers in the
motions required to convey the concept.
"How long til you're ready?"
"About four seconds," he said. He took three long strides
to the fence where a small duffel was rolled.
"I'll be ready in ten," she said, going to the first tailrope.
She'd put in anchor posts with auto-cleats on them. It was the
walking between them that took the time.
She had only the nose rope remaining when Dorrick
appeared, also on his way to the city.
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It's an hour flight to Falsain on a good day, but there was a
crosswind that made it take more than two, even though she
stayed so low she had to snake between the villages. Hetereel
gave them his opinion of the East Basin. Unlike Fimee, he
believed in the existence of lands he hadn't been to, and in
this case she hoped he was gullible, because he made it sound
like a boiling sea of vicious monsters packed shoulder-toshoulder to the horizon in all directions.
"That sounds like Hell itself," she said.
"East Basin ain't nothing but North Hell," he said.
They had a pretty good over-all map of the area, but
Hetereel hadn't really studied it so she couldn't get a lot of
detail about what section of the area he was describing. All
she knew was she wanted no part of it.
Dorrick didn’t comment the whole time. He didn’t even
bring up Honshu. She was pretty sure he wasn’t really doing
it for Honshu, her guess was it was just the need to impress
the Centorin audience that drove him. She wondered if it was
really a need for ultimate adventure on his part. She
wondered if he even knew what really drove him.
She wondered what bothered her more, the danger they
would face, or the fact that this expedition could bring
Dorrick and Honshu together a lot more. Though Honshu
complained of the danger, TongSu noticed that she was
talking about it more than any of them. She was also still
working on her weight in copper. There was a rumor that the
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importation of metals was going to be cut off and she wanted
to beat that. The Kassikan wouldn't prevent little pieces as
part of clothing or jewelry, at least until they built metal
detectors, but they would stop bulk shipments as money like
she and Dorrick did. Neither of them needed the income
because of it. Honshu didn't know that she would never need
any more money. She hadn't earned her whole weight yet, but
because she had been bringing it over as she earned it, in case
the importation was banned, she now had sixty one pounds of
copper. That was enough to live in luxury for centuries.
She docked with Lorkie in Falsain. She'd been docking at
his landing since their first year here. He gave her a nice
squeeze when they greeted, reminding her of what Dorrick
and Honshu had been up to while she looked up the animator,
except Honshu wouldn't have this thin and well fitted worker
on. Hetereel watched their body contact but only waved as he
headed for the stairs. Dorrick noticed also, but he was used to
it from the years they spent together. Lorkie wouldn't do any
more when Dorrick was with her, but if she was alone and off
duty he was often up for a visit to a trysting suite, especially
after a few cups.
But she didn't pursue that either. She was on a mission, so
she took the elevator to the tube station and took the ride into
the city. It was only forty seven minutes to the station nearest
the video shop. They shared the tube car, “We’ve got time for
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some fun,” she said as they glided out of Falsain.
Dorrick went red, “I’m really sorry,” he said, “but she
needed four to get by the dawn craving. All I can offer is what
my hands can do.”
“I’ll take that, but she shouldn’t be having a dawn
craving,” TongSu said.
“Oh I know,” he admitted, “all the proof I need that she
could be back to twice a day in no time.”
“She’d never get back to Trenst in time.”
She sat back in his arms and watched the countryside go
by in the distance. The land was urban along the tube route,
but everything close hurtled by in a blur, but dimly perceived
in the distance was countryside a lot like where she lived
now.
She wondered how long she would stay here. In some
ways she could see herself staying here longer than she stayed
on that rocky hillside west of Chardovia, and that was well
over twelve centuries. She wondered how much longer
Dorrick would stay here. He certainly wasn't as enthusiastic
as she for the life of a farmer. She thought he found it boring,
though he rarely complained. Maybe that had as much to do
with his enthusiasm for this mission as Honshu. Maybe she
was looking for excuses to blame Honshu. She had to admit,
she wished Honshu wasn't getting so much of Dorrick. Was
she worried? Yes, they did have loon in common.
They went over the stupidity of trying to mount an
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expedition once again, it was perfunctory for both of them.
Playing with her was making him horny and that hurt him, so
they had to stop that also. She fought the thought of taking
Honshu to the East Basin and losing her there.
Dorrick was going to purchase some exploding arrows.
She didn’t say much about where she was going, and talked
about the arrows he’d found on the eye. He went into
military-speak and she pretended she understood. She’d see
the size of the crater it made. By the time he got around to
asking her mission, she was getting out of the car.
The address was on the highest level of commercial
streets about three quarters of a mile back from the harbor.
The street was pedestrian-only and probably twenty stories
from the ground, but it wasn't open enough below for her to
see the ground. The address was a residential stair with a sign
saying Ngoroon's Video Modeling with an arrow pointing up
the stairs.
She climbed far enough up those stairs to make her think
she was back in Zhlindu. Fifteen floors up, there was no
residential hallway, just a single door with the same discreet
sign on it. She called at the speaking tube, "TongSu seeks
your services," with quite a bit more wheeze than she
expected.
She heard a faint, "please enter," she thought, and found
the door unlocked. Inside was a reception hall, but it was
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unattended. The space that would have been a group of small
homes was completely open except for some big posterboards
hanging from the ceiling here and there. To one side was a
worktable and beyond that a sitting area and bed. "I'm back
here," a voice said from beyond the hanging posterboards.
"Please don't trip over any of the fiber bundles."
She followed the sound into a maze of fibers, crystals,
cameras and screens. A lot of the posters were pretty amazing,
landscapes with humungous moons in the sky, vines that
crawled miles into the sky on the air itself and big ugly
animals with legs longer and skinnier than a quibarta's but
with joints in them. There was one picture from a place where
the sun was no bigger than a star but twice as bright as
Kortrax, casting shadows so stark they looked as hard as the
object.
She finally found the only person here. He wasn't a big
guy like Dorrick, he was no taller than her and probably ten
to fifteen pounds lighter because he didn't have her tits, ass
and shoulders. But he was cute, his hair was wild and curly
and the flesh he had was firm. He had round cheeks over a
little knob of a chin with a curl of beard growing out of it. His
skin was milky bronze but as smooth as fine porcelain.
"Tongsu you said?"
"TongSu, yes, Fifth on ToretsPath of Isteepledef out of
Falsain," giving her address to clarify her identity, "And I
need some realistic video."
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"Ngoroon, scene modeler," He got up from the stool he
was on and laced fingers with her. He was working on a
screen, a photonic drawing board with a magic pen. "What
can I do for you?"
"We need some realistic video from the East Basin."
"Uuuu," he winced. "What for?"
"It's our last chance to sell video in the Centorin market."
"I've never shopped there, where would that be?"
"It's out on the data network," was all she wanted to
bother explaining.
"Is their money real?" he asked, not needing its detailed
genealogy.
"I bought six acres with forty five hundred square feet
under roof with it."
"Then they're real, but what do they want video of the
East Basin for."
"Bloodlust, Centorin's got it worse than Trastrab. They
want us to go there and film."
"Don't be silly," Ngoroon said. "The only data that's come
out of there since the wildhull is from balloon packages or
expeditions that make it across. It's not a lot to work with,
most balloon packages never make it out of Zil canyon. A few
expeditions have made it back from the high plains but they
fought coriscamp all the way and the land is so rugged you
are climbing either up or down. A few hotbloods made it back
from the Hbanan delta, but nowhere near as many as went
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in."
"Yeah," TongSu said, "I've heard it's nasty over there.
That's why I'm here. I don't want to go over there, I don't
really care if we sell in the Centorin market, but the other two
are planning to go do it."
He belly laughed heartily, he kept it up for awhile as she
stood there doing her best statue imitation. When he finally
caught on he said, "Well don't go with them."
"It's my balloon."
"You have a balloon? You mean a floater."
"A big one," she said. "As big as an airbus."
"Even so, if there's weather... No airship expedition has
ever returned from the dark. The dumb balloon packages
sometimes luck out, that's how we know anything at all. I
have a little bit of that."
He was tapping the keyboard next to his screen and
scenes began showing up on it. Each was looking down on
some brushy, gravelly country, mostly flat with a few gullies.
There was quite a herd of some type of karga, bigger than a
standard karga, almost as big as a blanth. They had extended
lower limbs. They were everywhere the camera looked. There
were two frames where theirops were visible. They had the
herd surrounded.
"This is the only time multiple theirops have ever been
seen on a hunt. Usually they are so territorial that they kill
any intruder, in these two frames the positions of the animals
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is clear evidence that they are working together."
She was pretty speechless, turned and paced before she
answered. Theirops could be a very serious threat to humans
if they learned to work together. Not that they weren't a very
serious threat now, but working together they could drive
humans out of some areas. "We sure don't want that getting
out."
"No, not at all."
"Are these all scenes you've made up?" she asked about
the posters."
"Yeah, most of them are musings about what a planet with
very little gravity would be like."
"I saw some of those. They are excellent drawings."
"They're all models. A model is like a three-d picture of
an object. Make them up out of several views of the object
and then apply lots of distortions. This is actually a gruul," he
had walked back to a picture she had seen on the way in. "I
blurred the skin, replicated the eye and put distorts on the legs
to make them thinner and hinge."
"We need the actual animals for what we're trying to do?"
"I don't have enough footage to go on. I'd need more
video to make the models." They had walked all the way back
to his worktable by now. They sat down on the bench beside
it.
"So we still have to go over there and get the aerial
shots?"
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"You would," Ngoroon said. "I need samples to feed into
the simulator. The more shots you can get of the animals from
as many angles as possible, the better the models will be and
the more realistic the animations."
"We need them to be very real," she said. "We need to
fool the Centorins into thinking they are real."
"This company has been able to fool the Centorins since
before Centorin was settled. The equipment we use is illegal
on Centorin. That's been true since the first few decades of
Yingolian crystals back in the starship age. That's why so
many people don't believe in things they haven't seen for
themselves."
TongSu just mumphed without any actual words. She'd
run into it often enough. In the Elven Highlands, most people
believed what they saw on the Eyes, but the majority of the
people in her household didn't believe the Elven Highlands
were real when they got here, and claiming to know a guy
from the stargate brought outright laughter. Finally she said,
"You're sure you can fool the Centorins into thinking this is
real."
"They also know the proofs that assure them they cannot
tell if it is real because all they have is a signal. They don't
even have an API into us, just a signal, the video we send."
"Whatever that means," TongSu said.
"They have no way to tell if it is real because it is data
now."
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"I can tell if something is cartoon or not," she told him.
"Let me show you this, come sit here, the glass doesn't
have a wide angle."
His was only a 6" crystal ball. They had to get in contact
to view it together, but it was pleasant. The scene was of a
really well built and well groomed Golden Ringtail Hyadune
prowling the lower branches of the forest. It was keeping it's
pincers quiet, carrying them carefully so they didn't knock on
the branches and give him away. Hyadunes have pliable
rubbery hoof/claws and they got some good close ups of it
mashing the moss on the branches it gripped. The Hyadune
stopped and the camera went up above it, so you saw the top
of its long narrow head and three of the five eyes looking
down on a young thongga lost in the undergrowth. The
hyadune springs and makes a quick kill with its pincers on the
animal's spinal cord. The thongga calf goes down flat and the
hyadune displays its fangs, pincers and tailplume while
standing on its kill. The scene ends with the display, we do
not stay to watch it feed.
"Wow, that was intense. Did you strap the camera to the
hyadune?"
"It is all programmed into a model of the hyadune
traversing the model of that forest. Each frame in the video
was rendered by the logic in the scene generator and output to
the Eye for us to watch."
"So that's the kind of video you can generate?"
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"Yes, but that's not realistic enough for you."
"It looked realer than real to me," TongSu said. They were
sitting against each other by now and his arm had gone
around her. She decided she wouldn't object to a little body
music with him if that was where he was headed. She wasn't
going to start anything by putting his hand on her tit or
anything like that, but she did lean into him a bit.
"That's just the problem. We obviously couldn't get those
camera angles without simulating it. For yours we have to
have a limited number of camera angles, that camera
following it is a total giveaway. If we have a camera moving
it has to be in a balloon or bouncing on foot." He moved his
hand over her side in time with the conversation and she
thought about how many times she got seconds with Dorrick
and how Ngoroon really was a cute little guy if he did have
some interest in a moose like her.
"I would have never thought of that," she said, and put her
arm around him.
"They will," Ngoroon said. "They do video editing of
their own. How do you want to script the show?"
TongSu thought awhile. She let her hand run up and down
his side as she did, and noticed he pulled her a little tighter. "I
want it to be something different. We've used hunting scenes,
that didn't sell that well. We've used crash scenes, that was
popular, plain nature film didn't do bad. We can't imagine any
excuse to be in the area except that it hasn't been explored in
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centuries. I think we're going to do it as an 'into the unknown'
unless the Centorin's have a specific plot they want. I know
they want footage of an obront so we'll have to fly over some
of them."
"I have a few shots of them already if you want to see
one. It's not good footage, it was from a dumb balloon
flyover." He got up and kneeled over her to rummage in some
drawers that planked in the wall beside them. That caused
more pleasant contact between them.
Ngoroon must have noticed because he said, "Ah, that
feels so good I should pretend I haven't found it yet."
She just laughed, which made that contact even better. He
did keep his video on film. Since the sun was up, he used a
mirror instead of a lantern to project it. The film was
annoying in that the camera was at an angle so it's field of
view went from the horizon to straight down. It slowly spun,
and took about a frame per second. It took about six frames in
one rotation, there was a some overlap, especially in the
foreground.
The creature appeared as a dot on the horizon the first
time around. It was five frames later before they saw it again,
it was then possible to see it's legs rippling like a fringe
around a stand-cushion, a stand-cushion bigger than most
houses in the Borlunth basin, one that would fill their whole
barn. It had big, horizontal hinged jaws, waving long fangs
and an obviously nasty disposition. The next frame had some
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of it too, it was moving diagonally toward them.
It was seven frames later that they saw it broadside and up
close, those fangs were the size of swords. The legs were
jointless and bent in curves like tentacles. It's skin was lumpy
and hairless like a quibarta or lek. The balloon with this
camera wasn't really high enough, she would observe it from
a greater altitude than this.
Seven more frames later it was a fringed stand-cushion
once again. Six more after that it was a dot again. She was
pretty leery of that animal.
Once it was gone she leaned back on him. "Pretty scary
stuff," she said when her head was beside his chin.
"I'll say,” he said, and cuddled her. “That's why I think it's
better to create the models and make your ground footage
virtual."
"I'm not sure I'm even up for flying a thousand feet above
that. How's the weather out there? I have to put down if tall
clouds come up."
"There's a dry season, usually Kivundeer thru
Kyebenwae. That's also the coolest time of the year. Ground
temperatures will be eighties for Dawnsleep, one twenties for
Afternoonday."
"About as hot as this is making me," TongSu said. He did
have good hands.
"I'll stop if you want?"
"I'd rather you didn't," she said, “I'm not afraid to mix
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business and pleasure.”
It was good to get a man’s first one of the day. Since they
started working on getting her onto a three week schedule,
Honshu had been snapping her trap at Dorrick before he
finished the last of his breakfast. TongSu vented her
frustration with that on Ngoroon, and he got a ride he could
barely stay on. But once that was over, he invited her to
noonmeal. She had to make sure they each had what they
needed written down about their video editing agreement
before they got too many cups into the evening. She
wondered if it was good or bad to leave Dorrick with Honshu
this long. Her biggest fear would be coming back and finding
he'd gone back to a weekly cycle with Honshu.
Dinner was winding down and they had all the paperwork
straight and a cup of yellow then a cup of green each. After
telling her what a pleasure it was, Ngoroon asked, "I'd love to
have you join me for dusksleep."
She wouldn't whine about the whole Dorrick - Honshu
thing to him. She said, "First of all, that bang we just had is
all I can handle today, maybe even this week. Second, it's a
hour on the tubes and a two hour flight for me to go grab my
toothbrush."
"I'm disappointed, but I understand."
"The evening's young, you don't have to sleep alone."
Kortrax was still not quite straight above when she got up.
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He waved his hand in parting, but said, "TongSu, don't
actually try to fly over the East Basin."
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7. Getting Under Way
“No, I think it’s a great idea,” Dorrick said when TongSu
told him about the possibility of using animation to pretend
they were on the ground. “We can fly at some altitude and
record plenty of wildlife. He should have no problem
constructing a model from that.”
“We’ll have to be very careful about weather,” she said.
“We’ll need your Centorin comm and that weather eye in the
sky up there.”
“I’ll have to bring the big charger. We’ll have to strap it to
the top of the girl,” he said. There was never enough light
under the balloon to charge a comm or a video game for that
matter. Jason had taken the game console back with him
anyway, so the charger was packed away somewhere. Since
they bought the farm they had finally taken the old gear out of
the nets.
“We’ll have to find it. We’ll have to bring plenty of food
and water, and we’ll need a base camp on the high ground
somewhere. We can’t be out thru the dark.”
“The high prairies are safe.”
“Compared to the jungles, but everyone says even there is
too dangerous to touch down.”
It took more than two weeks to make preparations.
Honshu railed about the folly of it the whole time, but in spite
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of all the jokes she made about suicide and the ‘might as well
use the jar up now’ comments, it was obvious that they would
have to stake her down to keep her off the flight. Dorrick
worried that this had given her the excuse to jump back to
twice a day. She denied it, but he was pretty sure he could tell
when she was looking thru, and she was looking thru early on
the Morningday before they would leave.
Honshu didn’t help with the provisioning and
preparations, instead she spent her last week in debauchery so
intense that she must have really been planning her demise.
He wondered if she really thought so. She said she did, but
she didn’t seem to mean it, or at least he hoped she didn’t
mean it.
He was really beginning to second guess this whole idea.
He was doing it to try and save her, he thought, but the closer
it got, the more he worried that this would really be what
destroyed her. He began to question his own motives. He
even thought that he should try and call it off, but by this time
even TongSu was up for the challenge and the expedition has
gained too much momentum to stop.
Dorrick bought ten of the exploding arrows, the largest he
had. Even the big Rikrak 250 labored under the weight of
those bombs and could not effectively toss them more than a
hundred yards. They would have to be used in close quarters,
but there could be no living thing this couldn’t stop. There
was no trace of a thonga carcass in the crater after shooting it
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with one of these, and a thonga is the size of a longhorn bull.
He had twenty new standard arrows, trefoil razors with
unlocking rings. They picked up a third crossbow, a sixty
pound ratchet that Honshu could use, and another package of
lighter arrows for that. She had even willingly taken training
on it. Armed as they were, they spent their last Afternoonday
in the B’Konicare. It seemed like a pleasant family picnic,
like a wealthy family on Centorin might take the House
VTOL out to the tundra for a day of shooting and picnicking.
On Centorin they would be using big Sciblasts on musk ox or
lively little Barringers for marmots and weasels instead of
crossbows, and they’d have a portable auto chef instead of a
knife, fire circle and deadfall to prepare it.
The only real trouble they found out there that day was a
pack of four hakkens that must have smelled their duskmeal,
a brace of wild kargettes that TongSu had actually taken while
Dorrick was working with Honshu on the sixty. They were
packing the balloon while dinner was cooking, Kortrax had
just left the sky and it was almost an hour flight back from
where they camped. The hakkens came at them suddenly, as
if to take them for prey rather than challenge them for space.
Honshu was the only one with a crossbow in her hand, and it
wasn’t loaded. TongSu was close to the 120 and lunged for
that, Dorrick dropped the water bag he was carrying and
jumped for the big 250 that was already in the net. Honshu
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was trying to ratchet the 60 while the lead hakken was bolting
straight for her from only thirty yards away.
Dorrick slapped the 250 into half-load and grabbed one of
the new arrows. He quickly ratcheted it twice and brought it
up on the lead animal. As he sighted in, it dropped only ten
feet from Honshu and that little 60. With no hesitation she
was cranking the bow again, there was another arrow in her
hand. He heard the 120 and the shriek as another went down.
The third was running across Dorrick’s path and needed a lot
of lead but was going to reach TongSu before she could get
another arrow loaded.
He fired, he thought he was going to miss, but even on
half strength the big bow was faster than the 120 and caught
the beast in the third haunch. There was so much power in the
arrow that it was knocked sideways. It wasn’t felled, but it
bolted in the other direction, squealing it’s agony all the way.
“Shame to waste all this meat,” Honshu said.
“We can take the one you got, but the whole crew and the
neighbors too couldn’t eat any more of this before it spoiled.”
So they were delayed another half hour butchering
Honshu’s kill. She even helped, the first time that had ever
happened. She didn’t even complain about the purple blood
stains on her clothes.
The next dawn was relatively warm even at first grey, and
it took them only a couple hours to breakfast, so Kortrax
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caught them in the air. It was an auspicious beginning, for the
sky was cloudless and the gentle breeze was with them so that
by lunch time they were already over the city. From the air
Bordzvek is a forest of dark crystal spires trussed together
with three to five grids of streets and decorated with plentiful
twists of green garland. Loaded with all the provisions and
water they were carrying, they were among the tallest towers,
seven hundred feet above the harbor and canal.
The first week’s flight was uneventful, which was good in
the Bordzvek basin. Tall clouds were common on
Afternoodays and that week had none close by, few even in
sight. The breeze turned against them before Noonsleep, but it
was still gentle and they forged on ahead over the northern
Bordzvek basin. It was their first time over this region, but it
looked like the remainder of the basin with big prosperous
farms on obscenely fertile soil, warm and a bit humid, big
homes of hangleaves or underground stone, tight and pretty
villages of dressed stone and hangleaf with sugary music and
graceful people on shaded patios.
They hoped to make Forooth for the first dark, but were
nearly a hundred miles short. They found a comfortable place
to stay for the dark, in a town that had clubs worth visiting. It
was a town that was conscious of ‘the border’ with the
Yondure Basin however because it seemed to be selfconsciously Bordzvekian.
By the middle of the second week they were northeast of
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Forooth over wild country. The ‘Border’ had been just that,
neat, trimmed, productive and highly civilized country had
stopped almost abruptly and given way to wild land with
huddled villages of rough stone and plank. The Grand Canal
grew knots of weeds and swampclaw nests, the wide and
smooth gravel roads became rocky tracks where they weren’t
mud. Trolls and wiry little Yondurians became common. But
more and more the wilds were common as they got farther
from the canal. Thick jungle, rugged ridges between trackless
swamps were common until they were weaving thru outcrops
of rocky prairie too high for them to cross.
“Some people say the East Basin starts here,” TongSu
said, “but most of them think it’s not really the East Basin til
you cross the Hbanan.”
“It’s wild enough here.”
“And rugged, it won’t be easy to put down.”
The land was prairie to the north, savannah to the south.
Both were broken and rocky, not as picturesque as the
canyons of Zil, but at least as hard to cover on foot. The large
animals present were related to karga and blanths, or were
forms of scamps. Chuff of various kinds were common in the
trees. On the high ground they had no trouble spotting
coriscamp and coriax, even family groups of them with young
being fed. The home life of those carnivorous members of the
scamp class was rarely seen and Honshu recorded lots of it. It
would probably sell better on Kassidor than Centorin because
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the animals in the axio order do not look threatening, though
they can be deadly. They have bunches of short legs, a
random assortment of eyes on a body that looks like a fuzzy
caterpillar. Their silly smile hides a plethora of pointed teeth
as sharp as broken glass. Still, the babies looked cute in their
nests high in the rocks while they flew at her balloon’s
ceiling.
Far to the south was the California-sized Hbanan delta
and some of the nastiest dactyls in the air. He kept watch for
that and let Honshu do the nature filming on her own. They
were flying near their altitude limit, most of the prairie was
above their ceiling.
It was inevitable that they would be unable to find two
whole weeks without being grounded for weather, and though
this was supposed to be the dry season on the drier side of the
basin, they had to stop early in Afternoonday.
There was nowhere they could put down, so they used a
tree anchor. This let them lower a hook to grab a tree and
anchor them, without coming to the ground. They were able
to grab a tree in a sheltered area between rocky headlands,
and thus somewhat out of the wind. The rope was a very good
insulator, so they could only hope they wouldn’t be a target
for lighting. It was their good fortune that there wasn’t much
in that storm, but by the time it passed, darkness was on them.
The dark turned out to be more boring than they expected.
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There was nothing to do but sex, and Honshu was miffed
when he gave TongSu the first turn. He did Honshu only
once, then gave her a stick and went back to the front net. She
could have stopped him by claiming she would scrape if he
left her. He didn’t doubt that she would scrape anyway,
whether she had told him or not.
“I get the feeling she doesn’t even intend to come back,”
Dorrick said when he got back to TongSu. He had to put
voice to the guilt he was feeling. He wondered if they could
turn back even now.
“Why didn’t you stay with her?” she replied, knowing he
was talking about her habit.
“She’ll keep begging me for more sex and I’m tired of
being sore,” using that as a convenient excuse to avoid
talking about assisted suicide.
“We should have brought Djandar,” she said, “but they
need him on the farm.”
Even in the dark he could hear the tension over that. Not
that she really wanted him to come, she wanted the farm in
good shape for their return. He knew that she was still bugged
because Vindarn insisted on a public disposition of the farm
in the event they did not return. She had been tempted to
leave it to Dyondeen, who actually came out to visit them
more often than Dalico, but had left it with Vindarn. Dorrick
was confident Vindarn would rather have someone to take
responsibility more than he would want to inherit the farm.
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He already had as much ownership of that farm as he wanted,
he had run it thru four different owners already. “She’s got
her sticks,” was all Dorrick said.
“And her finger jar,” TongSu added.
“It’s her death,” Dorrick said, “I’ve done my best to
prevent it, but if she is determined, what can I do?”
“I’ve been trying to tell you that all year.”
Was she admitting that she was assisting in Honshu’s
suicide also. No doubt TongSu would be glad to be rid of her,
probably more glad than Dorrick was. Were they plotting to
dispose of her, without saying a word? He wouldn’t be the
one to bring it into the open, and said only, “Yeah.”
They got comfortable. TongSu loves hours of petting
without needing to complete it. Since Dorrick had given them
each one turn, he was able to pet her for a good long time.
They were quiet the whole time, just relaxing in the pleasure
of it.
Suddenly Honshu started screaming and they started
scrambling in her direction.
“She’s probably just hallucinating,” he said as they
scrambled across the main net.
“I don’t think so,” TongSu said and pointed to the rope
that lead to the tree anchor. On it was something about ten
feet long and six inches thick with lots of little claws holding
the rope. It was just reaching the net and Honshu was still
screaming and wildly swinging a knife at it.
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8. River of Dactyls
TongSu had never seen a dalarep as big as the one that
had climbed up the anchor line. They’re a tree-dwelling
species in the axio order, she wasn’t surprised to see one here.
They are relatively slow moving until they coil to strike and it
was getting enough of itself on the net to do so.
“Back away,” she yelled to Honshu. “It won’t be able to
catch you. It’s faster than we are when it’s coiled, but it can’t
move to a new position very fast.”
It was really hard to see in this darkness. Narrulla was low
but Kunae was over the top of the balloon, Cynd was not in
the sky. There were plenty of stars now that the storm had
passed, but under here the dalarep was a streak barely lighter
than the black around it. They are a mottled grey and tan in
daylight, blending in well with the trunks of the canopy
where they live.
Honshu scooted away and TongSu heard the whistle of its
strike more than saw the motion. Dorrick turned on his
Centorin pocket light, since no flame could be used aboard
the airship, and saw that it had come very close to Honshu’s
foot. TongSu grabbed her and yanked her into the main net.
“What is that thing?” Dorrick asked.
“A dalarep, but normally they’re about as big as Honshu’s
arm. Their bite isn’t really venomous, but they carry germs
that can infest humans. We should have a blowgun.”
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“Yeah, even a little versapistol would set this girl on fire,”
Dorrick said.
“A dalarep that big has got to be tough to handle with a
knife,” TongSu told him. It was coiling up again on the
mattress. It clearly was determined to have a meal after
climbing a hundred and forty feet of rope, and its fully
developed eyes were all focused on Honshu, only its vestigial
eyes being used for peripheral vision during the attack. “It
must have smelled the sex,” TongSu said.
“Like a foeth,” Honshu whined.
“They aren’t related,” Dorrick said. Even he knew. Foeth
and dalarep are no more closely related to humans than they
are to each other. Honshu continued to scramble deeper into
the main net. “Hand me that girlie crossbow and an arrow,”
Dorrick told her.
“No, I’ll take the girlie crossbow, you take the camera,”
she flung it and Dorrick caught it almost instinctively. He
wasn’t letting eight thousand credits drop into the jungle. “It
wants me, let it come get some of me,” and she ratcheted the
crossbow and then turned it toward the creature, which was
now devoting a couple eyes to Dorrick and TongSu’s blades
as it slithered over the mattress.
The crossbow seemed to transform her the way the
camera did when she was loony. TongSu wondered if she
was. Because she wondered, she scrambled toward the side of
the net, away from the business end of that little crossbow.
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She noticed that Dorrick had also taken maximum advantage
of the width of the main net already. “Try to save the
mattress,” TongSu squeaked.
Dorrick was still holding the light. He put the light on
spot and shined it directly on the animal. The front half of it’s
body was now gripping the edge rope of the main net and it
was bringing the remainder of it’s body off the mattress and
onto that net so it could strike at Honshu once again. The
arrow was barely more than a foot from its mouth when
Honshu let it go.
It disappeared inside the animal, reappeared and reentered
it farther down the body before it stopped. It had passed thru
the creature’s brain, its death throes were short. The fins of
the arrow had never re-emerged. “That arrow’s going to be
tough to get out.”
“Eew, yeah,” Honshu said. But the dalarep went very limp
at the end of its struggles and slipped thru the net. TongSu
made a grab for it but it was too late and they lost an arrow
already.
“And so the mighty huntress of the Myassa is down to
two arrows,” Dorrick narrated in Centish and cut the light and
camera. “You’re a Wild World action heroine already,”
Dorrick said.
“I’m lucky I’m still alive.”
“We would have gone for it with our knives if you
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missed, but I’m really glad you didn’t.”
Only now did Honshu let go of the crossbow, putting it
back in the rack attached to the front of the root frame.
“We’re not even there yet are we?” she asked rhetorically,
“No we’re not, and already we’re lucky to be alive.”
“Some geographers consider this part of the East Basin,”
TongSu said.
“You don’t,” Honshu said.
“Maybe I do now.”
“There’s no obronts on this side of the Hbanan,” Honshu
said, “so it’s not East Basin.”
The next light they were over the Hbanan delta. Ground
temperatures were in the 140’s(F), even 150's. The relative
humidity was in the 80's and 90's and dactyls were flocking
below them.
“If we go down over here, this story is over,” TongSu said
when she and Dorrick were alone in front again. Honshu was
getting a lot of video of the dactyls they passed over. She
wished they were a lot farther over those dactyls, a couple
thousand feet doesn’t seem like much when they are as big as
those were. It was true their bodies weren’t as big as
Ttharmine dactyls, but they were adapted to thin air with
wings that spanned a hundred twenty feet.
The Hbanan delta was thick with riotous growth. Wildhull
attempted to push up the river against the current, islands of
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many acres broke off and floated downstream. In places the
current piled the floating carpet into ridges hundreds of feet
high. Islands of semi-solid ground built up here and there,
with different species of trees and animals. The lines on the
map marking the streams of the Hbanan were obviously
arbitrary, and obviously temporary.
In the open water, when they still had almost a hundred
miles of delta to cross, they saw their first obront. Its legs
were short for its size, but still it’s belly was out of the water
of this river. It was snatching fish or animals about the size of
a thub from the water and swallowing them whole, one after
another. They were so intent on that that they didn’t notice the
dactyls coming at them from above until the very last minute.
This time she was the one who was able to get to a
crossbow first. The arrow she grabbed turned out to be one of
Dorrick’s, but she didn’t even notice at the time. She halfdove, half rolled to the edge of the net. Her own safety wasn’t
a big concern at the moment, her balloon’s safety was her
safety, even if the jungle wasn’t a little over a mile below
them, it was impossible to survive there from the temperature
alone.
The dactyls were nothing she had seen before. Truthfully,
she hadn’t seen dactyls but once before she took employment
flying Dorrick around, but she had studied them thoroughly.
Of course she had studied those of the Ttharmine, the only
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dactyls in Elven lands big enough to scare a full grown and
robust human. These were no species from the Ttharmine,
with much more wing and thick-scaled, skinny bodies. They
had two sets of drivers and gliders like plastic film. They
probably didn’t weight more than two hundred pounds, but
their fangs and claws were long, serrated and ribbed.
There were three of them, in ‘v’ formation, and coming in
from just above. She didn’t have time for the ratchet on her
one twenty, but snatched the string back even though it made
her fingers bleed, and dropped the arrow on it. Their leader
was already so close she couldn’t miss, she was still swinging
the bow around when she hit the trigger and the heavy arrow
flew. The recoil was four times what it was with a regular
arrow, and the bow pounded her shoulder.
Her aim was off, she was trying for a head shot, as one
would with a regular arrow. The greater weight made the
arrow sink, and the lead dactyl flew into it with it’s body
instead of it’s head. A regular arrow wouldn’t have killed
something as tough as a dactyl hitting it there. By the size of
the body, this wasn’t a big dactyl, even though it’s wings were
over a hundred feet. It’s body wasn’t as big as hers, but pound
for pound, a dactyl was much better able to take an arrow
wound than a human.
The explosion probably made the body of the dactyl into a
pink gas, that was what blinded her. The noise deafened her
so that she barely heard the pops of several of her smaller
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cells that had been set off by the shrapnel. TongSu’s first
thought was that her main cells might explode, cooking them
all before dropping them to the waiting diners below. They
did not, but enough small one’s had blown to make that side
dip.
The other two dactyls did not die in the explosion, but
they were blown far enough off course that they missed her
balloon. One of them was probably knocked unconscious
because it fell a couple thousand feet before it’s drivers
started flapping again.
The other one just swung around and came right back at
them. TongSu looked around for a real arrow, but by now
Dorrick and Honshu had both reached a weapon and were
training arrows on it. Honshu fired first and missed, but
Dorrick was a little more careful. His arrow lodged right in
it’s breast, not a particularly vulnerable area, but enough to
make it miss again. It turned as soon as it went by, barely the
width of the balloon from them, and turned back toward them
again.
Dorrick was cocking the two fifty again by the time
TongSu got to the quiver. HonShu still had one more arrow in
the clip on her bow, and was already loading that. TongSu
wondered how she had gotten it cocked again so soon, but she
had, and she was the one to get the second arrow into the
dactyl as it turned to come at them again.
By then the one that was knocked unconscious from the
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blast was on them again. TongSu had a rag around her hand
and had the one twenty cocked again with a tri-foil on the
groove. She didn’t have time for much aim, she let it fly and
it struck the beast high in the breast, diving deep and bringing
a spray of arterial blood.
That wasn’t enough, in spite of its wounds the dactyl
grabbed the main net and hung from it. It’s gliders beat feebly
at the balloon, but they were barely tougher than she was. It’s
drivers flailed at the net, their claws tearing strands from the
tough ropes, it’s poisonous blood spraying their supplies.
TongSu drew her knife and lunged for it, hacking at it’s
landing leg which was gripping the net. She saw Dorrick
scrambling up the net with loaded crossbow, but couldn’t do
anything about that now. The dactyl’s jaws were straining for
Honshu, she scrambled toward the front net, TongSu
continued to stab at the dactyl’s landing leg, making a mess of
it but not dislodging it from the net.
Honshu was thrown as the creature made a strike for her.
The net saved her from it’s fangs, but tossed her into the sky.
TongSu screamed and turned toward her, but the dactyl
immediately turned her way and she was defending herself
from its jaws.
The whole balloon rocked, she heard Honshu scream. The
dactyl turned it’s head and TongSu lunged with the knife,
sinking it deep into the back of it’s neck, the same place a
theirops is vulnerable. It’s thrashes pulled the knife from her
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hand and further drenched them in purple dactyl blood.
The balloon was listing even more, Honshu was
screaming and TongSu could see why. Honshu was holding
the end of the bedcover, it was sliding thru the net. TongSu
jumped again to grab it just as the balloon lurched again when
the dactyl they had fought lost it’s battle with death and
dropped from the net.
She heard Dorrick scream as she grabbed the end of the
quilt, just before it slipped thru the net and lost Honshu to the
jungle below.
“I can’t hold it,” Honshu screamed, “It’s too bloody.”
“You have to,” TongSu yelled back to her as she began
hand-over-handing the quilt back up. The pain from the
bowstring cut was bad, but she was more worried about the
cloth tearing or Honshu slipping off.
They both screamed once more as the balloon lurched
again. Dorrick bellowed and a dactyl carcass fell over the
side. Honshu slipped to the end of the quilt, dangling two
miles above the deadly jungle below. TongSu lunged thru the
net and grabbed her by one arm before the last of it slipped
from her grasp. She was afraid she dislocated her shoulder,
but she had her, and pulled her back to the net til Honshu was
able to grab it with her other hand.
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9. Dark of the Coriax
“How’s your shoulder?” Dorrick asked Honshu as
Afternoonday began to get late, on the far side of the Hbanan
at last. The river was far in the distance and over a mile
below, over two miles wide at this point.
“I’ve hurt worse, this pain isn’t as bad as tenth cycle,” she
said, referring to loon withdrawal.
“When have you ever been to tenth cycle?” Dorrick
asked. He had never seen her go beyond three.
“Before I met Borinbar,” she said, referring to someone
back at Kalakmeel house in Trenst.
They were flying along the bluffs between the high prairie
and the steaming jungle. The slope was too steep for a
convenient landing site, but they still had many hours to go
before dark. TongSu was scanning the river with her handscope. It was a good instrument actually, with lots of
magnification and good clarity, better than the one on his
comm. She’d scared him when she climbed the balloon to
patch it, but only a few hours later it was already flying much
more level.
It was hopeless jungle below them, trackless rafts of
wildhull grinding in the currents, schools of spheelunge,
leaves floating on all the water and hiding whatever rippled
them from beneath. The only really solid ground was at the
base of the bluff. The main channel ran along there until a
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branch of the main channel a couple miles wide went off to
the west, back into the heart of the delta.
“Yo Dorrick, what’s the temperature down there?” she
asked.
He had an app on his comm that could measure it. “One
thirty one,” he said, “why?”
“I see docks, maybe the roof-moss of a hotblood
settlement.”
“There was no mention of one in the data.”
“It’s not much of one,” she said, “but unless you guys
brought some other kind of critter thru the stargate that builds
docks and lives in hundred thirty degree heat, I’m seeing a
hotblood settlement.”
“There’s supposed to be some hotbloods in
Mondutorngk,” Dorrick said, “but that’s three hundred miles
upstream of here.” He also knew there were some along the
river for a hundred miles south of there, but according to the
map only a thin line of farmland. There was no farmland in
sight from here.
“And at least ten times bigger,” TongSu said about
Mondutorngk. “This couldn’t be a thousand people.”
“So there are hotblooods spreading into the area,” Dorrick
said.
“They can’t spread far, it gets five degrees hotter for every
hundred miles downstream you go.”
“That would still leave them twenty or thirty thousand
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square miles in this delta.”
They flew on beyond there. TongSu spent more time
staring thru the scope than actually driving, the bluffs had
gone away to the east, west was out over the Hbanan delta
and the flocks of dactyls that wheeled out there. They turned
to the east, since south looked like nothing but jungle in the
distance. After three more hours of following the bluff, they
came over broken savannah, a land of buttes and crags, sparse
ribbonleaves and gravelly soil. The tops of the tallest buttes
were above their ceiling, but the tops of many were
accessible.
Though thonga and lentosaur couldn’t live in this country,
there were several large species of scamp and a theiropsoid
called a heelothorp with long skinny legs with claws meant
for hanging onto rock. It was going to be hard staying away
from something like that, and the number of hours they had to
plan and execute a secure camp for the dark were down into
the single digits.
Honshu seemed to be occupied in recording. She’d gotten
two heelothorp kills so far and was tracking a third. They
would probably be beyond it by the time the kill was made,
but she was getting good shots of the stalk. Kortrax was
getting low and everything stood out in stark relief. If he had
enough charge he would beam this up to the geosynchronous
live, just in case.
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Dorrick went to the front net with TongSu. She sat up and
cased the scope, only then taking the wrist strap off. None of
them had worn anything since lunchtime of Morningday, but
he could tell the dark would be cool enough for clothing. “We
should probably be giving the dark some thought,” she said as
he entered the net.
“I was thinking the same thing.”
“If we get weather, it will probably be during Nightday or
Dawnsleep,” she said, “so it probably won’t be loud.”
“We aren’t going to find any tree cover at an altitude we
can survive,” he said. Since they had been over higher ground
they had seen few of them.
“I’m more worried about those heelothorp. They may not
weigh as much as a true theirops, but they’re taller and faster
and real good on these rocks.”
“They can’t climb the cliffs up to the tops of the buttes.”
“Yeah, we could stop on one of them. There’s more
vegetation than I would expect up there.”
“I bet it’s cloud forest,” Dorrick said, “fed by dew.”
“Could be, and she could use some water,” she said about
her balloon.
“Lets take a close look at the top of one. I’ll get Honshu
to film it.”
“There’s a nice small one over there, we’ll check that
out.”
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It was only a couple miles away, they were there in less
than ten minutes. The top of the butte was not barren, but it
was not forest either. It was a heath of small plants, some up
to six feet in height. He recognized lime-worts and yearflowers, but few others. They grew densely and had quite a
bit of flowers.
“This is actually pretty,” Honshu said. “Who would have
thought that a place so deadly could have a garden like this?”
“Be sure it’s not deadly,” Dorrick said, “we’re thinking
about spending the dark on one of these.”
“Let’s go down now,” she said. “You said no one has ever
been on the ground in the East basin and lived to tell about it.
I’m sure we could do it there.”
“Watch closely while we take a lap around,” TongSu said.
It wasn’t long til they spotted animals, various forms of
garden stars, some big enough to be dangerous. These are
tenticloids like land dwelling octopuses or starfish. They had
fine fur however which blended in with the vegetation. They
also spotted a few small rock scamps hardly bigger than the
milliclamps people often keep as pets. The milliclamp is from
the carnivorous order including axio, coriscamp and coriax,
while the rock scamp is vegetarian.
There was a clear area on the top of the butte, TongSu
settled to that after they’d flown around it twice without
seeing anything more dangerous looking than a klizhorn. He
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still covered her when she got down to tie them to a couple of
the bigger rocks that spotted the clearing.
Honshu was out as soon as the net was within seven feet
of the ground. She was looking thru the camera, which he
thought was pretty dangerous with the clearing so close to the
edge of the butte. She also couldn’t use her peripheral vision
if anything should come up around her. He wondered if she
needed the camera because of loon. Something about it
helped her see thru the hallucinations. Honshu didn’t go over
the edge, instead she charged into the center of this island in
the sky.
Just out of curiosity Dorrick checked the level in her
finger jar, but it wasn’t in the bag she usually kept it in. Did
she hide it somewhere else, or did she have it on her? While
she went around filming, he and TongSu secured the balloon
and started setting up a campsite. He didn’t like Honshu out
of sight, but she wasn’t out of sight often because the top of
the butte wasn’t even ten acres, and the cliffs around it were
at least five hundred feet.
They found more firewood than they thought they would.
Nothing big, but a lot of these plants seemed to be annuals
and their dried sticks were everywhere. TongSu cleared a
space just a little way toward the center of the butte from her
balloon, and even found a few rocks to use for seating around
it.
Once they were set up, they took a walk around the top,
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not on the lip, but near enough to see into the distance. There
were a few wispy clouds high above giving the sunset some
color. The remainder of the sky was clear.
“I’m thinking we might be done with dactyls up here,”
TongSu said.
“I certainly hope so,” Dorrick said. “If nothing else, we
are done with them for this week.” He knew quite a bit about
them from their years in Trenst, like they are almost never
nocturnal.
To the east were the faces of more buttes, some much
bigger and higher than this one. The highest appeared to be
barren on the top, but there were some of this height that were
square miles in area. Their cliff faces shown a tawny gold in
the late light, the canyons between them were deep and dark
with the forests along the watercourses. They could see
dozens of miles across that dark and twisted country.
“It would be impossible to get here on foot,” he said,
“even if there weren’t blike and hyadune in those trees.”
They were still carrying crossbows, but didn’t see
anything to use them on. The garden stars were afraid of them
and slithered under the undergrowth when they approached.
The little rock scamps had never seen a human before and
had no idea that they could be dangerous. They could pick
one up for duskmeal any time they wanted.
They came back around the butte to the west again, a little
lower on the face this time. Honshu was there, just above
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them, she recorded them coming around the rocks, then
panned slowly off toward the sunset and zoomed into it just
as Kortrax silhouetted a pinnacle a couple dozen miles away.
“Great tourist video,” Honshu called as they climbed the
rocks toward her. I was just focusing on that group with all
those harpenflowers silhouetted against the sky in the sunset
while you guys came into sight. I’m going to make this video
so different than what they were looking for that they’ll
choke. I’m going to show it as a paradise you’ll never want to
leave.”
TongSu laughed. “OK, I’ll admit this is a pretty nice camp
site we’ve found here and the scenery does have a certain
grandeur to it this dusk, but I’ll bet that’s going to be a pretty
short video, especially when you get to the culture and
entertainment section.”
“I’ll have to downplay that part of it.”
They watched the sunset til Kortrax was gone, then
strolled back up to the campsite TongSu had set up. “I want to
pick up one of those rock scamps before it gets too dark,” she
said. “I wouldn’t want to have to cut chops in the dark.”
She gave the poor creature enough respect to use the
crossbow rather than just a knife. They are vegetarians, but
they can bite and have very strong claws. She used a rock
turned toward the western sky to clean it, it reminded Dorrick
of a sacrifice on an altar. Honshu filmed it as if it was, not
showing the actual cleaning of the animal, just the colors of
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the rock in the bright dusk and the shape of TongSu and the
rock she was using as a butcher block.
Dorrick got the fire going. By the time the chops had been
cleaned and cooked, the sky was dark enough that the fire
was brighter. TongSu had tasted some of the plants around
that looked familiar and roasted flower buds on top of them.
Honshu recorded that, saying, “this will definitely make it
into the dining section,” and causing TongSu to laugh again.
By the time the last silver and maroon clouds were in the
western sky, the fire had burned low. It wasn’t really cold yet
so there was no need to stoke it. Honshu was out of sight and
Dorrick wondered if she was off scraping. TongSu was settled
in his arms, the fire lighting her face and arms, her dark hair
blending into the shadows. Together they looked beyond the
fire toward the last glow in the west. Narrulla was just rising
out of it.
“I’ve got hope for the weather,” TongSu said.
“It’s still a pretty sky,” Dorrick said.
“The perfect place for a relaxing romantic getaway,”
Honshu said and stood up from the other side of the fire
where she had been recording, hidden in it’s glare.
“Too bad there’s no merchant’s council here with a
promotion board to buy that sales pitch,” TongSu chuckled.
“But in spite of how beautiful and romantic this Shangri-La
is, I still think we should sleep in the nets, at least while it is
warm enough to do so.”
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“You can,” Honshu said, “but this moss is too soft to pass
up.”
It was about halfway thru Nightday when Honshu
screamed. It was a serious, blood curdling scream made by
someone in serious pain. He grabbed the crossbow and his
light. It was still set on spot and he turned it in her direction.
A big animal stood over her, something more than six feet
long and more than three feet in diameter. It’s head turned
toward the light and it dropped her, all five of its fully
developed eyes were on this side of its head. Its long thinlipped smile dripped red blood.
Dorrick wasn’t going to hesitate to take the shot, but in
the next instant it wasn’t there. Light was just fast enough to
show it disappearing over a rock on the far side of camp.
Dorrick ran after it, but once he was on top of that rock, the
land was black. Narrulla was already low in the east, plunging
this side of the mesa into shadow. He probed around with his
light but could see nothing, not even tracks. That thing could
move fast enough that it could have been over the side by
now.
TongSu was already up and had already reached Honshu.
She had a wicked bite with tooth wounds all across her chest,
shoulder blade and even on her neck. Dorrick held the light
while TongSu stitched the worst of them. Honshu had stopped
her hysterics as soon as the thing ran off and sat thru
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TongSu’s ministrations with astounding stoicism.
Dorrick filmed the last of the procedure, “Of course one
has to be ready to bear a few little mishaps while vacationing
in this little slice of paradise.”
“I might have to leave this scene out of the final edit,”
Honshu said. “You’ll understand also if I ask you not to
squeeze my tits the next couple days, at least not the left one.”
They had quite a bit of the rock scamp left, and it was in
good enough shape to re-heat. They were wary as they did so,
both he and TongSu stood watch while Honshu held it to the
fire one-handed, her whole left shoulder was wrapped and she
didn’t have full mobility in that arm. If she was as indifferent
to the pain of withdrawal as she was to the pain of those
wounds, she could step down by tens easily.
It was the clatter of pebbles that they heard first. It was
between them and the balloon, at a small pile of boulders just
a couple dozen feet from them. Dorrick turned toward it, just
catching a glimpse of its head and the glitter of firelight off its
eyes.
“It’s behind those rocks,” he said to TongSu, “cover me
while I get around behind them.”
There was only one way to go, the other side of the rocks
was a steep slope that eventually went down to the cliffs. In
the dark, with loose pebbles everywhere, he wasn’t going that
way. He jumped another small boulder and it moved to stay
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behind rock.
“I’ll have to chase it around your way,” he said, “unless it
goes down the hill. These things seem pretty sure footed up
here.”
“Coriax can climb up that cliff like it was a dance-hall
floor,” TongSu said. “I just don’t understand why one would
have bothered.”
Dorrick continued to work his way around. The coriax
was reluctant to expose itself to TongSu also, so it exposed
enough of itself on his side for him to get a good look at it.
“This ain’t the same one,” he yelled, “there’s more than one
of them up here.”
That caused Honshu to look up and scream. TongSu
whirled and fired, there was one ready to leap across the fire
onto TongSu. While Dorrick was distracted with that, the one
he was chasing disappeared. It was too dark on this side of
the butte to see anything, it only had to go a few feet outside
the circle of firelight to be out of sight.
TongSu’s arrow thumped home in the side of the beast,
and the air was rent by its screams and thrashes. They have a
piercing hissing scream. It was answered by three more out in
the darkness. Two of it’s segments were disabled by that
arrow, but the others dragged it away, off into the dark. They
heard it’s claws scraping over rock, gravel and brush into the
distance, then silence descended.
Honshu had dropped the haunch of rock scamp into the
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coals, she pulled it out and tried to dust it off while TongSu
cocked another arrow and Dorrick scanned the area with his
light. He came back to the girls, stood with them as they all
scanned. Honshu put some more brush on the fire and soon
they had to move back from it a little. By then she had cut off
a few chews of that haunch and passed them out.
After the scenery at dusk, Dorrick hadn’t expected to
spend Nightday chewing tough leftovers while holding a
loaded crossbow. True, this is what he expected they would
face from the data that was known, so the evening before had
been the calm before the storm.
He soon saw two of them looking at them from behind the
rocks between them and the floater. “Are they smart enough
to know we wanted to get to that floater?” he asked TongSu.
“Oh yeah,” “without a doubt,” the girls answered almost
at once.”
“Where would you have learned about coriax in Trenst?”
Dorrick asked Honshu.
“In the Fronzhorps,” she answered.
They were a magnificent mountain range to the south of
Trenst. He and TongSu had climbed a mile above her ceiling
in those mountains and learned first hand about the dangers of
coriax. “I see,” was all he could say. “Where are the others,”
Dorrick asked.
“Probably flanking us,” TongSu replied. “They expect us
to try and flank their decoys, so they’re probably taking the
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high ground over here,” she pointed up the hill opposite the
rocks the first two were lurking behind. That had the drop on
the spot Dorrick had been standing in only minutes ago.
They listened, but heard nothing. Dorrick had to stop
chewing because of the noise that made, once he did that, his
own breathing was all he heard. There were no lumins atop
this rock, just the silence of desert. Lumins do not get all their
moisture requirements from their food and must have open
water in their environment, the nearest open water was five
hundred feet down a sheer cliff.
Then he did hear scratching, “There’s one up there,” he
managed to say while the scratching became scraping, then
rumbling and a boulder came at them out of the dark. Dorrick
had to jump, Honshu barely jumped in time and it rolled right
thru the fire, scattering the circle of small stones and all of the
coals all over the gravel around them. TongSu got another
arrow off, but it resulted in no screams or scrambles, just a
distant clatter, then silence.
“Nice waste of arrows,” she scolded herself.
“Are they smart enough to...” he started to ask.
“Don’t even say it,” she said, “just in case they know
Common Tongue. Don’t give them any ideas.”
Honshu had cut off her own chew strip of last evening’s
meal and put it in her mouth. She took the remaining chunk
and threw it as far as she could in the direction opposite the
balloon, but closest to the precipice. Narrulla and Kunae gave
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the sky just enough light to see the silhouette of a coriax as it
sauntered over to claim it.
They stood their ground, all with loaded crossbows, for an
hour. Narrulla was far to the east, Kunae was starting to find
his way west and Dorrick’s light wasn’t as bright as it used to
be. The coriax weren’t as quiet as they used to be. They could
hear their feet on the stones and even their mewling calls to
one another. They were the size of two bears in a row, but
patterned like the lichen on these rocks. Their legs were short
but could move so fast they were a blur, even in daylight.
“We’ve got to get by them,” Dorrick said. “If we run out
of light...”
“This story is over,” TongSu said, “so which side are we
taking?”
“I’ll get up there,” he said, “and try to take out or run off
the one that’s up there.”
“He can drop that rock on you,” TongSu pointed.
“I can handle that rock. You hold the light.”
He was up and moving, hoping he wouldn’t jar the
crossbow enough to set it off as he scampered up the fifteen
feet of ledge to get to the spot he was talking about. The light
was deceptive, the rocks weren’t where they looked at first.
That was what was nice about having twenty more legs to
hold you up. He had to grab and swing, a coriax lunged for
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him. It was too close to shoot, he could only jab it with the
arrow. The crossbow fired while the arrow was in contact
with the coriax’ head. The arrow was plunged into it, splitting
it like a pumpkin, but the recoil lifted Dorrick right from the
ledge and threw him on the ground between TongSu and the
rocks they needed to get by.
Two of them tried to use him as a shield while charging
him. One was the one with the arrow in its side. It had
recovered enough to lift those segments and fold the legs in
so they didn’t drag. It was still slow however and got in the
way of the other. TongSu put another arrow in it while
Dorrick was rolling to his feet, knife in one hand, crossbow in
the other ready to use as a club. The last coriax reached down
from above him like a worm dangling in a door. Its mouth
yawned and it’s teeth glistened in the meager rays remaining
from Narrulla. Dorrick slashed out with the knife as he fell
again, slashing it’s face but not penetrating its skull. It
shrieked and recoiled, giving him time to get to his feet.
The one with two arrows in it crawled back behind the
rock, behind the uninjured one. The dead one slowly slid,
then fell off the ledge, landing next to Dorrick. He was
shaking, but he used his knife to retrieve his arrow, watching
for the others all the time. The one above them with the cut
face hissed and mewled pathetically.
“They’re pretty mad now and that guy’s getting them
madder,” she pointed toward the one above while he quickly
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ratcheted the bow.
“So let me try again,” he said and put the arrow back on
it.
“But wait...”
He wasn’t waiting, light was failing and there was no
more time. With the crossbow in front of him he charged up
the ledge once again. He wasn’t trying to actually get to the
top of it this time, just get high enough up it that he could see
over the edge. These suckers were smart, smart enough to lay
an ambush on the route the human used the last time. Smart
enough to avenge his friend or brother or whatever this group
was. He didn’t even try to be quiet, just ran up the face.
Narrulla gave off just enough light and now he knew where
the rocks really were.
The coriax was ready for his burst of speed, and the
coriax was faster than Dorrick. It was slower than the arrow
however, and Dorrick fired as soon as he saw it move. The
coriax was striking, the arrow went right down its throat.
Dorrick had positioned himself only for the shot, the landing
wasn’t planned. While in the air he tossed the crossbow and
put his arms over his head. He landed heavily on boulders, his
arms saved him from a broken skull, but not without massive
bruises.
He didn’t have time to think about that because he heard
another bow string snap and another coriax shriek. He turned
and saw it was almost on him, he couldn’t get off the ground
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in time. With one hand he tossed gravel at its face, with the
other he grabbed for his knife. That slowed it down, it came
over the crossbow like a giant caterpillar, mewling and
smiling it’s broken-bottle smile.
Narrulla orbits quickly, compared to Kortrax anyway, and
while that thing inched toward him, his light left them. His
lamp was only throwing as much light as Kunae right now,
but it was blue compared to Kunae. The two colors in the low
light made the coriax into a nebulous cloud that he could
barely see. He heard the injured coriax behind the rock
mewling and hissing and clattering toward TongSu. He heard
the ratchet of a crossbow.
He got to his knife and swung it. The front end of the
Coriax was off the ground, the arrow was in a later segment.
It pulled back out of the way of Dorrick’s wild slash with
ease. Dorrick didn’t lose his balance, but backhanded another
slash at it as he got to his knees. From there he jumped to his
feet immediately, but immediately is an eternity to a coriax,
and it was already striking where Dorrick was going to be.
He was just fast enough to get his knife up so it stabbed
the roof of its mouth as it tried to bite his head off. The
reactions of a coriax are so fast that it stopped its bite and
drew back, exposing the underbelly of several segments to
Honshu’s next arrow. It shrieked and thrashed, but lunging
back in Dorrick’s direction slammed its belly to the ground
and drove the arrow deep into its vitals.
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The wounded one that was threatening TongSu backed
away as soon as it saw it’s last comrade had fallen. It took
TongSu a while to lower the crossbow. She looked over to
where Honshu was shaking with the crossbow in her hands.
“Too bad you didn’t record that for the entertainment section
of your tourist come-on,” TongSu said.
“Too bad you didn’t record it for the adventure
documentary we’re supposed to be doing,” Dorrick said as he
worked his way by the rock that had blocked their path. He
kept the crossbow with him and stayed alert. He needed to get
another light before the battery in the one they were using ran
down completely.
“You can record the carcasses,” TongSu said. “ Ngoroon
can model them and re-create that scene.”
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10. Before the Storm
Honshu was in the aft net with the big lens pointing down.
It would be nice to be able to tell her where to shoot without
yells that made the already-nervous herds bolt, but it really
wasn’t TongSu’s film anyway. If the three of them were in the
front net, her girl got nose heavy and lost speed. There was
enough breeze to stop them if they went any slower. The land
was starting to slope more steeply toward Hell, even though
they were still three hundred miles north of it.
There were large predators everywhere with herds like
this to pick from. They were getting good video of blikes
pouncing on fleeing herbivores from the trees. She knew
Honshu got several kills. The sun was still on them and it was
over a hundred degrees in the shade. She was dripping with
sweat. The good news is the temperature only rev’d up her
girl’s systems and she was able to fly faster if they needed to.
The video they were getting was clearly worth the trials
they had been thru so far. They had spent the light of this
whole week in the air over the savannahs of the East Basin
watching herds that had not been seen anywhere else on the
planet since humans appeared. The country was rugged and
rocky, with gullies and crags everywhere. It was completely
trackless, there were few permanent watercourses and the
intermittent streams lead to sinks. Rather than the lentosaur
and thonga of the open prairie, here there were herds of karga
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and several related species.
There were species that were probably new to science,
some long legged scamp like things, highknees the size of a
streetcar, ground dwelling giant klizhorns and some of their
more primitive relatives. Dorrick seemed to be low on
confidence because he beamed the video up to the orbiting
eye as soon as Honshu completed a scene. He didn’t need to
tell anyone that he was doing that so some humans
somewhere would see these animals, just in case they never
made it back. He used the camera from the Yakhan. It was too
big for Honshu to handle, and it took film that couldn’t be
developed until they got back from this trip.
There were enough carnivores down there that it was
obvious the film would never be developed if they were to
ever go down. There were a couple different species of large
theropsoids in the area, and too many smaller ones to count.
They saw a few more obronts, and followed one for some
time yesterday. It was a stupefying experience. The beast was
never still, it constantly charged across any ground that was
even close to level. They chased herds til something dropped,
then they snapped up the half ton animal in a few bites and
kept on charging. It didn’t break stride to snap up a karga or
even a blanth. A troop of blanths tore a couple of it’s legs to
shreds, shedding more blood than the Wars of Magic and that
didn’t even slow it down, the flayed legs still kept in step, and
the seven hundred pound blanths went down like popcorn, the
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wide blades of it’s mouth harvesting several at a time. The
remnants of the heard scattered, the obont snapped up a few
that were in it’s path and then rumbled on into the distance,
easily leaving the balloon behind.
She hadn’t said anything, Dorrick hadn’t either, but she
knew he was as worried as she was that those exploding
arrows wouldn’t stop that thing. That was when he started
uploading all their video as soon as it was taken.
It was now after lunch of Afternoonday. They hadn’t been
to the ground since dawn, so lunch had been their fifth cold
meal in a row. They were going to have to find a place to
anchor for the dark, and they really needed to kill and cook
something or they would have three more meals of dried
rations before they had anything fresh.
She didn't like the weather, and didn't see what she could
do about it. It wasn’t threatening yet, but there were clouds on
the horizon that bore watching. She tried to move them back
toward higher ground, but the places they wanted to shoot
seemed to always be in the other direction, toward lower
ground. That lead to more gullies, crags, jagged rock
outcroppings and trees with thick and twisted limbs that
jutted like elbows toward them.
Lower ground was hotter, and often they were over land
that was too hot for them to land. TongSu thought they should
be thinking about the dark and catch what video they could
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on the way. They had already recorded more than all previous
expeditions combined. She was sure there were many other
expeditions that had recorded more than all other expeditions
combined, but they had never made it back with what they
had recorded. Because Dorrick was uploading on the fly, at
least they would have some video as proof of what they did.
After a couple hours, the line of clouds was closer. It was
a front coming out of the east. They were heading diagonally
toward it and they had to pay attention to it, so she went to
the aft net to talk to them. Dorrick and Honshu were both on
the mattress, Honshu was recording and Dorrick was looking
around. They were all nude in this heat, which was barely
starting to abate as the week drew late.
“I think you should look east,” TongSu told him.
Dorrick leaned over and did so, “Clouds,” he said.
“They’re distant but they must be tall.”
“Yes, I think it’s a front,” TongSu said, “and we haven’t
seen anywhere we could put down all day.”
“We’ll have to tie up somewhere,” Honshu said.
“Where?” TongSu spread her arms at the world.
“What’s down in that flat country?” Ahead of them was
some flatter prairie that might have even had a complete layer
of ribbonleaves covering it.
"You know if we go down there we're dead don't you?"
TongSu told her.
"We certainly can't land here." They were above broken
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little hills with tough hangleaves between them.
"And it's at least 120F at the treetops," Dorrick added
after measuring it. He didn’t need to say it would be even
hotter on the lower ground in the distance. He didn’t need to
say that there would be obronts on that ground.
"Our only chance is to keep ahead of that storm," TongSu
said.
"Yeah, well do it,” Honshu said. “This time there is no
way I can help with the paddling."
TongSu turned the balloon over ninety degrees and drove
it ahead as fast as it could go. It was still in sunlight, though
there were some thin clouds above them. It moved right along
but the pressure of the front drew them back.
Dorrick came up to the front net, Honshu was still
recording in the back, now documenting the front bearing
down on them. “If we keep up this way for four more hours,
we’ll go out over the lower end of the Hbanan delta, or
maybe even Hell itself,” Dorrick told her.
“Maybe we’ll find a place to park before then,” she said.
There was an infinity of scrub forest in this direction, then
another plain filled with thundering herds and thundering
obronts to eat them. They could hear stampedes from almost
half a mile above them, they could hear the rumble of an
obront as it chased them. Honshu recorded like her life
depended on it.
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Three and a half hours later the ground was still knotty
trees and rock outcroppings and the storm was right on top of
them. It was almost dark now, they could barely see the front
of the cloud, most light was what reflected off the top of the
anvil-headed clouds ten miles above them. The lightning
flashes reaching for her hundred foot bag of cooking gas were
brighter and made the dusk seem darker.
Rain started hammering them and they dropped several
hundred feet in just a couple minutes. She had to compensate
with hormone and she was really glad she no longer had to
climb back in the nets to do so. The wind gusts were buffeting
them around so much that it was hard work to keep her from
spinning around.
“We don’t have any choice but to tree-anchor,” she yelled
to Dorrick. “Maybe we can get down behind that next crag.
You better get the anchor ready.”
He was in the main net with Honshu now. TongSu was
watching ahead so she didn’t see it all take place. Honshu
must have seen it on Dorrick’s face when he turned around
because she heard Honshu’s scream before Dorrick’s curse.
"Dactyls," TongSu groaned when she turned around.
"They're not that big, maybe thirty feet in each wing,"
Dorrick said.
"We’re using up a lot of my arrows," Honshu said.
"I got spares," Dorrck said and reached into his duffel for
a brand new package of ten.
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"You just saved our lives," Honshu sighed overdramatically, they still had more than ten of the original
batch. "But even so, don't miss." Honshu was probably
recording that dialog also.
All thought of anchoring was forgotten with this pair of
dactyls bearing down on them. Their drivers were buzzing
with the speed they were making, their filmy gliders twitched
and wobbled in the gusty wind. They were redpockets,
something they'd seen on the way up to Bordzvek, but seen
from one or two thousand feet above when they flew over a
deep valley. These live between one and two miles below the
Yakhan. The problem with redpockets is their speed and
quickness. Your aim may be true, but the time of the arrow's
flight gives them time to dodge.
Dorrick used the one twenty, the two fifty would throw
the arrow right thru the redpocket. Their bodies were no
bigger than a human, and lighter, but the pair of them could
carry off and eat a human if they could get one. They would
call it a win if they got away with a few good bites.
One dodged and weaved and got Honshu to shoot early.
Then it swooped in and landed upside down on the front net,
holding the net with its landing leg, folding it’s delicate
gliders back out of the way. Their landing legs fold into a
pocket that is as wet and red as a menstruating twat and
helped make these bony things the ugliest dactyls. As soon as
it landed it tried to peck her in the thigh. She rolled out of the
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way and drew her knife, it pecked again as she did. As soon
as she got the knife thru the net, it dropped off, dodging an
arrow from Dorrick on the way.
Dorrick came back to the front net as the dacyls circled
them. They were nearly twice as fast as her balloon so they
could circle it. Then they started to get above them.
“We can’t let them,” TongSu said and sprang for the edge
of the net.”
“But you’re driving, let me,” he said and sprang for the
other side of the net.
The fore and aft nets are held to the balloon by ladder
straps that go around it like belts. They are light weight and
spread the load over a wide area. Getting onto them and
climbing them is not for those afraid of heights. The fall was
about half a mile to jagged rocks and hungry carnivores.
Climbing this one-handed, with rain pouring down and
lighting flashing just wasn’t easy. Well, this is exactly what
all the warnings said it would be like.
She didn’t have to climb far to see the dactyls. They
hadn’t quite figured out how to land on the moving balloon.
One had pecked at it and popped one of her backbone cells
already, but had not been satisfied with the taste. Dactyls are
all carnivores. None of them ever eat any plant life, and these
were no exception.
She held the ladder strap with one hand and tried to hold
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the crossbow steady enough to get a shot. Lighting cracked so
close and so loud she thought her balloon had exploded. The
crossbow went off, the arrow passing thru one of the dactyl’s
gliders by luck alone, then off into space somewhere. No
doubt the monsters were shoulder-to-shoulder down there and
it would hit something and make it mad enough to take out its
neighbor, so she shouldn’t consider it a total loss.
She already knew how mad dactyls get when you shoot a
hole in one of their glider wings, and this was no exception. It
came straight at her and brought out its hideous landing leg as
well as the claws on its gliders and its fangs.
She beat it off with the empty crossbow. The thing
grabbed it in its jaws and TongSu was able to twist it
viciously. That wrenched its neck and tore the bow from its
grasp. It screeched in pain but TongSu beat it a couple more
times with the crossbow before it dropped and flew off. It
dropped behind them. She noticed the other one joined it, and
that the other had an arrow lodged in the root of its tail, and
could barely keep up with the balloon.
She climbed down, greatly relieved to have something
besides air below her. So far her balloon had lost only one
cell, but that was dumb luck, it was only a matter of time
before lightning found them. She and Dorrick met in the front
net. “We have to get to ground now. We’ll drop behind the
next crag and tree-anchor and deal with whatever’s there.”
“I hear you, I’ll get the anchor,” Dorrick said, and turned
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toward the main net.
Honshu let out a horrific scream. TongSu really hoped she
was recording audio too because it was a cinematic award
winning scream.
TongSu looked behind them again to see what Honshu
was looking at and didn’t like what she saw. "And of all the
smelly turd piles, there's a third one coming up after us."
The redpockets were bad enough, and were still on their
tail, but the last one to come up was a horntail, a big
lumbering bomber of a beast with thick scales you had to hit
square to lodge in. Its body probably weighed five hundred
pounds, its gliders were at least sixty feet, and that guess was
only because she was hoping it was only her fear that thought
they were more like seventy five. They were whooshing to
help lift it, which big dactyls weren’t supposed to do, the
drivers were pounding like hooves on the air.
TongSu squirted her balloon with all the up hormone she
dared and hydrogen started to sizzle in the synthesis organs.
Dorrick actually hit another of the redpockets in spite of the
way they were bouncing around in the squall. She grabbed
her crossbow again. The other redpocket plunged into her
balloon, rupturing some moderate sized cells, but TongSu got
it as it tried to get away, losing another arrow in the process,
but taking it out of the fight.
While she was fighting that, the big Golden Horntail
plunged fang and talon-first into the front quarter of her
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balloon with its wings folded behind it. TongSu started to
scream from the pain her balloon suffered. She doubled up
like she had in labor, then put down her crossbow and reached
for her knife.
Dorrick grabbed an arrow and darted up the nets to
engage that horntail in hand-to-hand combat. He held the net
with one hand, stabbed with the other. The arrow penetrated
the scales, then broke in his hand as the monster thrashed.
TongSu was ready with another arrow. Dorrick stabbed
repeatedly, the dactyl had plunged so deep into her balloon it
was wrapped up and defenseless. She noticed Dorrick had
been torn across the fingers by the talons. He pulled one
arrow out of the huge hole it had made in the side of the
beast, and let the broken one fall with it to the jungle below as
its dead weight tore thru the bottom of the balloon.
"We're losing altitude fast," TongSu yelled. Honshu
started to scream as a mass of rocks loomed up out of the
jungle toward them.
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11. A Dark on the Edge of Hell
They had crashed on a rocky knoll that stuck up out of the
rugged scrubland and forest that surrounded them. A few
wooded washes lead up to it, but the top was relatively open
with a few rocks and archwoods breaking the ribbonleaf
covered gravel.
There was no way to do anything in the storm but try to
survive. They didn’t dare stay too close to the gas bag, but
they didn’t dare go far. TongSu was nearly hysterical because
of the damage her balloon had suffered. Dorrick tried to calm
her, but it was Honshu that lead them to a crack in the rocks
below them.
The driving rain had cooled the air enough that they
weren’t groggy from the heat. It was like being in a hot
shower on a summer day. They didn’t mind being soaked in
this heat, but he wondered how it would be come Dawnsleep.
Of course, first they had to make it to Dawnsleep.
By the time TongSu was out of the net and onto the
ground, she was composed enough to deal with it. He knew
how she wanted to claw his eyes out for getting her into this,
but that is always her first reaction when her girl is hurt. The
hurt didn’t seem to be as bad this time, at least three quarters
of it still had it’s shape. But then it was pretty exposed to
lighting where it was, there was a good chance it would be in
a lot worse shape before the storm was over.
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But first they had to survive til the storm was over. They
were climbing down with their weapons and some water
when a lighting flash showed them one of the small ugly
dactyls standing right over them. It struck at him, he fended it
off with his forearm, missing the fangs by inches and
smacking its jaw. With his right he punched it right in the big
middle eye, right above its jaws. Its head snapped back and
its wings went limp. Its leg let go of the rocks where it was
standing and it fell. It bounced and slid, then bounced again
and went over the small bluff they were on the edge of. He
had no idea where that went, it was totally dark beyond the
next few rocks. He hoped it went far enough that they
wouldn’t have to deal with that again.
They got themselves into a space between two large rocks
on top of an even larger one. They were protected on three
sides and the balloon was above them, keeping most of the
rain off of them. The huge hole the dactyl made in it let a
stream of water thru, but that splattered over the entry to their
hiding place.
There were enough gaps between the rocks to see out, but
there was no light except during lighting flashes. They
stopped in about an hour, cooling the air down into double
digits Fahrenheit, and leaving a drizzle that kept everything
soaked. After that there was no light at all.
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Dorrick had two more charged batteries for the camp
light, they each lasted about eight hours. There were forty
hours til daylight. There was no way they could light a fire in
this rain, not that the rain would last that long, but even when
it stopped, everything would be soaked and there was very
little around to burn anyway.
The dark was quiet, the mist made no sound but the water
dripping off things. The balloon made little sound twisting in
the wind, it had stopped as soon as the lightning. They were
all silent, listening intently for anything around them. They
hardly said a word. Dorrick kept the light off as much as he
dared.
They heard something below them, it was stealthy but it
was big. They couldn’t get far enough over the edge of the
bluff to see it, there was a fair amount of slippery rock slope
before it dropped off. They could see that it dropped off far
enough that the tops of the trees were not visible. Whether it
was a hundred feet or a thousand they couldn’t tell. Whatever
was making the noise sounded like it was right over the lip of
the drop. He wondered if it was the biggest dactyl, it had
fallen somewhere close to the crash site.
He thought about crawling to the edge and looking over.
He would need a rope to do so, it was too steep to climb,
especially when it was this wet. They had some rope up in the
balloon. He didn’t want to move outside the little shelter of
rock however. It was just big enough to hold them, but it
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really needed all three to defend it. He didn’t dare even speak
to tell anyone what he was thinking of doing, and even
though it was dark and wet, it was still too hot to try and exert
himself.
They all sat there and listened to the barely detectable
sounds in the dark. It wasn’t heavy footsteps, it was more like
something slithering or sliding. By the sound, he thought of a
pack of thick and heavy snakes. The sound was rare, but each
time they heard it, it was closer. He heard TongSu shift and
bring her crossbow around toward the opening. He heard the
ratchet of Honshu’s. He was a little nervous sitting in this
small space with her with a cocked and loaded crossbow, if
something made a noise in here she might shoot without
thinking that it could be him or TongSu.
He put his hands out, and clutched each of them on the
trigger hand briefly. As silently as he could, he maneuvered
himself into the opening and crouched just inside. He had his
knife in one hand, his light in the other. He waited to hear the
sound again, but it was a long time. It seemed like an hour
and he knew he wasn’t high on loon so he didn’t have that
time distortion to deal with.
He had to change positions. He put his back against the
rock, his leg was actually outside their space but it was going
to cramp up if he didn’t straighten it. He heard the girls
change positions also. Once that was done, he could listen
more comfortably. As the mist died down, a few lumins came
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out and sang, covering the sounds of whatever was slinking
around out there.
He could see the balloon against the sky. The clouds were
breaking up and Kunae was somewhere in the sky, putting a
few pixels of red gleam on the edges of the gaps in the
clouds. The clouds themselves were just a tiny bit lighter than
the bottom of the balloon. By looking up at it, he was pretty
confident it wasn’t moving.
He heard that slithering sound once again, and
immediately turned his spot on it. He saw nothing at all where
he thought he heard the sound, but as soon as the light came
on, he heard an explosion of sound from the nets of their
balloon. A flock of nightbirds flew off, meaning they had
been ransacking their supplies. They are scavengers, usually
picking at carrion, but they wouldn’t be above dried rations.
Dorrick searched around him as he ran, if their rations
were stolen they would have nothing to live on, the land was
too hostile to try and hunt, humans here would be the hunted.
He scrambled up the slope to the balloon. As well as the
nightbirds, a bunch of highknees and garden stars dived or
slithered out of the nets. He quickly saw it was just about too
late, almost everything was torn open and all the dried meat
and most of the fruits had already been devoured or carted
off. He started to save what he could when he heard Honshu
and TongSu both start screaming.
He had the light, he bolted back down there and slipped.
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His fall knocked his hip and his head. He saw stars and his
ears rang. He started sliding toward the precipice.
He heard a crossbow twang in that little space,
coincidental with another blood curdling scream from
Honshu. He heard thrashing and heard TongSu grunt. He
heard the boulders they were hiding in grind together.
His own slide was gathering speed, he grabbed for a small
indentation, slowed himself, grabbed a root and lost the grip
on the light. It went sliding down the slope but lodged on a
small irregularity, illuminating one side and the opening in
the pile of rocks that hid them. He scrambled up the slope
toward the girls, mindless of his skin on the rocks.
There were more grunts from between the boulders as he
got to the opening. The light was just enough light to see two
tentacles coming thru the spaces between the rocks. TongSu
had her knife out and was on the attack, but Honshu was in
big trouble. The tentacles were thick as anacondas and were
armed with a row of slashing orange teeth. The tip of the
tentacle was wrapped around Honshu’s neck and she was
about to be drawn close enough that the teeth could reach her.
With a mighty leap, Dorrick landed on that tentacle and
began slashing it just as TongSu was cutting thru the one that
was going after her. Both tentacles shot from the room, and
the slithering sound he had heard before was louder than ever.
He charged around the boulders, but the light wasn’t shining
over here and he could see nothing. The sound moved rapidly
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away without Dorrick getting a glimpse of the body of the
beast.
TongSu came out of the boulders as he turned back. There
was blood running down her leg. “What happened?” she
asked.
“That blike got me before I even knew it was there. I need
to get some salve on this. I don’t know if it got Honshu with
teeth or not, she was a little farther from the wall. I didn’t lose
the arrow but it’s ruined.”
“The stores have been ransacked, and we have to get the
light. How bad are you hurt?”
“Not as bad as Honshu was by that coriax, but it broke the
skin in about ten spots. I can’t find the med kit without the
light.”
“Are you hurt?” he shouted to Honshu.
“I banged my head on the rocks, it’s going to bruise, but
it’s no worse than missing a fourth cycle or so.”
“No arterial bleeding?”
“No,” she said.
“We’ll get the light.”
They needed the light to find the rope in the balloon.
TongSu might dare lighting her lighter down here, but right
under the balloon, no way. Crawling on his belly, he was able
to stay on the slope. She came with him and kept to
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handholds, giving him something to grab if he needed it. He
hooked the light with a branch, and carefully drew it up.
There was nothing threatening them at the moment, so he
took his time.
The destruction to their supplies was not total, but there
was very little they could pack back away. What they could,
they put in a box that a gorilla couldn’t open, not that any
gorillas could survive here for long.
As they were doing that, a hyadune-sized theiropsoid
made a charge at them and almost got Honshu before she shot
it.
“We need a more secure camp,” she said.
“Down there where we were, but we have to fix it up
some. We have to make it so no tentacles can get in for one
thing.”
“How long will this light last?” Honshu asked.
“About seven more hours,” he replied.
“Until the beginning of Nightday.”
“Right,” TongSu said, “So by then all the local villagers
will light their torches and lanterns and we’ll be fine.”
“We should butcher that thing,” TongSu said about the
animal that had just attacked.
“And how do we keep the meat safe while it hangs?”
Dorrick asked. “How do we keep ourselves safe?”
“You do have a point there,” she said.
“Somehow I have a feeling we’re not going to wind up
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short of meat,” Dorrick said. “I say we use this as bait to draw
things away from us. Let me drag it a ways over there.”
“You don’t want to go too far into the dark out there.”
Honshu said.
He hacked the arrow out and tossed it back to her. “Cover
me with the light, TongSu can cover me with the crossbow.”
The animal was heavier than it looked and it’s six legs
caught on everything. He had to drag it by the hindmost pair.
The pincers clattered over the gravel as he did.
“I can’t see what’s behind you,” TongSu said.
He turned and looked. “There’s a small patch of
ribbonleaves and then it drops away again. It looks like we’re
on the last piece of high ground before it drops away, I think
this will curve around and meet the one on the other side.
Beyond the balloon is that scrubland we flew over just before
the dactyls got us.”
He dragged it along the side of the slope, but not any
closer to the tail of the balloon. Honshu had to follow him a
little ways to see what was over there. Just some brushy
washes. He was able to push the carcass over into the nearest
of them. It didn’t go very far before it snagged on some
sticks, but he hoped it was far enough that whatever fought
over it wouldn’t hurt the balloon.
They moved the food down into the rocks below the
balloon and reinforced their hiding place as much as they
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could. They had to fight off a group of eight legged kimodo
dragons. TongSu explained how that whole class had been
extinct for about two hundred million years, they were short
legged relatives of the highknees.
There wasn’t room for the mattress, but they were able to
arrange bundles of duffel to allow one person at a time to at
least rest, if not sleep. The other two could sit in the opening
on doubled up towels and try to be reasonably comfortable, at
least as comfortable as in a cheap coach on a rough road, as
the natives would say.
TongSu surprised them by getting to sleep and snoring
enough to make them worry. They sat beside each other in the
doorway. Honshu hadn’t even asked to be caressed, it was
rare that she would be satisfied with contact only at shoulder
and knee.
“Are you sorry you came here yet?” she asked him.
“You have to admit, you are much more involved in life
than you have been the last couple years.”
“You didn’t answer the question, and you didn’t answer
the wrong question.”
“How,” he asked.
“I meant are you sorry you came thru the stargate? Are
you sorry you got assigned to the most primitive and
impoverished planet in all of space.”
“Now you are asking the wrong question,” Dorrick said.
“Why?”
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“Because in real terms this planet is one of the wealthiest.
The poorest and roughest on Kassidor, who have to be the
Orcs of the Pewpspway, are as well off as the average person
on Centorin and better off than the average on Earth. The
average people of Trenst are as well off as the people of
Naiho and the average of the Bordzvek Basin are as well off
as the minor Houses of Centorin. The rich of all planets,
including Kassidor, have anything they want that human
technology is capable of producing. It is propaganda of the
great Houses that Kassidor is poor, if they recognized the
Kassikan for what it really is, a House, it would be the
greatest of all.”
“You think so? You spent a dark in Yorgar’s shack and
you say that.”
“Among the Caribe a chieftain would live in a place like
Yorgar’s.”
“What was your home like on Centorin?”
“I had a three room on the forty second floor in the
Hyperion Brook neighborhood of Kex. It doesn’t have
outdoor space, but it does have a view of the Esselig
Mountains and Hyperion Center, a commercial district about
seventeen miles from the Kensenduum and fifteen from the
university. I do not have a private tube station, but there is
one on each floor in my building. I have my own Eye and a
large wall screen. All the doors are automatic, but I shut that
off as soon as I moved in. It isn’t as big or as nice as Dalico’s
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place, but it’s more like that than Yorgars. It’s in better
condition than Kalakmeel House, but nowhere near as
homey.”
“You are rich here, but out in this there are no rich and
poor.”
“If I was poor I wouldn’t have this Rikrath 250 and a box
of arrows with me.”
“But that’s all you have.”
He let that go a little while, listened for danger. When he
was satisfied he said, “I will admit, I would rather be at a
show in the city this evening than here in this jungle. But if
being in this jungle is what it takes to keep you alive, I’ll face
it.”
“This jungle is what it takes to kill me. I’m here because I
think after twenty two centuries I’ve had enough of this
boredom we call living. I’m really sorry to bring you with
me. I wish I had just come by myself. Of course I wouldn’t
have reached the Hbanan, but still, it was evil of me to take
you with me.”
“You took me with you into loon.”
“It was evil of me to do that also,” she said, “for that
alone you should cast me out here.”
“I’m glad you can admit that.”
“I can admit it all now I guess. You are not the first, and
I’m sure one of them is surely dead because he went back to
Zil. He didn’t believe me about the cycle. He wanted to slap
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me for it and got the Instinct, but in the end he didn’t believe
me and went back to Zil. His cycle was a year, so I’m sure he
made it back, but I’m sure he never found any there, the
Families persecute anyone who has it, so I’m confident that
he’s dead now. I never thought of loon as a way to beat the
Instinct, but it is isn’t it? The Instinct allows us to give it to
each other because we don’t know that we’re killing them.
And if you only do it that once, you don’t have a cycle. If
you’ve ever done it before, you came with the need.”
“The guy who designed that drug and it’s addiction was a
very, very smart man,” Dorrick said. “He’s evil for sure, but
he was a mastermind.” She already knew how close they
came to finding him, it had been one of the last things they
had done in Trenst. In truth Dorrick had been ready to move
on from Trenst years before, but the hunt for the creator of
loon had delayed them.
“He designed the behavior of the addict didn’t he?”
Honshu asked.
“Yes, we found out that much.” They had chased him to
the castle of an ancient wizard who taught them a lot about
the affliction, and showed them the grave of the man who
created it.
“I still don’t think you should forgive me,” she said.
“I forgave you a long time ago. I know there’s a side of
you that doesn’t want to be lost to it.”
“There was,” she sighed, “once.”
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They listened for awhile, heard nothing.
“Isn’t there any of that person left?”
“A little tiny little girl, so naïve and helpless.”
“That’s you, the rest is the drug.”
“No, the drug is only part of what all the rest is. The rest
is the twenty one centuries. The drugs and the sex are all part
of that. Twenty one centuries, what else is there to do? Where
can I find a new experience...”
“No one has ever survived the East Basin before,” he said.
“And we won’t either,” she said, “but at least you got the
video from the last two days uploaded so at least someone
will see it. I think that is a more meaningful end than I was
facing at Kalakmeel House and the foeth.”
He had a flashback of Borinbar’s stripped skeleton. He
was going to say something when he thought he heard
something once again, that slithering sound. He held up his
hand, but that didn’t stop TongSu’s snores. He turned on the
light and played it around. He saw nothing, but heard a snarl
from over near the hyadune carcass. He played the light over
that way and saw a group of small eyes scatter into the
darkness. He heard one get caught by something else and
squeal. He thought he heard a slither again and swung the
light back in the other direction. He convinced himself he saw
a tentacle slither down off the slope and into the blackness.
He stared that way for minutes, but worried about the battery
and eventually shut the light off.
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“Thank you for being with me on our last dark,” she said.
“It is almost as much as waiting up for me when I fought my
cycle.
“You said I didn’t wait up for you. You said I was the
reason you gave in.”
“I couldn’t wait that day, the day I went back on weekly.”
“And what are you now?”
She had the jar on her, she took it out. “Just a bit of
light?” she asked.
The jar was horrifyingly low and he sucked in his breath.
“You can’t make it back,” he said.
“I know,” she said. “I’ve been trying to keep it light, but
planning this trip put me back to twice a day.”
“Noooo,” he groaned and felt his guts twist. In trying to
save her, he had killed her. No matter how many monsters he
fought off, she was dead, killed by the substance he was
trying to save her from.
“It is only fitting,” she said, “I put this horror on you.”
“But I wanted to save you, not kill you.”
“You wanted to take me to the East Basin, that is another
way the Instinct can be circumvented. I don’t blame you, I
really don’t. You’ve given me a way to get out of the
boredom of this stupid life in a meaningful and spectacular
way.”
“I don’t want to hear you talk like that.”
“Then you shouldn’t have taken me to the East Basin.”
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“What should I have done with you?”
She sighed, “You should have let me go down the street
when we got back from Yorgar’s, and you should have gone
off to that treatment center and never came near Kalakmeel
House again. If you didn’t have a deathwish, you wouldn’t
have come back there. If you didn’t have a deathwish, you
wouldn’t be here, in the East Basin, in the dark, sitting like
appetizers in a snack tray, waiting for this game called life to
end.”
“Why do you feel this way?”
She sighed once again, “How long have you been alive,
not even a century right? About forty decades isn’t it?
Already you’ve seen three planets and a dozen basins on this
one. I’ve seen three or four basins on this one, if you want to
call Traguzar a basin and not just the wilds of west Zil. And
that’s in thirty times as much time. I’ve done it all so many
times I’ve lost count, I’ve pushed the boundaries too far back
in too many ways too many times. I shouldn’t be alive now, I
shouldn’t have been alive to meet you. I wouldn’t be except
that my body has an incredible tolerance for drugs of all
kinds. I’m actually rather glad to find one that’s stronger than
I am.”
The clouds broke and Kunae was uncovered. It’s ruddy
light let them see the slope in front of them and see two large
tentacled things halfway up it. They quickly retreated in the
light. They didn’t look like blikes, but more like giant
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slitherumps. Slitherumps are normally a tenth that size and
can’t stay out of water for more than a few minutes. That
could mean there was water nearby. That was both a threat
and a godsend because they were going to need it before the
balloon could heal enough to lift them again.
Conversation lapsed, and they kept watch in silence. His
guilt and sorry over Honshu deepened. He had been affected
as much by Dalico at the time, when she was suicidal. That
had lasted an Earth year, but she was back where she was at
the beginning, but with a better understanding of the people
around her. She was still a drama queen, but stayed on the
inside of her balcony rail. Honshu downplayed the depths of
her distress as she emphasized the depths of her depravity.
There were times when Dorrick thought she had been trying
to kill herself by overdosing on sex.
He had taken many lives, hundreds in just one night in the
ruins of Ellay, the night the camp’s fusion plant barely kept
up with the demands of their blasters. There had been a few
before that on Centorin, the first before he was even out of
high school. He found he deeply regretted few of them. He
regretted those who had fallen beside him, even when it was
their own fault, but for the most part they had been strangers,
pawns sent by one man against the pawns of another man,
like Dorrick was. Nothing personal, just business between
men who can shed the lives of lesser men like game pieces.
Since he had been here he had regretted life as a
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commodity. He had been seduced by a world in which one
doesn’t need to fear other men. Now he regretted any life lost
and didn’t want to be the instrument of taking it. What great
man was he taking Honshu’s life for? The one who invented
loon? He was hardly going to gain from it now, but that was
the evil he bequeathed the world, evil that goes on taking
lives long after he is gone.
He was both victim and pawn in that, but then what pawn
is not also a victim? The great men who send their pawns off
to war are never so generous when they come back broken.
Hunstrike just wrote off their troops on Vorster and left them
to heal if they could. The Demers troops would likely as not
just finish them off and put them in the tanks. Vorster was a
very hostile environment and all organic matter was precious.
The outlaws that had secretly colonized the planet a century
ago might even use their organic matter directly.
Who were the broken troops here? He was, Honshu was,
TongSu was the only innocent bystander among them. At
least she was getting some sleep. He wanted to use the light
to look around in there to be sure she was safe, but thought
that would probably wake her. It would be very nice to have
at least one rested person among them. She was still snoring,
not as loudly, so she was still unharmed.
Kunae did filter into that space between the boulders and
he could see her. He wondered if sometime during this dark it
would get cool enough for clothes. It was probably down into
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the mid 90’s by now and the ongoing drizzle made that feel
tolerable. The air was about twice as thick as Kex, which
meant it was more than a mile below sea level. Of course the
wet would make the clothes feel worse as soon as they got
soaked.
The dark was interminable this way. TongSu got up. They
ate camp rations several times. Honshu lay down. They didn’t
know if she slept or not, but she did a decent fake at least.
“She doesn’t have enough to get back, she’s on twice a
day.”
TongSu just sighed. “Knowing we were on a suicide
mission gave her the excuse to cut the net straps and go into
free fall.”
“She doesn’t intend to come back.”
“I don’t think I will either, but I’m not ready to give up
trying. If we can get into the air at all we’re better off than on
the ground. We can drift across like an inert balloon, the
weather will get us to the far side in a few weeks.”
“We don’t have food.”
“We’ll have to butcher something of what comes at us
between now and when we lift again, but I know we’ll want
to do it during light. Nothing’s going to dry in this drizzle
anyway. There’s bound to be edible plants around also. Right
now we just have to make it til dawn.
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12. Downed in the East Basin
TongSu was never so glad to see a dawn as that first one
from the ground in the East Basin. The dark had been
incredible. She got a bit of Dusksleep, but from then on it was
one battle after another. That skinny rock hyadune had been
just the start. They battled a pair of some creature more like a
slitherump than a chuff. They had no fur, no leg, only eight
tentacles, with their eyes on small stalks between them like a
slitherump, not on the ends like a klizhorn.
They had fangs on their tentacles like a blike however,
and the gouges she got from them at the start of the evening
still stung. The last thing that attacked them was an even
more sawed off hakken, but it was a nasty, snarly thing that
had probably already eaten that hyadune carcass.
It attacked in the first grey of dawn just as soon as Kunae
set. Dorrick was taking his nap and more than likely his
snores had attracted it. Honshu was dozing again or still, or
just loony, TongSu wasn’t as good as Dorrick at recognizing
when she was seeing thru. The beast was darker than the
rocks and stalking from above. She had to turn around and
kneel to follow it, but did so pretty silently. She hoped the
bow would still fire, it had been cocked for the best part of
forty hours now.
Its snout was as short as it’s legs, it’s pincers were short
but thick and looked very sharp, designed, like those of the
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largest in the theiropsiod order, for severing limbs from prey
animals. It was holding them far aloft like hakkens do, so this
had to be something from the hakken family. Its eye stalks
were elongated but only to carry large manes, meaning it
hunted by smell. It certainly could have smelled that hyadune,
but hakkens were also known for incredible stomachs and had
been seen eating twice their body weight at a sitting.
They are some of the dumbest of the theiropsoids also,
and there was no chance that this one had ever seen a human
before. Its eye stalks slowly waved its long manes as it stared
over the rocks in her direction. Only the eyes and manes
showed above the rocks. The manes were long and silky, the
only pretty thing on the beast. The rest of it was ugly, it’s fur
was short and sparse, it’s skin almost as warty as a
quibartanoid. Its fangs were big and dirty and one of the
lowers was chipped and sat in it’s jaw at an angle.
For something that could have never seen a crossbow
before, it sure was awful careful to make sure it never let her
get a clean shot at it as it approached. She lost sight of it
behind the bolder forming one wall of their shelter. She
thought she was going to have to go out after it. The sound of
its claws on the rocks forming the back wall of their space
told her she would never get there in time.
Suddenly it was right above them, it had bounded up the
back wall and was looming over Dorrick. Now it was obvious
it knew nothing about crossbows because it was intent on the
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intended victim, the human that was farthest from escape. She
was gratified to see that staying cocked for forty hours hadn’t
hurt the power of her 120 very much at all. Honshu screamed
as she saw the arrow strike the beast in the chest and it started
to fall. Dorrick woke up as it began sliding down the wall,
pushing pebbles before it and still thrashing in its death
throes. Dorrick scrambled out from under it as it fell onto
where he’d been sleeping, impaling itself deeper on the arrow.
It thrashed mightily a couple more times and lay still.
Dorrick was staring at her.
“Top of an East Basin morning to you,” she said as
brightly as she could, while she rolled the carcass off the bed
and out the entry way of their hidey hole. “I’ll go start
breakfast,” she said. The critter was damn heavy and she had
to drag it.
Actually she didn’t go far before loading another arrow
and cocking it. Hakkens often hunt in packs and she didn’t
want to have a couple more come up on her while she was
cleaning this one. She was back to dragging it when she
noticed Honshu was already up in the net.
“These things hunt in packs you know.”
“I need the camera,” she said, “I need to see thru.”
It was after breakfast before it was light enough to inspect
her balloon. Dorrick had to stand guard while she did, there
probably were a few more of those hakken-like things out
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there but they never came close enough to let them see them.
Even the dumbest theiropsoid is still smart enough to learn
what a crossbow does once it sees one in action. If they were
out there and they had manes like this one, they definitely
knew one of their number had been killed and eaten. This one
only had about a third of that hyadune in it’s belly, so she
figured there were two more.
Once she inspected the balloon, she saw the wounds were
not really as bad as they were ugly. Two of the main cells
were breached, but only a few small ones were too shredded
to repair. The years in the Bordzvek basin were good to her
and her balloon had been as healthy as she had ever been to
start this trip.
“Well the good news is, we've got enough patch.” The bad
news was, Honshu was totally scraped on loon and could do
nothing but record video of everything while TongSu went to
work patching the two main cells that had been breached.
Dorrick got busy in a nearby archwood rigging up a net up in
the central fronds. That wouldn't keep the hyadunes away, but
the tree he was using was isolated, making the hyadunes and
blikes a little less anxious to prowl it. Honshu blithly filmed
him. As well as stringing the net, he had to watch for
predators for all of them. He had one crossbow on his person,
so did TongSu, but her head was buried in the internal organs
of her balloon, trying to glue them back together.
The balloon is a lifeform, it uses sumoid life as a basis,
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but it is the most heavily engineered organism there is. There
are enzymes to glue sheet's of its material together, and she
was using them to rebuild the large cells deep in the balloon.
It was not completely deflated so it looked more like a big
lichen-covered rock in a way. Maybe that would keep herds
of lentosaur from trampling it.
“How long do you think it will be?” Dorrick asked her
once she was done.
“You mean how many darks do we have to survive on the
ground here?”
“That is what it comes down to isn’t it?”
“Yeah. With the artillery you brought and daylight, we’ve
got a fighting chance. In the dark, we’re nearly helpless.”
“I’ll have to build us better fortification.”
“I hate to have to tell you this,” she said, “but a blike can
move a bigger rock than you can and one of those obront
things would push that whole boulder patch over the edge
with one foot.”
“If one could get out here,” Dorrick said.
TongSu climbed a little farther up the tree. She had come
up to the nest he had made them in this tree. The three of
them could huddle in it, maybe one of them at a time could
sleep. The tree would be burdened with the three of them up
here, it swayed at least as much as her balloon when she
climbed.
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From here she could see that they were on a little
headland sticking out into the jungle in front of them. If her
balloon hadn’t crashed here, it would have gone over the bank
and down into that great gulf of jungle where they wouldn’t
have survived the temperature, much less the wildlife. There
was probably five hundred feet of cliff, but then a steep slope
for miles. In the far distance to the south and west, the land
was at least a mile below them, maybe two, and an unbroken
tangle of green hell.
To the northeast were a few miles of prairie, to the
northwest, scrubland and savannah. There was a smaller
pocket of higher jungle, only a couple thousand feet below
them to the southeast, a few miles across that a higher, rockier
headland was visible. On a narrow line from the northeast,
there was a narrow strip of level ground connecting them to
that prairie. She thought she had better tell him that.
“An Obront can get in here from that way,” she pointed.
There’s a pretty wide lane of clear ground between those rock
outcroppings.”
“Why would one want to?”
“It could certainly smell that breakfast we cooked.” They
had to keep the fire farther from the balloon than she really
wanted to around here.
“Should we have eaten that hakken raw?” he asked.
“I wouldn’t,” she said. “We’re going to have to cook more
than that, we’re going to have to go forage also. It would be
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nice to catch something we can eat more than a tenth of
before it goes bad.”
“Something bigger has eaten them all.”
“Probably.” She climbed back down to the net. They
could sit side by side somewhat comfortably. The tree had
three main limbs and he was up in there. One of the limbs
only had three fronds coming off it, but they were big ones.
The bad news was, that was the side toward the embankment.
“Honshu is getting pretty far from camp,” Dorrick said.
The net faced the northwest, so they could see her. She was
following the open path that lead to the prairie. He yelled to
her, “You don’t want to wander off by yourself out here.”
She was following a bug with the camera, she stopped
and stood up, “Where am I?” she yelled in response.
“Turn around,” Dorrick said, “to your right almost all the
way.” Honshu did that, very slowly like she was on the top of
a tiny pinnacle of rock. “Keep coming. Can you point to
where I am?” Honshu pointed pretty much at them. “Good,”
he said. “Take the camera off close-up and look thru it toward
us.”
Honshu dutifully did that. “Ah,” she said, “I’m normal
size again. Thanks, I can find my way now.” She began
walking toward them, using the screen of the camera as her
sight. “I got a great documentary on that little orange
creature. It was like a three inch mud wriggler, but bright
orange.”
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“The wilds of the East Basin aren’t a great place to go
scraping,” Dorrick said. She was getting closer to them so
they didn’t have to shout.
“Oh I’m way down off the wakeup one by now. It’s
getting close to time for noonmeal don’t you think?”
It really wasn’t quite time for lunch. TongSu just pointed
to Kortrax a little less than halfway up the sky. It was true that
Kortrax was that high by Noonmeal back in the deeps of
Trenst, but she should be used to the Bordzvek Basin by now
where Kortrax passes directly overhead during Noonsleep.
Honshu screamed and thru herself to the ground. She
probed the area of Kortrax with the camera. The shutter
whined as she hunted around it. “What was there?” she
gasped, “I didn’t see anything.”
“Kortrax,” TongSu said, “It’s still a little early for lunch.”
“Huh?”
“You’re still seeing thru,” Dorrick told her. “You know
you don’t have enough to make it back. You have to step
down by tens, starting now.”
She sighed dramatically, “We’ve been over this,” she said,
“give it up, it ends here. I’m sorry you are with me. Really I
should just walk away,” she said and turned.
“Honshu, don’t you...”
“Yeah,” she turned back again, then said, “Oh, yeah, the
camera,” and left that at the base of the tree. With that she
started walking back the way she had been going, the more or
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less clear path that wandered between rocks and gullies to the
patch of prairie to the northwest.
Dorrick climbed to the ground and went after her. TongSu
climbed down also, but not without a few choice curses.
Dorrick ran after her and caught her, stopped her, but couldn’t
drag her back because of the Instinct. He still managed to get
in her way, and when she was as loony as she was, she wasn’t
able to scoot by him. But then she probably didn’t really want
to walk out there to die by some carnivore, she just wanted to
add a little drama to their boring desperate fight for survival.
TongSu reached them and immediately reached into
Honshu’s shoulder pocket. Honshu was to slow to react and
TongSu had the little jar in her hand before Honshu could
stop her. She didn’t say a word or listen to one but just moved
right back to the spot where they had cooked the stub-nosed
hakken. Honshu went ballistic but it did no good.
“Got you back to camp,” was all she said by way of
explanation.
“Look, we came out here to dispose of me, so why not let
me decide how?”
“We came out here to try and bring you back to life,”
Dorrick said, “not dispose of you.”
“The East Basin is associated with the words, ‘never seen
or heard from again,’ quite a lot but never with the words,
‘brought back to life’. I’m sorry you had to go on such an
elaborate ruse to defeat the Instinct, and I’m sorry you and
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your balloon got hurt. Now look, no one else will ever know
what happened. If you just give me back the finger jar I will
be on my way. I really hope you two find a way out of here
and I know everyone will believe you no matter what you tell
them I got eaten by.”
She held out her hand. “Not happening,” TongSu said.
“That is mine,” she said.
“You’ll kill yourself with it, I’ll get the Instinct if I try to
give it back to you because that would be deliberately
harming you.”
“All I have to do to die is go running up that path,”
Honshu said, pointing to the spit of high ground that
connected them to that patch of prairie.
“You can’t,” TongSu told her. She was glad Dorrick was
still staying out of this. Honshu was too much the wayward
daughter to him, even though she was older than the last three
civilizations on the way to his own.
“Why not?” Honshu spit.
“Because I have the finger jar,” she said and held it up.
Honshu lunged for it but TongSu snatched it out of her
grasp and clutched it to her chest while Honshu got the
Instinct. “God shouldn’t let this happen,” Honshu wailed.
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13. Seeing Thru the Beast
As Noonsleep gave way to Afternoonday, a tightness in
Dorrick’s chest began to bother him. With a horrid fear he
realized what week of the year this was. His yearly was upon
him, and since he was stepping down by six, what is called
ten here, every craving he missed was as bad as if he was on
his tenth cycle. This would continue until he was firmly
established on a ten year cycle, maybe in a decade or so.
Part of the problem was that he wasn’t as established on a
yearly cycle as he should have been before he began the push
to ten years, so it was going to take more time to establish the
ten year cycle. He didn’t think they would still be here this
week, he thought they would have all the video they needed
by last week, and of course he hadn’t planned on the crash.
Was there something in the drug itself that clouded his
brain regarding this? He certainly couldn’t have forgotten that
Venurat was the week he would have the attack this year. He
couldn’t believe that he could have been so naïve that he
didn’t plan for extenuating circumstances. He was thinking
only about saving Honshu wasn’t he, but his attempt to save
her had plunged her back deeper. Honshu was moaning with
the pain of a second cycle missed. It would be mild since she
hadn’t been firmly established on twice a day this time, but
she was more afraid of it than harmed by it.
He worried that her moans were going to attract
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something’s attention. The last half of Morningday and
Noonsleep had been relatively uneventful. They’d each shot a
couple small theiropsoids that had threatened them, but the
tentacle monsters had not been back and no full sized
theiropsoids had found them yet. They saw a couple blikes in
the trees down the slope, and dactyls flew over the jungle but
none came up this high. Only one of them had slept at a time
and Dorrick had been last.
TongSu was explaining the ration when he woke, “This is
two, dusk will be three, four and five will be Nightday and
ten won’t be til dawn. All your whining is going to do is help
get us killed before next dawn.”
TongSu was still on the ground, she’d had the first nap,
right after they dragged the threiopsoid carcasses over the
embankment. She had missed the sounds of things fighting
over them at the bottom of the cliff. Now Honshu had
climbed down to howl at her. “I’ll die sooner than that,” she
groaned, “The tentacles are slicing my chest now,” she
pressed it in TongSu’s face. Hers have been augmented, they
are too large and erect for her skinny body, but the pain was
in the ribs and her ribs were far too prominent. She’d
probably gone to twice a day the day he first told told her
Jhonna wanted video from the East Basin. That’s when she no
longer needed to conserve her stash. She hadn’t been eating
enough to replace the energy loon takes from the body, and
now they had only rations to live on, and she was too
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squeamish to eat much game meat.
“TongSu’s right about your moaning,” Dorrick told her,
“we don’t want to attract attention.”
“You know what I’m going thru, make her give me the jar
and I’ll be perfect.”
“I know damn well what you’re going thru, a second
cycle. You feel sad, useless, like a sepia tone copy of yourself.
Your ribs are a bit sore, you feel like breathing is hard.”
“That’s a first cycle.”
“A first cycle is only a bit of melancholy.”
“I’m hurting,” she said.
“Well if it’s any consolation, this is Venurat and I have a
tenth cycle that I have to miss coming thru today.”
“Nooo,” TongSu said, only partly in sympathy.
“You’ll give him some at least,” Honshu said.
“I have to miss this one and the next three after it.” This
was only his second time around the ten year cycle.
“But surely not out here.”
“Even more so out here, I need my wits.”
“I don’t know how you can stand it,” Honshu said, “and
I’m don’t mean the pain, I mean being out here with nothing
but reality.”
It started to get bad pretty quickly and Dorrick barely had
time to find a rock on which to assume the position. It needed
to be something that would curve his back as much as
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possible and push his chest out as much as possible. In such a
position the imaginary foeth tentacles that the hallucination
induced in the victim would seem the weakest. The claw
blades on them would still make it feel like every muscle in
his chest was pulled, but he would still be able to breath with
his diaphragm and not rely on those muscles.
TongSu came over to him, “You’re hurting already?”
“Yeah, it’s coming on quick,” he said. He knew that in
only a few minutes it would hurt too much to talk. “This is
near the tree if we have to scramble, but it’s the shape I’m
going to need.” He sat down on the rock, it was already a
little hard to breathe, muscles he used started to hurt.
“Before you’re better Honshu is going to go into third
cycle,” TongSu said, “but the way these kargons are herding,
I don’t want to have to take the crossbow away from her.”
“You’ll have to, third is where it starts to hurt and she’ll
be even more angry. The Instinct won’t protect the balloon
and we have to get it thru our heads that she’s dead set on
dying out here, but not til the loon is gone.”
“There’s got to be something chasing those things this
way,” TongSu repeated. A herd of kargon itself isn’t a serious
danger. They are in the karga subclass, rougher and skinnier
than the domesticated species, with wide ribbonleaf-raking
shovels for teeth and a sour disposition. They’re a bit bigger
than the domesticated species, probably over two hundred
pounds apiece. Unlike domestic kargas, they could run with
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some speed, their legs were longer and thinner, swung much
farther and could lengthen and compress much farther. They
were moving in large numbers down the narrowing tongue of
prairie that extended all the way to the rock their balloon was
on.
While Dorrick was in this position, he could stare at that
balloon. He could see that only these few hours had
straightened it a lot more. If TongSu hadn’t interrupted her
work to tend him, she might have closed quite a few more of
the small cells. The creature would eventually grow new
ones, but it would look very wounded and the irregularities
would slow it down and make it hard to steer until then.
He lay there at least an hour before the first kargons came
out to the balloon. Some went down the slope a little way and
one came close enough they had to shoo it away. A few ate a
little now and then, but they were milling around and
nervous. They kept getting thicker as time went by and
TongSu had to shoo them away frequently.
“Why don’t we just shoot one,” Honshu said, “maybe
then they will go away.”
“They probably have a strong herd instinct,” TongSu said,
“they might all charge us, or at least every one who sees it.
Blanths do that and that’s why you never let a karga see you
kill another.”
He wouldn’t want to see even twenty of them charge.
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They were almost as big as those hakken-like animals and
almost as fast. They were clearly social, kept an eye on each
other, vocalized to each other and moved in coordinated
groups. As of yet they had not been aggressive and it had
taken nothing more aggressive than popping a finger in a
cheek to move them back. But he could tell the herd was
nervous and that could very well change.
While the kargon herd was nearby, they weren’t bothered
by lesser animals much. One kimodo-dragon sized thing
came by, but this one was furry with pretty banding, but with
a long row of very pointed little teeth. HonShu tried to shoot
it, but it was far enough away to dodge the arrow. It must
have darted back into the jungle because they never saw it
again. The arrow went sailing over the cliff and into the
jungle.
He could do nothing but lie there and tough it out by then.
TongSu got some water into him, but if he was at a medical
facility for this they would give him an I.V. and painkillers
and a hospital bed contorted into this position. He begged her
to just leave him to it, she was doing all she could. She
always did. He couldn’t appreciate enough how TongSu had
supported him in his battles with this addiction.
They had rations relatively early by Kortrax, but Dorrick
couldn’t. It was Honshu who got them out, probably because
she knew she wouldn’t be able to eat when her dusk craving
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was upon her, so she wanted to fill up for lunch. They were
still eating them when they first saw the obront.
Honshu wanted to panic, and Dorrick was only able to
croak, “hush,” in a gasp that she probably didn’t hear.
TongSu was able to grab her by the arm without getting
the Instinct, probably because she knew her motivation was
pure and she was desperately trying to save her. “It doesn’t
see us, it’s too stupid to recognize a stationary object and we
are tiny dots over half a mile away. I’ll be ready for it if it
comes this way, but what does it want with three puny little
humans when there’s four thousand kargon between us?”
TongSu did go to the big two fifty however, and load it
with one of the bombs. She had no problem cocking it with
the ratchet on four. “There, if he comes this way, I’ll blast
him.”
Even Dorrick, upside down on this rock, was able to see
the thing before too long. It rumbled back and forth across the
prairie, driving the kargons either into its jaws or down the
embankment. The obront seemed to be just smart enough to
keep itself from going over the embankment, other than that it
just chased anything that ran.
They could hear the rumble of kargon hooves, the obront
shook the land. It lasted long, until Kortrax was low and the
kargons were getting thin. They needed only a few more
hours, it was said that the obront does not hunt during dark.
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That was not from actual reports, but because a related
species in the Zhlindu Basin does not hunt during dark. In the
dark he would have to make it up the tree, but in a few more
hours this withdrawal attack should be over. He was
quivering with anticipation of the second he noticed it being
even a tiny bit less. The recovery was usually quick after that.
But then Honshu’s craving hit her.
“You have to give it to us now,” Honshu wailed to
TongSu, “I’m in serious pain and you can’t have both of us
out of action, not with that thing coming after us.” She should
still be feeling a lot more from that coriax bite than a third
cycle withdrawal attack. He wanted to tell her so but he was
still paralyzed with the pain of a tenth cycle withdrawal
attack, his ribs broken to crumbs, any muscle he moved
bursting into flame.
“It’s no closer than it was an hour ago,” TongSu said,
“why don’t you stop trying to draw it’s attention.”
What had begun with occasional pleading and whining an
hour ago had progressed thru mournful wails to strident
shrieking. “I’m trying to draw your attention, we’re desperate
here. If you can’t consider me, what about Dorrick? Look at
the pain...” was as far as she got because she had turned
toward him and broke into an incoherent shriek.
TongSu turned to look at him and immediately dived for
the smaller crossbow. Dorrick turned his head, causing
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searing pain in his neck, and saw he was inches from a
coiling tentacle armed with small, yellow, serrated steak
knives that were waving towards him. At first he thought it
was a loon flashback from the withdrawal attack, then he
remembered those creatures in the dark.
He heard the bow twang and saw that TongSu was aimed
so close to him that he wondered if she was just killing him
quickly in mercy. It thrashed and the heavily armed tentacle
flailed around, slashing him in three places that he hardly felt
because of the pain of withdrawal.
He heard the ratchet and another twang before the thing
stopped writhing. It then went limp and slid down the hill.
TongSu rushed over to the edge. “There goes two more
arrows,” was all she said as it went over the edge. She made
Honshu get the med kit, but she put the salve on his cuts. It
was almost like a surgical glue, those cuts really needed
stitches, but hers from the two days ago were almost healed.
Dorrick just concentrated on breathing thru the whole
episode. Honshu said, “I can’t believe you won’t give him
some after all this. At least get him back on his feet, even if
you don’t think I can help you survive.”
His head was just about in her hands at the time, she was
trying to close the wound on his cheek. “If Honshu wasn’t
here I would have you throw that finger jar as far out into that
jungle as you possibly can,” Dorrick gasped, “and I’d trust
that you love me enough to do it.” He collapsed back on the
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rock as soon as he forced that out, the pain was crippling and
this horribly uncomfortable position was the most
comfortable when in a tenth cycle withdrawal spasm.
“You would kill us all?” Honshu wailed, not at all mindful
of the obront thundering around only a few hundred yards
away.
“You are killing us all,” TongSu hissed. “We are just dots
near a mushroom to that stupid beast right now. It’s chasing
back and forth around the rocks for a few nips of kargon and
rumpalope and not paying any attention to us. You’re yapping
is what will make it look over here.”
“But Dorrick could save us with one of those bombs.”
“I can fire one of those bombs,” TongSu said.
“Yes,” Dorrick groaned.
Kortrax was only a couple diameters above the horizon
when more and more kargon’s started heading their way.
They wouldn’t be chased back, but charged thru their site.
Some went right over the cliff, some turned around and went
down one of the washes into the jungle.”
“It’s got to be coming,” Honshu said. “Where are the
arrows?”
“One of your arrows won’t bother that obront as much as
a pin prick does to you, don’t waste them on it.”
TongSu picked up the big two-fifty with the pound of
high explosive on the tip. Honshu kept close behind her.
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TongSu lay down and lined up a good shot. They still
couldn’t see the obront behind some local rocks, but the
vibrations in the ground were getting heavier. Honshu
crouched right behind TongSu.
Suddenly TongSu yelled, “What the fuck,” and jumped
up, but Honshu was already running. She had the finger jar
open before she had taken two steps, her pinkie was in it as
she fell to her knees next to Dorrick, her finger was in his
mouth before he could close it, then it was in hers.
TongSu did not get up and give chase, the jaws of the
beast were beginning to come into sight. She got back down
in a prone firing position. He knew what that load felt like on
a shoulder when that thing let go. He was proud that she
hardly flinched as the full beast came into view. They were up
on an outcrop fifteen feet above the end of the prairie, but she
still had to look up to it. Those fluid legs rippling shook the
ground enough to start pebbles rolling into the ravines on
each side of the narrow spit of land that ran out to them.
The loon flowed into his veins, banishing the pain and the
fear. With just a whim he stood above the rock where he had
been pinned by the withdrawal attack. He had the floater
behind him, TongSu on one side, and open air beyond. It was
all in vibrant colors, the drab grey obront transformed to a
shimmering rainbow, especially the long, strong, shining
jaws, hinged in the center of each side with their six gleaming
swords glistening in the late rays.
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“Don’t wait too long,” Honshu cried from where she
crouched next to the rock he had lain on.
“It’s farther than it looks, these things are big.” TongSu
waited til it seemed to loom over them, then let the big bow
rock. The creature was still farther than it looked, the arrow
didn’t enter its mouth but sailed under, and for an instant
Dorrick was afraid it would miss altogether. It hit at the top of
the first left of those bifurcated legs, lodged there, and
exploded. The blast rocked the whole multi-ton beast up into
the air. The first double leg on that side was blown away,
showering them all with scraps of jellyfish-like meat. The
body cavity was open and viscera began to hang out.
The other twenty two of its legs continued to thunder
toward them. It’s jaws were still intact and were opening to
snap at them. Though she was puking from the gore, TongSu
yanked on the ratchet of that crossbow, popping tendons and
pulling muscles. She jerked another arrow from the pack and
slapped it in the tray as the swords in those jaws came
whistling toward her.
He couldn’t tell if what he was seeing was real or not, the
loon was acting quickly and hallucinations were already
strong. He trusted himself to see enough thru, that the back of
his mind at least could recognize the clear danger. He thought
it was real enough that it was up to him to do something
about it, she could never get that bomb into the air before
those jaws closed on her. Though they looked like flower152

covered booms on a parade float, enough of his mind
functioned that he knew they were totally deadly and that the
most important friend he had ever had would be lost to them.
While she was reloading, Dorrick jumped up and started
waving his arms, knowing it would respond to the motion and
lose sight of TongSu. She might still be crushed underneath it,
but the jaws changed trajectory so they would close on him
instead. It was all so abstract from the loon hallucination, but
the starkness of death allowed him to see thru the swaying,
flowering limbs of a tropical tree to the vicious jaws they
were. Desperation let him see thru the undulating waves of
water, though they were completely still, to the stone and
gravel ground beneath. He dove off the edge before he
remembered which side was sloped, which was vertical.
TongSu pulled the trigger as soon as the arrow was in
place, and now that the creature’s throat was directly over her
head, she didn’t miss. It felt like the explosion popped both
his eardrums. Both jaws were blown off the beast and went
spinning away over the cliff. Dorrick slid by the boulders
where they stayed in the dark before, losing skin but sliding
to a stop before the precipice. He was showered with sticky,
lumpy gore and washed with avocado-green blood.
Still the beast did not fall but went on running in a straight
line, over the ledge and down the cliff beyond. In the grip of
loon he saw that it lay there, it’s legs still running, while the
remainder of its organs leaked out on the ground in front of it.
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It was a very good thing it was far enough from the camp that
they couldn’t see it or smell it. The legs continued in their
motions, slower and slower, for another seven hours, until the
loon wore off.
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14. Hotblooded
Kortrax was on the horizon when TongSu saw five guys
coming up out of one of the ravines. They were hundreds of
feet below, but they didn't seem to be making any effort to
hide their progress. All but one of them had a crossbow, but it
would be suicide to be out in this country unarmed, so she
didn't let that worry her.
"They gotta be Hotbloods," TongSu said.
"How do you know?" Honshu asked.
"Because it's a hundred and seven out here and those guys
are toiling diligently up this hill, and it looks to me like
they're dressed in long pants and mountain shirts."
She looked at Dorrick. He was still sleeping under the
edge of the balloon. It had only been the last half hour that his
sleep had been untroubled by loon hallucinations. He’d had
bad ones this time, drowning in obront guts and sliding over
the edge of the cliff into a sea of those tentacly things. They
had gone on for over an hour. Now that he had some peace,
she didn't want to get him up. She knew even Hotbloods had
the Instinct, so they weren't in any danger. More than likely
they would be more help than harm, she could hope that five
more armed men might make it possible to survive here.
“I guess I never really thought about Hotbloods before,”
Honshu said. Honshu was perfectly behaved now that she had
scraped. She wasn’t about to give the jar back, but now that
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she had it, she was cheerful and well mannered again. She
even got the camera out and got a lot of video of them toiling
up the hill in hundred and seven degree heat with long pants
and mountain shirts on. As they got closer she could see that
they were even wearing boots and gloves.
“We came thru Hrrst and Ttharmentodl on the way to
Borlunth,” TongSu said, “I met a few of them there. They
were in parkas in Ttharmentodl.”
“I thought there weren’t any in this basin.”
“We saw that village last week on the lower Hbanan.”
“They must be more common here than people think.”
“I wonder what they’re doing here?” TongSu mused.
They had walked a little way from the balloon, past their
fire pit to the top of the ravine the men were toiling up. It was
only two hundred feet from the camp, but it would give them
a chance to determine their purpose before they got to the
camp.
They were still a hundred yards down the embankment
when they spoke. “Two of you?” he said, “and still alive.”
“Did we hear explosions a little while ago?” another one
asked.
“Did you know there’s a big kraken tangle less than half a
mile from here,” still another said.
“That’s probably where the obront went over,” TongSu
said.
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“Wow,” was all he said in response.
They took another minute toiling the remaining distance
to them. There was loose gravel and boulders to climb over.
“We came to see if we can help you,” the first of them
said as he got close enough for normal conversation. He was
a little out of breath, but not badly. He was light skinned and
short, with warm brown hair, no beard and seemed well built
though it was hard to tell with everything they were wearing.
“I’m Danesk, these are Remon, Elchrist, Delcor and Yentcy.
Remon and Delcor were a little more slender with darker hair,
Elchrist was big and dark enough to be a Troll and Yentcy
was even lighter skinned and darker haired, almost like a
Megnor or Tundrite. They all had very smooth skin, and a
certain look a little like a glow.
“More arrows is the main thing we need,” Honshu said,
but how did you know about us?”
“We saw you go down in that storm, it was almost a week
ago,” Remon said.
“We had to go back to our base camp for more arrows,”
Yentcy added, “before we could make it back. We thought we
would be too late.”
"I am stunned that you survived the dark," Danesk said.
"We saw you in the storm at dusk, we heard you but it carried
you faster than we could travel. That redpocket came after us
and we had nothing but a machete between us to defend
ourselves with."
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"How did you survive that?" Honshu asked. There was a
large flat rock here, she and Honshu sat on that.
"A deep cleft in the rock,” Danesk said. “That horntail
that came after you had the mark of this blade on his snout
also. But that redpocket tried to reach us in the crack with his
landing claw. Well we roasted one of his toes for supper in
that cave. He nearly broke his gliders trying to pry that rock
off us, but he couldn't do it.
"How can you stand those mountain shirts in this heat?"
Honshu asked. She was naked, Tongsu had a wrapskirt and
Dorrick a small clout, though he was still sleeping off the
effects of the loon that was keeping Honshu normal.
"You are Warmbloods, your body temperature is lower
then the air, so you feel too hot. We are Hotbloods, this feels
like 58F would to you.”
“I was wondering if you would mind if we got a fire
going,” Delcor asked, “we’re going to need it for the dark.”
“It has to be at least this far from the balloon,” she
showed them the small circle they had made.
“That survived too didn’t it,” Remon said in awe about
the balloon, “you guys are some tough customers.”
“Just the two of you?” Danesk asked.
“And Dorrick,” TongSu said, “but he’s asleep right now.”
“So you have a man with you?”
“Yes,” Honshu said, “you sound disappointed.”
“It has been thirteen decades since we have seen a
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woman.”
“Ah, well normally I’d be the first to say, come with me
and make up for lost time. With TongSu as my witness I’d be
taking you on two at a time til you had nothing left in you,
but it’s too hot for me even now, and she knows I don’t mind
sweaty.”
TongSu only nodded. She wondered if Honshu had
thought of the fact that penetration by a Hotblood could be as
painful as riding a glazing rod. The guys would no doubt as
soon put theirs in a winter cadaver as Honshu. No one needed
to explain that to anyone. She wondered if these guys had
come up here hoping to meet Hotblood women. She
wondered if Hotbloods used balloons like hers. She knew the
breed could function well in a hundred twenty, but that would
be less than one mile down. Two miles down would be more
like one forty she thought.
Delcor and Yentcy went off in search of firewood, no
doubt disappointed they had come all this way to help
Warmblood women who already had a man with them. There
was a good three hours of dusk remaining with that deep
basin to the west of them, an hour more than you got in the
Highlands. They headed toward the washes on the far side
where there were more sticks and talked between themselves
too quietly for her to hear what they said. The other three
stayed with them.
At this point in the week they were pretty much
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committed to spending the dark here. The net in the tree
would not hold them all. Whoever was sleeping would have
to be there, the others would have to sit at the base of it. That
was too close to the balloon for a fire however, and they
couldn’t let anyone sleep in the tree unguarded.
“It’s been thirteen decades since we even touched a
woman,” Danesk said, moving closer to Honshu.
“How hot is your skin?” Honshu asked them.
They kept their gloves on and that was enough insulation
to caress her comfortably. "Yeah," Honshu said. "Do that. Get
all of your hands on me." She lay down on the rock and
arched her back a little to push her tits into their hands. They
are such firm domes that a guy had to squeeze her good and
hard to get much deformation.
Elchrist came to her with that intention. It was hot and
TongSu's were pretty loose, but if he hadn’t held one in
thirteen decades, he probably didn’t care. Even with the guy's
coat and gloves on, as well as long pants, she could feel the
heat coming off of him. His gloves were a soft fur, wevn she
would have guessed, but they were probably something else
because she doubted a wevn could live around here. Even so
they felt good on her and she put her arm on his waist and
smiled while he worked her mounds well enough to wake
them up.
"Did they say you own this airship?" he asked.
His word implied a device or mechanism. "It's a plant
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actually, a giant ylotzen. I'm TongSu and she's TongSu's
Balloon, though she's hurt as bad as she's ever been right
now."
"I'm sorry. From the story Remon told, you're lucky to be
alive."
"No shit." He was running his hands over more of her.
The soft fur was a nice touch, as long as she kept herself
convinced it wasn't wevn fur.
“That ship is lucky to be alive, if it is alive.”
When he got to her hips she removed the wrapskirt and
tossed it to the back of this rock. She looked around for
anything stirring while she did it. She was worried for
Dorrick over by the balloon. “It’s as alive as anything in the
lon phylum.”
Meanwhile Honshu was writhing for the rest of them. She
was fully aroused and displaying it with enthusiasm. Danesk
put his finger into her kiss.
"Huh, uh, ok," she said. "It's hot but I can stand it." The
fingers on the gloves weren’t as well insulated as the palms.
Honshu writhed her hips around it, using her shoulders and
her feet to raise her hips off the ground and move against his
finger. "Uh," she dropped back down," but that gets tiring
quickly in this heat.”
TongSu didn't think she could actually reach arousal in
this heat, though Elchrist was doing his best. "Sorry," she
said, "but this heat and the wildlife don't let me get in the
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right frame of mind for that. Not that I don't appreciate it, this
all feels great and you're welcome to continue, but I don't
think my sex can function in this heat."
"Mine can function if there's any life left in me," Honshu
said, "and if there's any way we can do this without burning
me, I'd love to make up for your thirteen decades of
isolation." Danesk had sat down beside her and was giving
her finger and thumb. She had stretched out with her hands
above her head. Remon sat down on the other side of her and
reached for her tits with his gloved hands. "Just don't expect
me to work too hard."
"This is very kind of you," Danesk said.
"And this is very kind of you," she wiggled in their hands.
“I'm grateful for any sex I can get. I'm just worried your dick
would be too hot. Your fingertips are probably not even a
hundred and twenty."
“But we could never actually have sex.”
"There are many ways to experience sexual pleasure,"
Honshu said. "Some people get off just from watching."
"Watching?" Danesk said, "Actually I wish we could take
you down to our camp."
"How far is that?" Honshu asked.
"About ten miles, but it's not all climbing. It's only a mile
below us, but it's warm enough down there, I'll have to keep
my heavy clothes on up here unless you have quilts we can
wrap in?"
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"Are you nuts, I'm melting already. If I wasn't the horniest
bitch Trenst ever produced I'd never be able do this in this
heat. Even so I'm all sweaty."
"And how are you doing," Elchrist asked TongSu?
"I'll live," she said, "but I don't want to have to face
anything in this heat."
"The Premblaas Plateau is almost free of danger."
"Go tell that to the guy asleep under the canopy. He lead
an obront over that cliff earlier today and some tentacly
things came after him just after lunch."
"Oh there may be a few, but at least you won't find a blike
up here out of the forest."
"All it would take is one more obront to spoil our day,"
TongSu said.
Elchrist put his bare hand on her shoulder. It was like
having hot stew spilled on her, except that it wasn't wet. "You
felt a lot better with the glove on by the way, and I'm way too
hot to think about any unnecessary exercise."
"Even though we have been thirteen decades?"
"You should have brought some women with you,"
TongSu told him. Since they couldn't mate practically,
Hotbloods were no longer the same species were they?
"We did, it has been thirteen decades since they left."
"I see." She didn't want to tell them that might be because
it was stupid to be out here. If she scared them off, they
would have no help at all thru the dark.
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TongSu went up to see how Dorrick was doing, Honshu
had decided that with a glove, she could give hand jobs and
they were lining up. She found Dorrick was still sleeping
peacefully. The withdrawal and then the high had taken a lot
out of him. She wondered how it was going to effect his battle
with the loon. No doubt the fact that Honshu had slipped him
some would have negative consequences. But she had to
admit, if Dorrick hadn’t been able to distract it, that obront
would have snapped her up before it went over the cliff to its
death.
She didn’t want to go over and join Honshu, she was in
her glory. They were going to wear out those gloves before
the dark was over. Delcor and Yentcy got the fire going, well
away from the balloon. The net in the tree was a totally
separate camp in the dark, things would be able to prowl
between them. The fire was too far from the balloon to leave
weapons at one site or the other. Actually she’d hardly let go
of the crossbow since she’d been here.
After Elchrist had his second hand job, he took a jog
down the path toward the prairie and shot a rumpalope for
Duskmeal. They’re decent eating and a welcome change from
theiropsoid steaks, which are too rich for a steady diet. When
Elchrist came up for his third hand job, he relayed the
message that duskmeal would be served in a third of an hour
and everyone was invited.
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She woke Dorrick for it. He was a little groggy still, and
surprised when he saw the Hotblood camp.
“Yeah, we’ve got some new neighbors,” she told him their
names and story, “and they’ve invited us to dinner,” she
finished.
“Nice, I guess. Hotbloods you say. They must be, dressed
up like that. I feel like I should put on a shirt or something.”
“Don’t let it bother you, I’m sure they’ll understand.
Honshu has been giving them all hand jobs using their gloves.
I think she’s sweated off another three pounds since they got
here.”
“She can’t spare it,” Dorrick said.
“You can’t give up on her can you?”
“Frivolous as she is, it’s still a human life.”
“Yeah,” TongSu sighed, “and she did keep those guys
from begging me for hand jobs.”
“They can give each other hand jobs, or themselves for
that matter. It looks to me like her tits and ass are what she
has over that.”
“Yeah, though I bet they wish they didn’t have to keep
their clothes on,” he said.
“Oh they do wish to keep them on, it’s frigid on this
glacial peak.”
“Pppp.”
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They were soon at the other camp for dinner. The guys
were close to the fire, the three of them were upwind and ten
feet back from the guys on this side of the fire. Honshu
wandered around behind all the guys, letting them fondle her
as much as possible. Skin on skin contact was too much, but
if either one had a layer of clothing in between she was into
it. As it got a little darker, the temperature went down a little
bit. It was still too hot to move, she was still sweaty, but it felt
like it was a little easier to breathe.
She was a little worried about all the sexual energy that
was being discharged and she could see that Dorrick was too.
No doubt he figured that hand jobs were not going to be
enough for long with the way Honshu was stirring them up.
No doubt she thought she was doing them a favor by giving
them plenty of female flesh to handle after a thirteen decade
abstinence, but she wasn’t thinking about the frustration that
was building up. She could see it in their eyes, especially
Elchrist’s.
The dusk was getting dimmer by now, but the sky was
still light and they could still see clearly. She had no trouble
seeing the shadow that fell across the sky.
"Here comes that Redpocket," Delcor yelled and dived
toward the crossbows. Danesk and Elchrist were right behind
him. TongSu had to run three steps for hers, Dorrick’s was
even farther, Honshu just started screaming. She wished they
had known not to waste arrows, now they only had seven left.
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It was attacking in a swoop, the ugly grey gliders with the
ribs outlined in a dusting of varicolored tiny dots bloomed
above her as soon as she reached the crossbow. The dactyl
was dropping straight down on them. The landing leg was
extending from the long pocket it stayed in during flight. On
the end of that leg, three eight-inch claws on foot long toes
were heading straight for her. She had the crossbow in her
hand. By now she was sure it was not swooping down on the
humans in general, it had one individual target in mind and
she was definitely it.
The talons closed around her waist, the one remaining on
the right puncturing her side in a flame of agony. She grabbed
for an arrow as that happened, but she was yanked up and
away and missed it. She jammed the unloaded crossbow up
into the opening she was headed for. The ground was falling
away rapidly, the dactyl was headed out over the drop. She
heard two arrows thump into the sides of the beast, saw the
point of one come thru into that pocket. The shock caused the
talons to let go and she began falling toward the treetops far
below.
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15. The Blikes
Dorrick wasn’t sure he was awake at first. It seemed that
the dose of loon had ended his pain but not his terror, no
matter which way he looked he saw obront viscera raining
down on him, tentacles holding knives writhing around him,
dactyl jaws, theropsoid claws and a mass of other visions
from the realm of nightmares. He thought he would recover,
but instead he passed out. He was sure Honshu had given him
a huge dose, it was going to be a big barrier to stepping down
from the loon.
Now he thought he was awake, TongSu was still here but
there were others in view. They were right on the path the
obront had charged, just about where it was when TongSu
fired the first bomb at it.
“Yeah, we’ve got some new neighbors,” she told him their
names and story, “and they’ve invited us to dinner,” she
finished.
They were hotbloods. There weren’t supposed to be any
in this basin, but that data was obviously out of date. He
learned that they had not seen a woman in thirteen decades
and that Honshu was doing everything she could to make up
for that. At least she wasn’t exposing herself to their body
heat directly, but she was overtaxing herself in this heat.
He had to visit the edge of the cliff before he went over to
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dinner. There were introductions all around, and Dorrick tried
to be friendly. Having others around to help them thru the
dark would be a good thing, but he found he didn’t naturally
warm to them. It was probably all about Honshu, she looked
thinner already, and somehow older. She had always looked
like a child to him, or at least a teen since she was obviously
very past puberty. Now she looked like a woman who was
just old enough to start denying her years as the landless often
did on Centorin. The change was very subtle, and it might
have been just the light. It also might have been all the sex
she’d had with people since they’d left the Trenst basin,
where people didn’t look as young as there.
They were still eating and socializing when another dactyl
attacked. It was a larger version of the ones that had attacked
them when they were down, it least it looked larger today, but
he saw the mark where he had punched it in the eye and it
still had an arrow in it’s tail. It had swooped up out of the
jungle behind them and got well above them before they
could get to their weapons. Honshu stood screaming, he was
sure it would pluck her from the group, but instead it
swooped down over TongSu. She had just reached her
crossbow when it grabbed her, she screamed as it bore her up
with a mighty heave from it’s glider wings, her arrow
dropped from her fingers.
Dorrick dove for his weapon, only a step behind her. It
was still on 4:1, it yanked at it savagely and slammed one of
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their dwindling supply of arrows in the slot. Two of the
hotbloods fired, one hit the dactyl, one narrowly missed
TongSu. The dactyl was heading out over the jungle with its
claws in TongSu’s waist. Another arrow went by it, further
than any. Dorrick aimed carefully and let fly, and was
rewarded with a solid thunk where the arrow buried itself in
the beast almost to the fletching.
That was too much for it, it dropped her, but it was
already a hundred yards out over the jungle. She fell like a
rag doll and landed in the top of a hangleaf, inert. The dactyl
tried to keep going, but while Dorrick was charging down the
ravine toward the tree where TongSu was lodged, he saw it’s
gliders fold up and it went down only another couple
hundred yards beyond. He was glad to see that, he couldn’t
bear the thought of anything harming TongSu and surviving.
The Hotbloods were charging down the hill, yelling
something, but he wasn’t paying any attention. He was
probably yelling hysterically also, hoping TongSu was still
alive and hoping he could get her down from there. He wasn’t
thinking clearly, that was for sure, because he was soon out of
the ravine and forcing his way thru the closely packed trees,
completely mindless of what could be among them. He was
too distraught to think about the fact that he could not help
TongSu if something ate him before he got to her.
As he charged along, he was hit with a flashback from
that massive dose of loon Honshu had fed him and suddenly
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all the trees were the legs of obronts, thundering along to
crush him, though they weren’t moving. They were festooned
with tentacles instead of branches, all of them lunging at him,
slicing him with their knives and winding him in loops that
dragged him down.
While picking himself off the forest floor, he forced
himself to see thru it. He’s lost track of which tree TongSu
was in, and looked up in panic. He saw motion directly above
him and leapt into that tree. He couldn’t climb with the
crossbow so he dropped it and drew his knife. He could climb
with that in his teeth.
The guys were screaming as they arrived, two fired
arrows up into the tree above him. “TongSu is up here,” he
screamed back at them, and climbed all the faster. The tree
was tall and dense, it swayed as he climbed, more than it
should, he thought. He kept climbing, it was harder than it
looked in this heat and he was getting winded. When he
paused for a second, he could still feel the tree swaying, and
hoped it was TongSu coming down.
When he paused he could finally hear what they were
screaming, “Blike,” he heard one yell.
“Two of them,” from another voice.
“We can’t get a shot at it,” from yet another, all of them
yelling at once.
He couldn’t see anything from here, but he had seen them
from the air. They were gorilla sized, with seven tentacles and
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one leg. They weren’t easy to kill, not quite as bad as an
obront, but not as easy as a theiropsoid. He had nothing on
him but the knife, and TongSu was what was drawing them.
Dorrick didn't know how he could climb another inch up
this tree. He needed to use both hands to climb, but with the
knife in his teeth he couldn't breath as deeply as he needed to.
These hangleaves were young and had thick foliage. He had
to force his way thru the densely packed limbs. The foliage
was so thick he couldn't see the beasts. The guys were making
so much noise he couldn't hear them.
It was by smell that he first knew he was very close. The
stench was suddenly overpowering. Rotten meat and diarrhea,
to start, along with lots of maggots and the muck under foamy
green scum. Just above him a tentacle coiled. It was six
inches thick and lined on the bottom with two rows of inchlong claws. A wrap around a branch helped hold it while the
main leg lifted to a new hold. That wrap brought a clouded
and dripping red eye to bear on him.
He lashed out with the knife and severed the eye off. The
tentacle started thrashing immediately and others started
reaching in his direction. Dorrick scrambled away, but did not
go down. He wasn't afraid of falling wherever he went, the
foliage was just too thick. He wanted to go up because he
knew TongSu was higher still.
He heard a spung and then Danesk yelled below, "He's out
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of the way, here's a clear shot." The vegetation thrashed even
more violently now. "Gut shot!" he yelled.
He heard another spung. No doubt the blike did too and
its attention was diverted. Dorrick tried to get by it, and
hoped to get to a spot where he could see TongSu. He found
enough room where he could swing to a branch in the next
tree. It was a little more open and he noticed he was pretty
high by now. He was halfway across when a tentacle lined
with broken glass wrapped around his calf.
It was agony, and he was pulled up, away from the branch
he was aiming for, a dozen feet higher into the tree. It was the
other blike that had him, the uninjured one. He grabbed a
branch with one hand, it was slender and bent with him. He
grabbed the knife with the other and lunged viciously at the
tentacle. Their tentacles are often severed, they grow new tips
and eyes all the time. He was not able to cut clean thru in one
stroke, but he cut his way out of the thing's grasp. The young
tree whipped back and he lost his grip. He fell several feet
thru branches, getting several bruises on the way. He landed
in a hangleaf crotch, somehow managing to hold onto the
knife in spite of everything. It was a good thing because there
was another tentacle curling up from below.
He swung at that one, and severed another eye. Three
down and eleven to go before he blinded them all. He knew
they couldn't stink this bad if they had any sense of smell.
They had no calls, so they probably didn't hear either. The
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end of the tentacle still came after him, though it was
pumping yellow-green fluid. It tried, but it was sinking. He
saw at least three arrows in its body already. He heard
branches break and the trees swayed crazily. Suddenly he saw
TongSu less than twenty feet above him. It didn't seem
possible that such small limbs could hold her. He knew his
added weight would break them for sure. He heard the guys
yell as they saw the blike come crashing thru the branches
toward them. And he saw two tentacles reaching up toward
TongSu.
His right leg was pretty useless. It was mainly by his arms
that he clambered quickly upward thru the branches. It wasn't
the first time he noticed that the gravity here was just a bit
higher than he was born to. He saw the clawed standing leg of
the blike below him. The thing was huge, way bigger than a
gorilla. It was moving another step up. Once it found a new
place to stand that would take it's weight, it would be able to
reach TongSu.
In spite of the pain he used his legs to jump up to the next
limb. Now he was right behind the body of the blike. It was
as big as one of those prize winning pumpkins, but it pulsated
and wiggled like some noxious gelatin. It's leg must have
found purchase, it started to move upward. TongSu was only
a couple feet from it's tentacles and it was one of those
seconds when his body reacted before he really knew what he
was doing.
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He was in the air, the knife in both hands, aiming right for
the top end of that noxious blob. He was so conscious of the
smell as he sailed thru the air toward it. When the knife
penetrated, the smell up til then was as a meadow of flowers
in the mountains. The knife bit deep and his weight dragged it
down the back of the animal. All it's tentacles swung toward
him, but its hide wasn't enough to resist his weight on the
sharp blade. Some of the tentacles reached him, but by then
he had lost conscious from the gasses released from the gut of
that blike.
He must have fallen only a few feet, but it was enough to
get some air that merely reeked of the bleeding animals. He
didn't have the knife any more, but stabbing the thing in the
back had drawn it's attention away from TongSu, and onto
him.
He didn't have long to gasp, and the gasses had given him
a headache like he’d drunk a quart of cheap whiskey the night
before. A tentacle came down thru the foliage, he tried to fall
away from it. He shorts got hung up on something. He had to
raise up to get off it, the tentacle brushed his head and the
claws left furrows in his scalp. He scrambled down. He could
hear the guys yelling that they couldn't see what was
happening, though they loosed a couple arrows his way just
cuz. The tree limbs were getting bigger and more open as he
fell, he was getting to the part where he had to be careful,
now he could fall thru a hole and fall sixty feet.
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"There's Dorrick," Remon said. "He's been hurt."
"And there it is," Danesk said.
"My god! That's the biggest one I've ever seen."
Dorrick dropped to the next branch, hoping to give them a
clear shot. The beast had to step down one more time before
they could get a clear shot at it. Instead it's tentacles coiled
down thru the foliage. The six that still had eyes looking at
the situation. Then it lifted it's landing leg back up, back up
toward TongSu.
"Please, toss me up a crossbow," he yelled.
"You can't climb with one!"
"I've got a shot here."
Danesk had already thrown his. He tossed up the arrow.
The shot would be difficult. He had to stand on the branch
and lean against the tree. He would probably fall from the
recoil. He couldn't think about that, TongSu was helpless up
there. He took aim at the center of the dripping gore in it’s
back. Compared to that wound, what would one more arrow
do? He had to lean out too far, he did it anyway, he would
only get one chance, so he aimed carefully, but as he felt
himself start to fall, he had to fire anyway. As he fell he saw
that he had only hit it in the standing leg, not a very
vulnerable spot.
The crossbow fell from his hands, and he went backwards
off the branch. His back slammed into another and he
managed to hook his arm around it. The bark scraped him
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terribly, but compared to what that tentacle had done to his
calf, it was minor. He got his other arm around the branch and
was able to hang onto it. He couldn't go anywhere except a
laborious climb down, but he saw that blike had come back
down and was reaching for him again.
"I can see him now," Remon yelled, "He's right over
Dorrick," he yelled and fired at the same time. That should
have ruined his aim, but the blike was so big and so close that
it presented a very big target.
Elchrist also loosed an arrow, as did Yentcy, all three of
them struck body, and the thing began to coil in agony and
gas him with ammoniatic vapors. Still it didn’t drop, it
shuddered and coiled, but began to move purposefully toward
Dorrick. He didn’t have time to climb down, all he could do
was swing under the branch and drop.
When he got to his feet, he found the thing had already
fallen, and had seven arrows in it. It was easily twice the size
of the other. The ground was moving, he was seeing double
and the images were shifting around each other. He wondered
if it was the loon. He felt very weak, he had to hold onto the
tree. He knew TongSu was in the next one so he had to get
over there.
“Yo, guys,” Elchrist said, “Dorrick’s alive!”
They all rushed to him, leaving the huge blike to complete
its death agonies alone.
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"TongSu's still up there," he said and tried to hobble
toward the tree.
"You lie here, we'll go up and get her," Elchrist said, and
lowered him to the ground as he lost consciousness again.
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16. Broken
TongSu knew she had been unconscious quite some time,
in a coma in fact. She was badly broken and knew she was
going to die. She knew ribs were broken, she knew she'd lost
a lot of blood. She knew her leg must be broken too. She
remembered almost nothing since it happened, a few spasms
when someone moved her. She knew it had been dark, she
knew it was light again.
Everything hurt. Breathing hurt the worst. Her stomach
hurt, her back hurt, her leg hurt. When she wasn't trying to
breath, her back hurt the worst. It was low on her back, she
hated to think what that meant. She remembered the dactyl
claws. She had to breath, and that hurt more.
She could hear people around, she could tell she was
lying on something soft, probably the mattress from the back
net. She was out of the direct sun, but the heat was oppressive
all the same. She had been sweating in her sleep, she felt
delirious enough that she must have a high fever. She could
tell there was a deep wound in her lower back. That could be
very serious in this heat and humidity.
She could feel bandages and wraps. Someone had cared
for her. Presumably someone else was still alive. She had no
idea how they could have ever gotten her down from that tree.
Now that she was coming around a little, she could remember
some of that. Falling, getting bounced around and then
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knocked out when her head hit a limb. It was strange that her
head hurt the least of any part of her body.
She could still hear, though there was a constant shrill.
She could hear gasping. It sounded like two of the guys
gasping. She wondered if they had been wounded badly also
and were suffering. At least they were conscious enough to
gasp, she couldn't do that yet, she had a ways to go before she
would be able to groan. She heard them gasp harder, first one,
then the other. Were they competing for sympathy?
But the gasps really didn't sound like gasps of pain, they
sounded more like ecstasy. She tried to open an eye. It was
painful. She tried to turn her head and that really hurt, but she
could now see what was happening. Honshu was between
Danesk and Remon, giving them both hand jobs. She was
pumping pretty fast, TongSu had certainly never seen her put
that much energy into farm work before. She wished they had
taken it somewhere else, but there was no one else here and
she guessed someone had to stay with her. She should be
grateful for that shouldn't she?
She needed water, but it would be a long time before she
could say that. She was still just too out of it and in too much
pain. She might be able to grunt. She tried, but Danesk came
at that moment and drowned it out. She lost consciousness
again.
Dorrick was over her when she had any consciousness
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again. He was wiping her lips with a wet rag. It was the most
ecstatic thing she had ever experienced. He saw her eye open
and started crying. He squeezed her hand. That was one point
on her body that didn't hurt.
"TongSu my love," he kissed her hand. He picked it up to
do so and she felt it in the hole in her back. She didn't like
that.
"Wa," was as much of the word as she could croak out.
He understood. It hurt when he held her head up so she
could drink, but she couldn't say a thing until she got her
mouth moistened enough so it wasn't all stuck together. She
could move her lips, she nodded a little for more. It hurt and
her vision spun and shifted, but her lips were in good enough
shape to handle the rim of the cup. That was about all she
cared about at this point. No she couldn't say that, she cared
about Dorrick, at least as much as ever, she was as dependent
as an infant on him right now. She got one more sip down.
"I love you, but I'm broken."
"I know, we have to get you out of here."
"My balloon's broken."
"It's mending," Dorrick said. All the patches are holding
and the cells are filling. Her edges are tight this week."
"This week?"
"You missed all of Kyebenwae, that's the top of
Lmonteira," he pointed to where Kortrax was, she couldn't
see him thru the balloon, but she could see a few shadows
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that confirmed it. "We haven't had Morningday lunch yet."
"What happened to my kidney?" she asked.
"You'll need to grow a new one," he answered. "Remon
sewed you up, we didn't have much to clean you out with.
Yentcy had some salve we put in it, but we should leave as
soon as she can lift."
"And my leg?"
"Tibia, we think it's clean, but you'll want to get that
looked at in Bordzvek."
"And my ribs," she groaned.
"Yeah that too." He let her head down. "We shouldn't have
done this."
"At the end I was as stupid as the rest of you," she said.
"I'll take a little more of that in a minute." She closed her eyes
for a second and just breathed as easily as she could for a few
breaths.
"I'm serious,” Dorrick said, “we have to stop doing this
kind of thing. We've got to just settle down on the farm and
let Honshu do whatever Honshu has to do to stay interested in
life, or not."
She tried to nod, all she could do was breathe. She did
that for a few breaths, just lay there immobile in the heat. She
was glad he thought that was his idea, the life she had been
trying to lead for the last twenty four years. When she opened
her eyes again, Dorrick's face hadn't moved. She looked at the
water cup, and he understood and brought it to her lips again.
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It didn't hurt as much this time, or maybe she was getting
used to the pain. She was able to take a few swallows. He put
her back down again.
"We had a rockrat stew for lunch, I saved you some of the
broth. It's still pretty hot, but we had a spoon in one of the old
instrument cases so I can feed it to you."
"I love you Dorrick,” she wheezed, “don't ever let me
deny it."
"I don't care if you do. Keh, you know the word." He held
the spoon to her lips. It was still pretty hot.
"After all I put you thru?" she asked.
"After all I put you thru," he answered. He gave her
another spoonful.
"That's really not bad, what did you spice it with?"
"I packed some spices in another corner of one of those
instrument cases, just in case we had to camp."
"Did you save any of the rockrat?" she asked. "I'd try
chewing some, at least my jaw's not broken."
"You had a bad knock on the head," he said, but he was
reaching into the stew pot.
"Tell me about it." Dorrick pulled out a rockrat thigh.
"You got a pretty big one." He put it in her mouth. It was still
a bit hot, they must not have finished lunch that long ago.
Nourishment, it had been more than a week since she'd had
any. If this had happened in Bordzvek with advanced medical
facilities, her chances of survival at this point would be pretty
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high. Out here, where something was likely to attack them
any second, where she had lain here a longer time than they
had gone without some kind of attack since they'd been here.
"Has anything attacked us since I've been out of it?"
"A couple of joats, but Lachirst and Yentcy took care of
them. I think they plan on roasting one for noonmeal."
"You should probably keep that water coming," she said.
She took quite a bit more, but just as she was going to worry
about what would happen when she had to pee, she passed
out again.
The activity of Nightday breakfast woke her the next
time. She was afraid to notice that her breathing was much
easier, but she was not afraid to notice how hungry she was.
Her nose told her they were making porridge from the
supplies they'd brought, and stick-fried joat bacon.
There was a bunch of critters howling down below the
cliff. It was only blanths, kargas and lumins that made much
noise, these sounded like rush warblers about the size of
streetcars. She listened to them for awhile, awash in the
luxury of being able to breath a little bit without pain. If she
didn’t move around, she shouldn’t have to breath any harder.
It was hard to hear what the beasts were screaming with all
the talk going on. They were gabbing about some serious
dactyls that must have attacked the previous Afternoonday.
It was Honshu who came to her this time, with that same
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spoon and a bowl of gruel. It tasted more like Goblin Gruel
than Dwarf, no fruit, but it was fuel.
Honshu decided to fill her in on what had been happening
in the last couple weeks. It seemed that the rate of animal
attacks had remained about constant. They had pulled back to
the rock outcrop the tree and the balloon were on for the dark,
fire or no fire. One or two had slept at time, but woke up any
time anything big came around. From the tree they had
spotted an obront with the scope, but it never came within a
mile of them. The kraken, the primitive things with tentacles,
were the worst. They were very stealthy and came up the
cliff, there had to be two people stationed on that side thru the
dark. Whoever was sleeping had to come down twice to repel
them, once in each dark. They were still waiting for this
dark’s attack.
“Sorry I missed all that,” TongSu was able to say.
“Oh, you’re better off. Delcor’s arm is ripped up from a
kraken last week, as bad as what I had.”
“Look’s better,” TongSu was thrilled to see that she would
wave a finger toward it and it didn’t hurt too bad.
“Ah, I don’t even notice them any more,” she pointed to
the livid scars. I’m just glad I’ve finally got those guys balls
drained, thirteen decades can build up a hunger in a guy can’t
it?”
“They got no beneficial genetic contact,” TongSu pointed
out.
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“Is that all sex is to you?” Honshu asked, “I wouldn’t
have thought so.”
“Fun, pleasure and variety.” TongSu was trying to use as
few words as possible so she wouldn’t have to breathe harder.
Belly breathing was out of the question, the cudgels of pain
from the hole in her back cut off all chance of that. Any
breathing to be done had to be done with those broken ribs.
She took a whole cup of water while Honshu talked of
what a guy Danesk was and how she’d been able to give him
a blow job without burning herself. She went on and on about
how he said her lips felt like a cadaver’s. TongSu was afraid
she actually took that as a compliment.
“Your balloon should be able to lift this dawn.”
“She won’t swim right.”
“Just rise to her limit and drift across, you might drift
across in a week, maybe two.”
“This will be over,” TongSu sighed.
“Not for me,” Honshu said, “at dawn my jar will run out.
One more good scrape and the last of the loon in this basin
will be gone.”
“Some coming, might be there.”
“I couldn’t wait,” Honshu sighed. “I’ve come to the East
Basin to get us all killed, but maybe if we can make it til
dawn, you can live.”
“We can live,” TongSu got out. Honshu just grinned and
took the empty bowl away.
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Sometime in Dawnsleep she woke again. It was to the
echo of one of the bombs and the sounds of screams. She
could now turn her head far enough to see the beam from
Dorrick’s camp light waving wildly.
“There’s another over here,” someone yelled, she thought
it was Elchrist.
She heard ratchets, a curse, a twang, a scream of pain and
then Dorrick yelled, “Hold your ears,” and a heavier twang.
She couldn’t hold her ears, but at least she wasn’t as close
as they were. She wondered why they were using those
bombs on the things crawling up the cliff, but then she
realized this was the third dark since she was hurt. They
might not have any other arrows left.
“Guys,” Honshu yelled from close on the other side of
her, “There’s more of them-long legged hakkens moving in.”
Narrulla was just coming out of eclipse but was still low
in the sky, but that must have been enough light for her to see.
Remon and Danesk came running over. “I’ve got two left,”
Danesk said.
“Just one,” Remon said, “I’ll take the one on the left.”
“I’ve got three,” Yentcy said, “but we’re going to need
them.”
“I’ve got five bombs left,” Dorrick said from back on the
cliff side.
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“And I’ve got three,” Elchrist said.
She looked and found Delcor also asleep in this makeshift
infirmary under the balloon. He looked almost fit to fight, and
she wouldn’t be surprised if they got him up. If she was bit as
bad as Honshu had been, she would have been up. There was
no way he could have slept thru those explosions, he was
obviously faking it. If she could yell she might have.
She heard bowstrings and the hiss of wounded
theiropsoids. They have no vocal apparatus, but the wind can
whistle and hiss in their nostrils.
“Look out!” another twang.
“At least dogs make a racket so you know where they
are,” Dorrick said, “these things are more like cats.”
“I know nothing of Highland wildlife,” Elchrist said.
“That’s OK, you know what to do about these things.”
“Those hakken-like things are highland wildlife.”
So far they had been beset by three different species of
hakken-like things. They were all new to science, as were the
kraken, the largest known relative of that thing was about the
size of an open hand with tentacles as long as a finger. She
knew of four species of Hakken in two genera. Each of the
ones she’d seen here was probably a new genus.
It was a strange thing to be thinking about when people
were fighting for her life just a few feet away. The tumult had
died down, the faint sounds of slavering and tearing from the
scavengers tearing at the meat they’d thrown over the cliff
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came back to the fore.
“Do you think the others left?” Remon asked.
“Don’t we wish. I’m sure they hope we think they did.”
“I wish Kunae was still up,” Honshu said. It probably set
early in Dawnsleep by now.
“We could almost go after them if it was,” Danesk said.
“Hold your ears, here comes another one,” Dorrick said
from the cliff side.
Hers rang even more as the echos died away in the dark.
At least it made more sense to use those bombs on the kraken
than the hakken, but she wished they didn’t have to. Dorrick
was right, actually she was right, she’d been telling him this
for years, they had to stop this chasing around. If there was
ever any need to gather evidence that her body couldn’t take
it, her present condition was proof.
“The damn thing stayed there,” Dorrick said, “it didn’t
slide over.”
“One less scrap for them to fight over down there.”
“I’m afraid they’ll come fight over it up here.”
It was silent for a long time, she went back to sleep. When
she woke again, she could tell she was free of the ground. She
was still under the balloon, but they had managed to get her
and the mattress into the net without waking her. It wasn’t as
dark any more, the sky was grey and the east was pink. She
heard people walking around rapidly.
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She heard a call from below, “Nothing,” was all she
heard.
“Nothing up here either,” she heard Remon say. She
opened her eyes and saw he was talking to Dorrick.
“Neither one of them,” Yentcy said.
“Delcor dead, Danesk and Honshu missing,” Dorrick
muttered.
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17. Abandoned Waif
The pyre was dying down, but Dorrick’s grief was not for
the Hotblood stranger that had succumbed to infection in his
wounds, it was for the women under his care. He couldn’t
wait any longer to get on their way back to the city or he
would lose TongSu, if he left, he was abandoning Honshu.
The best guess anyone had was that they had gone off for
sex and fallen prey to something. They had gone at first grey
it seemed, no one had actually seen them slip away. As the
day’s heat began to build, he could already smell the sepsis of
TongSu’s wound, an infection that had already claimed one
life.
He came back from the pyre to where TongSu was still
lying in the net. The balloon had risen enough that she was
now floating above his head. He could stand on a rock and
hold the net.
"So how long do you think we should wait?" Dorrick
asked.
"After everything that went on to get us here, I think it's
mean of you to put that question to me. If you leave it up to
me, I have to say stay until I know what happened."
"You could live the remainder of your life in this camp,"
Dorrick said, “a week or two.”
"Yeah," she admitted. "And the odds of survival around
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here give us about a fifty-fifty chance that it will be more than
one."
"Right," he said, “We only have four more arrows
between us.”
"So what do the guys say about Danesk?"
"They say this valley is a long way out," Dorrick
answered, "They think there's only a hundred thousand
Hotbloods in this basin and a quarter of them are in the one
settlement called Hbananvek that's five hundred miles from
here. They're thinking maybe in another century it will be
time to settle this valley."
"So are they thinking about leaving?"
Remon had come up and joined the conversation, "Yeah,
it's cold here anyway, being so far up in the hills."
"So you're not waiting to hear from him?" TongSu asked.
"Maybe another week,” Remon said, “if we can make
some decent arrows.”
"What do you think happened."
"They got et," Remon answered. "We're tired of it. There's
an island cleared of blikes five hundred miles from here,
we're thinking about going there."
"So that's what you think?"
"Except for one thing," Dorrick said.
"What's that?"
“The camera is missing, why did she take that?”
“To see thru,” TongSu said. “Her loon runs out today, no
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doubt she had enough for two scrapes but took it all up in one
last big one.”
Remon left at that point, saying nothing.
“So she’s out there somewhere, scraped up in a big way,
maybe with Danesk, maybe not. Maybe she shared the last of
it with him and their both out there lost and loony.
"But you gave her the camera?" TongSu asked.
"No," he said, with a bit of anger. “She knew we had to
lift today.”
“I know she knew, it was one of the last things she talked
about.”
He was never so torn in his whole life. The life of
someone he cared about deeply was in danger. Someone he
cared about too deeply, he thought for so many years. Now
that he had been on this planet and with her four standard
years, forty one local years, he knew she was the love of his
life, his partner, his keh.
On the other hand, Honshu was his wayward child, a
spoiled brat who didn’t give a damn about anyone but herself.
She had cost him a large chunk of his sanity, she inflamed his
guilt, and she pranced off to indulge in her drug dreams while
TongSu lay fighting for her life.
But to leave her was not like leaving her to walk home
from Falsain. As soon as they were gone, she was gone. No
matter how good the intentions of these Hotbloods, they
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could not keep her alive to get her back to civilization. To lift
the balloon was her death sentence, if he thought it thru, the
Instinct would not allow him to lift that final rope and let
them drift away.
The guys searched a wide area, endangering themselves.
Kortrax rose toward noon. TongSu had been better with the
dawn, had eaten well for breakfast, but was worsening again.
Elchirst was back from the search, exhausted, shivering, and
disgusted.
“We found some tracks back along the edge to the north.
It could have been them, there were rumpasaur tracks with
them, but they seldom attack. That and this empty jar was all
we found.”
It was Honshu’s finger jar. It had been scraped very clean.
“Then they’re out there somewhere.”
“Your lady is dying.”
“Honshu will surely die if we leave,” Dorrick said. He
was holding the net again next to TongSu’s bed.
“It is a tough choice,” Elchrist said, “but I think hers is the
more worthy life.” He squeezed TongSu’s hand when he said
it. She was very groggy and mumbled something.
“I agree also, but Honshu has no chance.”
“She has a chance with us,” Elchrist said.
Before Dorrick could stop him he whipped the last tie
rope from the stake and the balloon began to lift. Dorrick had
only a second to decide if he was climbing into the net to
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bring TongSu home, or would he abandon her to drift helpless
over the swamp and drop down to die with Honshu. He pulled
and crawled up into the aft net. The balloon was drifting
sideways out over the drop, the seething mass of tentacles
fighting over the corpses they had thrown off the cliff came
into view. Elchrist, Remon and Yentcy stood on the
outcropping where they had lain and waved.
Dorrick climbed to the front net and got her nose pointed
north. He gave her all the up he dared, they needed to be
above the dactyls as far as possible, but he flew a widening
circle above their camp. He saw nothing but a stampede
heading northwest in the distance. Turning her nose to the
east almost brought on the Instinct, he had to concentrate on
TongSu to do it. He had wasted almost a day already, not
finding Honshu. He put the auto pilot on and checked it’s
progress frequently. He checked on TongSu frequently,
staying with her in the aft net except when he had to go adjust
the balloon’s direction. Because it was so badly wounded, it
flew a bit sideways and it’s path required frequent
compensation.
TongSu took plenty of water but little food. She slept
more and more as Noonsleep gave way to Afternoonday and
Afternoonday got long. They passed over endless jungle, a
sea of open water and then more jungle. They flew for hours
over the deadly floating swamp miles below. Big dactyls rose
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into the Afternoonday thermals after them. Tall clouds grew
around them and in the later part of the day Dorrick
concentrated more on missing them than staying on a due east
course.
They finally had some luck on their side, there was quite a
tailwind. They probably couldn’t have made it straight across
against it if they dared try. The only reason he dared now is
that a three week journey around the swamp would surely see
TongSu die.
He had to battle dactyls twice, one was a rather small,
gossamer winged thing that wasn’t really a threat in hand-tohand combat, but could wreck havoc with the balloon. The
other was one of those nasty redpockets. He had so few
arrows left, but five of those bombs. He wished it had some
kind of proximity detonation, if it passed within six feet of the
things glider wings it would send it down.
The thing rode thermals around them for almost three
hours. It wouldn’t come in close enough for him to really get
a shot at it, but it wouldn’t give up and go away. He was in
the aft net most of the time. TongSu was starting to get
delirious with fever and he spent a lot of time wetting her lips
and just holding her hand. He tried not to make it obvious that
he was watching that redpocket as he did so, but she was
barely conscious.
He had to overdrive the balloon to get away from both a
tall cloud and the dactyl just a little after lunch time. The
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thing took a couple runs at them and he nearly used up a
precious arrow twice when it passed pretty close to them,
only twenty or thirty feet below. TongSu groaned during one
of those attacks, he went to her as soon as the dactyl had
dropped in his loop.
“Maybe you should drain it or something, there’s pressure
building up inside me, I’m afraid it’s going to rupture his
stitching any minute.”
“Oh god, I wouldn’t know how to do that.”
“Stab the pussy spot with a pin or something, the point of
your knife should work.”
“I don’t know,” he said. He noticed how his voice shook.
She tried to roll over, started to scream, hissed and
grunted and said, “You’ll have to roll me over, it’s on this
side.”
She hissed and groaned again when he did, each stitch
had a white, red and black ring around it, the blacks merged
together into an area six inches across on the right side of her
back. A stitched popped as he did it and watery puss began to
leak out. He mopped it with a towel, put another towel under
her and laid her back down. He swallowed before she could
see his face. “That boil popped on it’s own,” he said, “I just
wiped it off and put another towel under you in case it leaks a
little more.”
He held her hand while she went back to sleep, but he
kept his eye on the redpocket. He went back to the front net to
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dodge the next tall cloud when he noticed that redpocket was
circling beside them again. It was a half mile away, but riding
a thermal high above them. The cloud at the top of that
thermal was drier air condensing at a higher altitude. The
dactyl could ride it far enough above them to glide over to
them. He made sure TongSu was peaceful before he climbed
to the top of the balloon.
They were were a thousand feet above one atmosphere,
the surface of the floating swamp was two miles below. A
landmass that looked like a continent from here, but was
really a low lying island in the northern tip of Hell, was on
the horizon in front of him. The redpocket was to the side and
behind, closest to where he was on the balloon. He had to turn
around on the ladder-strap and face the sky to have a shot at
him. He put a carabiner on his harness to the ladder-strap and
trusted it to let him hang there on the side of the balloon, two
miles above the swamp. He wished he could get more of his
foot on the ladder strap.
The eyes hanging from the bottom of that dactyl’s jaws
clearly watched him, not just the balloon, as it looped its lazy
spirals in the late Afternoonday thermal. Now that he was
here, he worried about the balloon getting off course. For
now, its course in relation to the dactyl was all that counted.
The balloon seemed to be on a long curve around the high
cloud that capped that thermal. The dactyl continued to circle
a half a mile away.
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Kortrax was low enough, that he knew he had to correct
their course, but he knew as soon as he did, that dactyl was
going to come over and start laying waste to the top of this
balloon. He would make it quick. He clambered down,
terrified of falling but watching the dactyl the whole time.
TongSu moaned as he went thru to the front net. He turned
her nose back to the east and away from the tall cloud that
was growing far above them. He set the strap in that
direction, and pulled it a little tighter, hoping the floater had
healed a little more in gentle flight.
He went back above the balloon on the ladder-strap of the
front net. This is a little scarier to get to, but he attempted the
climb holding the crossbow. At the edge he had only one hand
on the strap, holding himself above the two-mile drop, when
he saw the dactyl was halfway from the thermal to the top of
their balloon. It would land there in seconds, he had to onehand the big crossbow while hanging from the ladder strap
above thin air. He had to remember to lead it, he had to
remember it was farther than it looks because his adrenalinecharged mind was magnifying it.
It seemed like the arrow took forever to get there, like it
flew half as fast as the dactyl. The creature saw it and tried to
dodge, it was almost successful. The arrow hit in a peripheral
spot, the base of it’s tail. That hampered it’s ability to steer,
but hampered it just enough that it couldn’t catch the thermal
again, and left Dorrick with the problem of getting himself
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down.
He thought and thought. But to get down from here, he
needed two hands, and one was holding the big Rikrath 250
ratchet action crossbow. A piece of armament that would set a
native back the equivalent of about eight thousand credits,
enough to buy a big SciBlast for your artillery, a brace of
mid-grade McAllisters for your trained guys and a six pack of
snub-nosed Barringers for your street muscle. More than he,
Jason and Bulf ever had invested in their weaponry at any one
time.
He would still have TongSu’s nice one twenty and
Honshu’s little sixty, so if he dropped this it wasn’t like he
was leaving TongSu undefended. He probably should have
been out here with the one twenty, it couldn’t lob those
bombs if he had to. The bottom line, he couldn’t help TongSu
at all if he couldn’t get back into the net. He watched what
was really a fine piece of engineering fall til it was a tiny
cross against the jungle below.
Near dusk, TongSu took a little water, but could not take
any food. She talked about how pretty the farm was, the
prettiest, lushest farm she had ever known. He assured her
that it was the prettiest, lushest farm he had ever known also.
It certainly was. He had sold his grandfather’s farm, sixteen
hundred acres that would grow two crops of wheat in a
Centorin summer. He had to sell it on the black market
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because he wasn’t of documented landed blood. It seemed
like TongSu’s six acres produced more than his grandfather’s
sixteen hundred. She went back to sleep while he told her
about that.
Narrulla was up a little before sunset, Dorrick watched the
floating jungle in the moonlight and listened to TongSu’s
labored breathing. Being on the equator made it a lot easier to
navigate by the stars. Narrulla would pass directly overhead
and point the way to Bordzvek before it set.
It was hard for him to fathom that Bordzvek could be just
a week’s journey by air from where they had been. He
laughed to himself, a week’s journey by air used to seem like
something from a fable, now it is right next door. A day’s
journey by air includes the suburbs of Bordzvek. There are
scheduled air routes thruout the urban core of the city, many
of which had been in service since the standard year was a
three digit number. Even then they had allowed people to fly
anywhere among the crystal towers in a matter of hours.
Just seven hundred and fifty miles from that was their
crash site. He knew of more hostile environments, the moons
of Jupiter, Neptune, Dionysis or Hesikiah or Lundune, the
surface of Venus or Tau5. But for land that is technically
habitable, the East Bordzvek Basin was the most difficult
environment he had seen so far. Desert, icecap and sea are
easier to prepare for and survive. TongSu was probably the
most capable survivor he had ever known, and she was in real
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danger of not making it thru this.
She had taken a little more water before Narrulla set,
sometime before Kunae set. That left the stars alone in the
sky and they swarmed. The tall clouds of late Afternoonday
and Dusksleep were gone, a few traces glistened in the
starlight far above, imitating the milky way. He tried to
imagine he could see light on the horizon. A hundred million
lanterns burned thru Nightday in Bordzvek, thousands of
buildings had phosphors that released the light of noon during
Nightday. But it was still at least four hundred miles to the
crystal city and medical attention. Even in the starlight he
could see that they were no longer over the island, only the
texture told him what was floating and what was not.
It was probably the middle of Dawnsleep when TongSu
woke up. He was back here all the time now, the balloon had
no more reserves left and was free-floating, riding the air
current towards Bordzvek at half the speed it had been
making when it swam. It was a little off course to the south he
thought, but the tubes extended over a hundred and fifty miles
from the city center along the Great Canal. He could call for
medical assistance as soon as it was dawn. Any network
service in Bordzvek was superior to that of Kex and
Navorkensville. He would be met by the right professionals at
the closest tube station to their approach, all she had to do
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was live to get there.
“Where are we,” was the first thing she asked.
“We just passed the shore of Hell, we’re over the jungles
of the escarpment, its only a few more hours.”
She took a little water. She felt more like a Hotblood than
an Enurate so he put a wet cloth on her forehead. She smiled,
and said, “This was a tough trip in more ways than one.”
“I lost Honshu and almost lost you.”
“You ain’t saved me yet, I don’t think my condition would
be medically described as ‘stable’ right now.”
“We’re almost there,” he repeated, “it will be dawn soon.”
“Everybody was right about the East Basin,” TongSu said.
“It was by far the worst I’ve ever seen, worse than the
ruins of Ellay or Talstan, worse than those blood feuds in
Zil.”
“Oh yeah,” she said. He was glad to see she still had her
sass. It was something no electronic sex toy on the video
game market could provide.
“I don’t remember losing much blood on the way to
Borlunth, maybe some scratches from the brush or some
fingernails on my back that broke the skin. I was scared a lot,
but Jason was the only one of us who really got injured.”
“You got some shrapnel wounds as I remember,” she said,
remembering the attack on the professor. She could barely
move any more, barely breath, barely even talk, “But we
didn’t get to Borlunth by way of the East Basin.”
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“No, you were a much better guide than that,” he said. I
never gave you enough credit for that.”
She very feebly patted his hand. When she could she said,
very weakly, “I’m going to slip into a nice warm coma, I’ll
see you on the other side.”
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Epilog - In Heat
Dusk was beginning to get purple, but Honshu could tell
that even here they were not as deep as Trenst. The milling
herd of kargasaur made a huge plume of dust that was
silhouetted against the sky. Though it was calm, Danesk had
the crossbow with him, it wasn't safe to get too widely
separated. They went down hill just a little ways. There were
a few shrubs and a tree here, but they still had plenty of open
ground between them and the nearest blike.
She had somehow managed to stumble along in this heat.
It was a week and a half since they left the kargasaur
stampede, they had been following the heard on foot since,
taking a calf a week to add to the herbs of the field for their
sustenance. Danesk said they were keeping to higher ground
because of her, she needed the cooler temperatures and it was
less dangerous. He had to shoot only two or three carnivores a
day that attacked them. They had to save every arrow now,
they had only two.
He had a fire thru the dark, he was getting one going now.
Now that it was dark it was starting to get comfortable for
her, but nowhere near cool enough that she would want any
clothing on. They might not encounter that on this journey,
but she had put a wrapskirt and tee in her bag.
She was glad she had the Centorin camera, and not just to
see thru the loon. She was glad she’d had Dorrick show her
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how to upload. She’d pretended she didn’t understand, but
actually understood that the camera was a network device and
had already downloaded software to allow it to be used as a
comm during the first dark. Their third dark was on them
now, they had picked a nice sheltered spot to camp, there was
even a trickle of water.
"Yep, you're ready again." Honshu said about the erection
Danesk was holding in her face. "Did you do some
semphaneet?"
"Being a Hotblood is like being on sempheneet
permanently," he said.
"Now that could be very interesting," she said. She put on
his glove and took it in her hand and started working it,
pecking him quickly on the lips. The glove should have been
on him, not her hand, because Honshu was soon sweating in
it. It slid easily over Danesk's shaft and she could feel the
details thru it as she got down to her knees. His cap wasn't too
hot for her mouth, not as hot as many foods. She'd swallowed
soup hotter than his. She smiled up at him as she licked the
last drops with the tip of her tongue. He leaned on the tree
and breathed deeply, smiling at her. His long brown hair was
still free from sweat, even in all this heat, even though he still
had his tee and outer shirt, half unbuttoned, knee socks and
boots, and pants down to his knees.
"I can hardly wait til you’re one of us," he said as he
pulled and fastened his pants.
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"I wish I was now. It's too hot to even finger," she said,
“even if you have the glove on.” She knew he wouldn’t want
to get the slime on it anyway.” It was still seven or eight
hundred miles to Mondutorngk and up here was a winter
wonderland to him.
"I'm surprised they never told you," she said, changing the
subject. She was thinking about the day they left on this
adventure, she felt a pang of guilt that she hadn’t told them.
"Who? Told me what?"
"Dorrick and TongSu, they usually warn most people as
soon as we meet."
"Warn them about what?"
"My addiction."
"I knew you were addicted to sex before Dorrick was
even awake. I love that addiction, I have it too."
"Oh I have many addictions, sex is close to air, water and
food on my addiction list, but they usually warn people of the
one that rules them all."
She flashed back to that moment, weeks ago, when she
had first mentioned her addiction. It was the day she first
discovered she could take him by mouth, they had been out
behind TongSu’s balloon. It was the dawn and she was
flashing brightly from the big scrape she got from the last of
her stash, but she was acting like she was seeing thru it fine.
She thought back to that conversation.
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"What is it?” he had asked back then, “So far I share all
my addictions with you."
"It's a drug only available in Trenst," she told him.
"How do you know that?" he asked.
"Because it comes from the foeth, an animal found only in
the Myassa."
"Foeths are found only in wildhull swamps," he said.
"There are foeths and many of their relatives in Hell, but no
means for warmbloods to ever learn of them."
"It really doesn't matter if they're there, I can't hunt them
myself. Their brain is a drug called loon, and that is my
addiction."
"There's plenty of loon in Hbananvek," he said.
She had been stopped by that, it was the biggest event on
the whole trip to the East Basin. It never took her long to
make up her mind, but this was a pretty big decision.
Actually, it wasn't. If there was a closer supply than Trenst,
she had to seek it didn't she? "What's Hbanavek?" she had
asked.
“A Hotblood town at the top of the Hbanan delta. It's hot
there even for us, but the hunters go where it's hotter, where
they have to stay wet with alcohol to survive."
"What's the public sex scene like?" she asked about
Hbananvek.
"There are no clothes in town, it's very casual. Remaining
soft or dry while talking with someone of the opposite sex is
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considered rather rude."
"So where can I get the Hotblood conversion?" she asked.
In the balloon above, Dorrick was making the first
preparations to lift.
"There is one man in Mondutorngk." That was known as
the last town on the Hbanan before its descent into Hell. "His
shop only advertizes liver treatments, but no one in
Mondutorngk admits they trade with Hotbloods. His name is
Yoontviist, and you have to ask for the Hbananvek Package
as a proper name. You have to listen to his warnings also.
Yoontviist in Mondutorngk," he repeated.
She thought he would have to write it down, but in less
than an hour Danesk saw opportunity in the kargasaur herd
and caught them a two hundred mile ride. She regretted never
leaving a note, she'd be dead without Dorrick and TongSu.
But she hadn’t done this just on his say-so. "How do I
know I can believe you know about loon?" she had asked just
before Dorrick started looking for her before the balloon
lifted.
But Danesk had smiled and reached into the pocket of his
mountain shirt. He held out a tiny jar, and inch in diameter
and an inch thick. The cover unscrewed and there was a deep
green paste within. He took a fingernail full, put it to his
lower front teeth, and looked at her.
She dipped, and joined him in the dimension beyond.

